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Abstract

This Ph.D. dissertation develops important contributions to the literature on wage

bargaining. We introduce discount rates varying in time to the wage bargaining models

in order to model real life situations in a more accurate way.

In Chapter 1, we state the main objectives of this dissertation.

In Chapter 2, we deliver a brief literature overview of bargaining models, more

precisely wage bargaining models. We recall axiomatic and strategic approaches to

bargaining and then describe in details strategic approach to wage bargaining models.

In Chapter 3, we investigate the wage bargaining model with preferences varying in

time. First, we analyze subgame perfect equilibria in the model and then determine the

subgame perfect equilibria payoffs of the parties. Furthermore, we study the inefficient

equilibria in the model.

In Chapter 4, we investigate some extensions of the generalized wage bargaining

model. First, we analyze wage bargaining with the go-slow actions of the union and

study the subgame perfect equilibrium payoffs. Next, we investigate a wage bargaining

model where the firm has the lockout option.

In Chapter 5, we apply the generalized wage bargaining models to real life problems,

such as price negotiations.

In Chapter 6, we present conclusions and give new insights to our future research.

Keywords: union-firm wage bargaining, discount rates varying in time, subgame per-

fect equilibrium, strike, equilibrium payoffs, go-slow, lockout, price negotiation
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Résumé

Titre : Essais sur les négociations salariales

Cette dissertation de doctorat développe des contributions importantes à la littéra-

ture sur la négociation salariale. Nous introduisons des taux d’actualisation variant

dans le temps pour les modèles de négociation salariale afin de modéliser des situations

réelles d’une manière plus précise.

Dans le Chapitre 1, nous présentons les objectifs principaux de cette dissertation.

Dans le Chapitre 2, nous offrons un bref aperçu de la littérature sur les modèles

de négociation, plus précisément des modèles de négociation salariale. Nous rappelons

les approches axiomatiques et stratégiques des modèles de négociation et étudions en

détail l’approche stratégique des modèles de négociation salariale.

Dans le Chapitre 3, nous étudions le modèle de négociation salariale avec des

préférences qui varient dans le temps. Tout d’abord, nous analysons les équilibres

en sous-jeu parfait dans le modèle, d’autre part, nous déterminons les gains d’équilibre

en sous-jeux parfaits des parties. Par ailleurs, nous étudions les équilibres inefficaces

dans le modèle.

Dans le Chapitre 4, nous étudions quelques extensions du modèle de négociation

salariale généralisé. Premièrement, nous analysons les négociations salariales avec les

actions de “go-slow” et étudions les gains d’équilibre en sous-jeux parfaits. Par ailleurs,

nous étudions un modèle de négociation salariale où la firme a l’option de “lockouts”.

Dans le Chapitre 5, nous appliquons les modèles de négociation de salaires général-

isés aux problèmes de la vie réelle, comme les négociations de prix.

Dans le Chapitre 6, nous présentons les conclusions et donnons de nouvelles per-

spectives à nos recherches futures.

Mots clés : Négociation salariale entre un syndicat et une firme, taux d’escompte

variable, équilibre en sous-jeu parfait, paiements sur un équilibre, “go-slow”, “lockout”,

negotiation de prix
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Résumé prolongé

La théorie de la négociation et de ses applications, par exemple, les négociations

salariales entre les entreprises et les syndicats, sont largement analysées dans la littéra-

ture. L’une des approches pour expliquer l’interaction entre les négociateurs est basée

sur la négociation statique de Nash (Nash [1950]), où l’analyse est axée sur les résultats

et ses propriétés. Une autre approche initiée par Rubinstein [1982] analyse les stratégies

de négociation et donne plus de perspicacité pour comprendre la procédure de négoci-

ation. Afin de modéliser des situations réelles, l’utilisation du modèle de négociation

dynamique de Rubinstein permet de comprendre clairement les incitations des acteurs

pour obtenir un accord dès que possible.

L’un des sujets sur la théorie de la négociation largement discuté dans la littérature

économique concerne la négociation collective sur les salaires entre les entreprises et les

travailleurs. Malgré de nombreux travaux sur ce sujet, à notre connaissance, la négoci-

ation salariale avec des taux d’actualisation variant dans le temps n’a pas été analysée

avant. Cette thèse de doctorat est consacrée précisément à la négociation salariale

avec les préférences des parties déterminées par des taux d’actualisation variant dans le

temps, qui sera aussi appelée la négociation salariale généralisée. Plus précisément, les

objectifs de cette thèse de doctorat sont les suivants :

1. Etudier les négociations salariales et fournir un aperçu des modèles de négociation

salariale

2. Souligner l’importance de la négociation salariale généralisée pour modéliser des

situations de la vie réelle

3. Etudier le modèle de négociation salariale avec les préférences (taux d’actualisation)

variant dans le temps:

a) Analyser des équilibres parfaits en sous-jeux dans le modèle

b) Déterminer les gains des équilibres parfaits en sous-jeux des parties

c) Etudier les équilibres inefficaces dans le modèle

4. Etudier des extensions du modèle de négociation salariale généralisée, comme les

négociations salariales avec les actions “go-slow” et “lockouts”
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5. Appliquer les modèles de négociation de salaires généralisées aux problèmes de la

vie réelle, tels que la négociation de prix et les négociations des prix des produits

pharmaceutiques.

Nous généralisons le modèle de négociation salariale introduit par Fernandez et Glazer

[1991] et Haller et Holden [1990] et basé sur la négociation de Rubinstein (Rubinstein

[1982]) en supposant que les préférences des parties dans leur cadre sont variables dans

le temps. Dans ce modèle de négociation salariale non-coopérative, une entreprise

monopolistique et un syndicat négocient le nouveau salaire pour les travailleurs. Il

existe une négociation séquentielle en temps discret et un horizon potentiellement infini

dans lequel les parties alternent en faisant des offres de contrats de salaire que l’autre

partie peut soit accepter soit refuser. En cas de rejet du contrat de salaire proposé par

l’une des parties, le syndicat doit décider de faire ou non la grève pendant cette période.

Dans la version étendue de ce modèle, au lieu de la décision de grève du syndicat, nous

considérons la décision de “lockout” de l’entreprise.

La réalisation de nos objectifs est liée aux chapitres 2, 3, 4 et 5. Dans le chapitre

2, nous fournissons un aperçu de la littérature de la théorie de la négociation. En

particulier, nous récapitulons les deux approches statiques et stratégiques de la négoci-

ation, certaines généralisations et des extensions du modèle original de la négociation

de Rubinstein et des modèles de négociation salariale. Nous soulignons également

l’importance d’utiliser des taux d’actualisation variant dans le temps pour modéliser

des situations de la vie réelle, et nous nous référons à d’autres travaux qui traitent de

la question des préférences non-stationnaires.

Dans le chapitre 3, nous fournissons une analyse de l’équilibre détaillée du modèle

de négociation salariale généralisé. Ce chapitre est basé sur Ozkardas et Rusinowska

[2014a,à paraître,2014b]. Après une brève description de la négociation salariale entre le

syndicat et l’entreprise présentée dans la section 3.2, dans la section 3.3 nous étudions

différentes décisions de la grève du syndicat et comparons les cas exogènes. Notre

analyse montre qu’en fait, il serait plus rentable pour le syndicat de prendre une décision

de grève “mélangée”: faire la grève si l’offre du syndicat est rejetée, et statu quo si le

syndicat rejette une offre. Ce que le syndicat obtiendrait en équilibre dans un tel cas

de décision de grève mixte est plus élevé que ce qu’il obtiendrait dans les équilibres de

décisions de grève extrêmes (toujours en grève ou toujours en “hold-out”). Nos résultats

pour les cas avec les décisions de grève exogènes généralisent des résultats précédents

avec des taux d’actualisation constant (par exemple Fernandez et Glazer [1991], et
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Haller et Holden [1990]).

En outre, nous relâchons l’hypothèse de la décision de grève exogène, et dans la

section 3.4 nous fournissons l’analyse de l’équilibre dans le cas général. Nous trouvons

les équilibres parfait en sous-jeux (que l’on désignera ici par SPE) dans lesquels les

stratégies qui soutiennent les équilibres dans les cas exogènes (toujours en grève, et

faire la grève seulement après le rejet de ses propres propositions) sont combinées avec

les stratégies à salaire minimum, à condition que le syndicat soit suffisamment patient.

Ce dernier SPE est limité aux situations où l’entreprise est au moins aussi patient

que le syndicat. Si l’entreprise est plus impatient que le syndicat, il vaut mieux que

l’entreprise joue la stratégie sans concession (rejeter toutes les offres et toujours faire

une offre inacceptable).

Après avoir déterminé le SPE du modèle de négociation salariale avec des taux

d’actualisation variant dans le temps, nous généralisons la méthode utilisée par Houba

et Wen [2008] et l’appliquons à notre modèle afin de trouver les gains extrêmes des

SPE dans le modèle de négociation salariale généralisé. Cette partie de la thèse est

présentée dans la section 3.5. Nous déterminons les gains extrêmes dans les SPE pour

des cas particuliers de séquences de taux d’actualisation variant dans le temps. A part

dériver les limites exactes des gains d’équilibre, nous caractérisons également les profils

de stratégies d’équilibre qui prennent en charge ces gains extrêmes. Nos résultats pour

le modèle avec des taux d’actualisation variant généralisent les résultats de Houba et

Wen [2008] obtenus pour le modèle avec des taux d’actualisation constants. Dans la

section 3.6 nous présentons également d’autres résultats liés aux équilibres inefficaces

dans la négociation salariale généralisée.

Chapitre 4 concerne certaines extensions de la négociation salariale généralisée: le

modèle avec la décision de “go-slow” du syndicat présenté dans les sections 4.2 et le

modèle avec les décisions de “lockout” de l’entreprise présenté dans la section 4.3. Ce

chapitre est basé sur Ozkardas et Rusinowska [2014c,b]. Plus précisément, nous éten-

dons le modèle de négociation salariale de Fernandez et Glazer [1991] et de notre négo-

ciation salariale généralisée par l’introduction de l’option “go-slow” du syndicat. Nous

spécifions l’attitude du syndicat, qui peut être hostile ou altruiste, puis déterminons les

équilibres parfaits en sous-jeux de la négociation salariale prolongée. Nous analysons

également une extension du modèle en intégrant l’option de lockout de l’entreprise.

Nous montrons que sous certaines hypothèses, il y a un SPE avec un accord immé-

diat qui donne au syndicat un contrat de salaire plus faible que le contrat de statu

quo lorsque le syndicat n’est pas autorisé à menacer l’entreprise, mais l’entreprise a la
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possibilité de lockout.

Des applications du modèle de négociation salariale généralisé aux négociations du

prix sont présentés dans le chapitre 5. La section 5.1 concerne la négociation du

prix entre un vendeur et un acheteur avec les préférences décrites par des facteurs

d’actualisation variant dans le temps. Cette section est basée sur Ozkardas et Rusi-

nowska [2013]. Nous déterminons l’unique SPE pour les stratégies sans retard indépen-

dantes de l’histoire passée du jeu et l’équilibre des gains extrêmes du vendeur et de

l’acheteur dans le cas général. Il semble que les profils de la stratégie d’équilibre sans

retard soutiennent ces gains extrêmes. Sous équilibre, ni le vendeur ni l’acheteur ne font

une offre inacceptable. Enfin, nous proposons d’appliquer notre modèle à la négociation

du prix des produits pharmaceutiques. Cette partie est présentée dans la section 5.2.

Quelques remarques finales, en particulier, une brève présentation de nouvelles

recherches possibles sur les négociations salariales, sont présentées dans le chapitre

6.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Bargaining theory and its applications, e.g., wage bargaining between firms and unions,

are vastly analyzed in the literature. One of the approaches to explain the interaction

between bargainers is based on the static Nash bargaining (Nash [1950]), where the

analysis is focused on the outcome and its properties. Another approach initiated by

Rubinstein [1982] analyses bargaining strategies and gives more insight to understand

the bargaining procedure. In order to model real life situations, using Rubinstein’s

dynamic bargaining model provides clear understanding of the incentives of the players

to make an agreement as soon as possible.

One of the topics on bargaining theory broadly discussed in the economics literature

concerns collective wage bargaining between firms and workers. Despite numerous works

on this issue, to the best of our knowledge wage bargaining with discount rates varying

in time has not been considered before. This Ph.D. thesis is devoted to such a wage

bargaining with preferences of the parties described by discount rates varying in time,

which will be also referred to as the generalized wage bargaining. More precisely, the

objectives of this Ph.D. thesis are the following:

1. Studying wage bargaining and delivering an overview of wage bargaining models

2. Emphasizing the importance of the generalized wage bargaining to model real life

situations

3. Investigating the wage bargaining model with preferences (discount rates) varying

in time:

a) Analyzing subgame perfect equilibria in the model

12
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b) Determining the subgame perfect equilibria payoffs of the parties

c) Studying the inefficient equilibria in the model

4. Investigating some extensions of the generalized wage bargaining model, like wage

bargaining with go-slow actions and lockouts

5. Applying the generalized wage bargaining models to real life problems, such as

price negotiations.

We extend the wage bargaining model introduced in Fernandez and Glazer [1991] and

Haller and Holden [1990] and based on Rubinstein’s bargaining (Rubinstein [1982]) by

assuming that the parties’ preferences in their framework are varying in time. In this

non-cooperative wage bargaining model, a monopolistic firm and a union bargain over

the new wage for the workers. There exists a sequential bargaining over discrete time

and a potentially infinite horizon in which the parties alternate in making offers of wage

contracts that the other party can either accept or reject. In case of a rejection of the

proposed wage contract by one of the parties, the union must decide whether or not

to strike in that period. In the extended version of this model, instead of the union’s

strike decision, we consider the firm’s lockout decision.

The realization of our objectives are related to Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5. In Chapter 2,

we provide the literature overview of the bargaining theory. Especially, we recapitulate

both static and strategic approaches to bargaining, some generalizations and extensions

of the original Rubinstein’s bargaining model and wage bargaining models. We also

emphasize the importance of using discount rates varying in time to model real life

situations, and refer to other works that discuss the issue of non-stationary preferences.

In Chapter 3, we introduce and provide a detailed equilibrium analysis of the gen-

eralized wage bargaining model. This chapter is based on Ozkardas and Rusinowska

[2014a, Forthcoming, 2014b]. After a brief description of the wage bargaining between

the union and the firm presented in Section 3.2, in Section 3.3 we study different ex-

ogenous strike decisions of the union and compare the exogenous cases. Our analysis

shows that, in fact, it would be more profitable for the union to use a “mixed” strike

decision: striking if the union’s offer is rejected, but holding out if the union rejects

an offer. What the union would get under the equilibrium in such a case of the mixed

strike decision is higher than what it would get under the equilibria of the extreme

strike decisions (always striking or always holding out). Our results for the cases with
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the exogenous strike decisions generalize some previous results for constant discount

rates (e.g. Fernandez and Glazer [1991] and Haller and Holden [1990]).

Furthermore, we relax the assumption of the exogenous strike decision, and in Sec-

tion 3.4 we provide the equilibrium analysis for the general case. We find subgame

perfect equilibria (that will be denoted here by SPE ) in which the strategies support-

ing the equilibria in the exogenous cases (always strike, and strike only after rejection

of own proposals) are combined with the minimum-wage strategies, provided that the

union is sufficiently patient. The latter SPE is restricted to the situations when the

firm is at least as patient as the union. If the firm is more impatient than the union,

then the firm is better off by playing the no-concession strategy (reject all offers and

always make an unacceptable offer).

After determining the SPE of the wage bargaining model with discount rates varying

in time, we generalize the method used in Houba and Wen [2008] and apply it to our

model in order to find the extreme payoffs under SPE in the generalized wage bargaining

model. This part of the thesis is presented in Section 3.5. We determine the extreme

payoffs under SPE for particular cases of sequences of discount rates varying in time.

Apart from deriving the exact bounds of the equilibrium payoffs, we also characterize

the equilibrium strategy profiles that support these extreme payoffs. Our findings for

the model with varying discount rates generalize the results of Houba and Wen [2008]

obtained for the model with constant discount rates. In Section 3.6 we also present

further results related to inefficient equilibria in the generalized wage bargaining.

Chapter 4 concerns some extensions of the generalized wage bargaining: the model

with go-slow decision of the union presented in Sections 4.2 and the model with lockout

decisions of the firm presented in Section 4.3. This chapter is based on Ozkardas

and Rusinowska [2014c,b]. More precisely, we extend the wage bargaining model of

Fernandez and Glazer [1991] and our generalized wage bargaining by introducing the

go-slow strategy of the union. We specify the attitude of the union, which can be

either hostile or altruistic, and then determine the subgame perfect equilibria of the

extended wage bargaining. We also analyze an extension of the model by incorporating

the lockout option of the firm. We prove that under certain assumptions there is a SPE

with an immediate agreement which yields the union a wage contract smaller than the

status quo contract when the union is not allowed to threaten the firm but the firm has

the lockout option.

Applications of the generalized wage bargaining model to price negotiations are

presented in Chapter 5. Section 5.1 concerns the price negotiation between a seller and
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a buyer with preferences described by discount factors varying in time. This section is

based on Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2013]. We determine the unique SPE for no-delay

strategies independent of the former history of the game and the equilibrium extreme

payoffs of the seller and the buyer for the general case. It appears that the no-delay

equilibrium strategy profiles support these extreme payoffs. Under equilibrium, neither

the seller nor the buyer makes an unacceptable offer. Finally, for a future research

agenda we propose to apply our model to pharmaceutical product price negotiation.

This part is presented in Section 5.2.

Some concluding remarks, in particular, a short presentation of more possible new

research projects on wage bargaining, are presented in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Bargaining models - A brief literature

overview

2.1 Introduction

In many economic, social and political issues one can frequently be confronted with

bargaining situations. We refer to a bargaining situation as the interaction between

two or more individuals/organizations in which they make cooperation for conflicting

benefits. For example, one may analyze the bargaining between a seller and a buyer

for price determination of a good or the bargaining between governments and interna-

tional organizations on the reduction in the stockpiles of conventional armaments. It is

straightforward to present numerous examples of many micro- or macro-scaled issues,

where bargaining theories can be very suitable for modeling them. The reason for using

a theoretical explanation of bargaining lies behind the necessity for understanding the

basis of the human interactions and how the future interactions should be shaped.

In order to deal with the bargaining theories, one may ask the following questions

on this subject: What are the variables and/or factors that determine the negotiation’s

outcome? How is it possible to maximize the bargaining outcomes? Which negotiation

strategy gives more profitable bargaining outcome? How to apply these strategies?

What is the source of the bargaining power? What affects the reduction or increase of

this power? Why the bargaining power is different for each player? etc.

Due to the fact that the bargaining is a time consuming and costly process, theo-

retical works on bargaining must satisfy the properties of efficiency and distribution.

The property of efficiency is defined as follows: the players (either individuals or in-

16
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stitutions) need to reach an agreement with the highest utility levels by the fastest

way. For instance, when the wage agreement is reached after a lengthy strike period,

both the workers and the firm bear the cost of such a late agreement. The purpose of

the bargaining theories is to analyze and determine the maximum utility level in the

minimum time for both workers and firm. To illustrate this more precisely, one may

investigate the peace agreements. Instead of signing a peace treaty after hundreds of

deaths, avoiding wars between two states would be more profitable and reasonable. The

property of distribution gives us the rules for the determination of the utilities.

In this survey, we recapitulate the bargaining theories analyzed in the literature. In

Section 2.2, we first investigate the axiomatic approach derived from Nash [1950], where

the solution satisfies a set of well-defined axioms. Then, we recall the dynamic approach

to bargaining problems of Rubinstein [1982], where the players make alternating offers.

Finally, we investigate some selected extensions of Rubinstein’s model. Section 2.3

concerns the wage bargaining models based on Rubinstein’s dynamic model. A brief

conclusion is presented in Section 2.4.

2.2 Bargaining models

In this section, we analyze the bargaining models between two or more players over

a division of a surplus. First, we concentrate on the axiomatic approach derived by

Nash and explain the Nash bargaining solution. Next, we investigate the original Ru-

binstein’s alternating offers bargaining model. Last part of this section is devoted to

the generalizations and extensions of Rubinstein’s model.

2.2.1 Axiomatic approach - Nash bargaining solution

Nash [1950] analyzes the bargaining problems by considering the set of outcomes or

agreements that satisfy some properties instead of taking notice of the strategic aspects

of bargaining. Nash [1950] states that “One states as axioms several properties that

would seem natural for the solution to have and then one discovers that axioms actually

determine the solution uniquely.” Let us recapitulate the Nash bargaining solution after

giving the postulated axioms.

Consider two players, labeled i = 1, 2, who bargain over a division of a cake (or

surplus) of size 1. They try to come to an agreement over alternatives in some arbitrary

set. Let X be the set of possible agreements, i.e.,
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X = {(x1, x2) : x1 + x2 = 1, xi ≥ 0}

and let D denote the disagreement outcome, i.e., D = (0, 0).

We assume that each player i’s preferences are represented by a utility function ui

over X ∪ {D}. Let U be the set of possible payoffs defined by

U = {(v1, v2) : u1 (x) = v1, u2 (x) = v2 for some x ∈ X}

and d = (u1 (D) , u2 (D)).

We assume that U is convex and compact set and there exists some v ∈ U such that

v > d. Under these assumptions, a bargaining problem is a pair (U, d) where U ⊂ R
2

and d ∈ U .

A bargaining solution is a function f : B → R
2 where B is the set of all possible

bargaining problems. The bargaining solution f must satisfy the following axioms:

1. Pareto Efficiency: A bargaining solution f (U, d) is Pareto efficient if there does

not exist a (v1, v2) ∈ U such that v ≥ f (U, d) and vi > fi (U, d) for some i.

2. Symmetry: Let (U, d) be such that (v1, v2) ∈ U if and only if (v2, v1) ∈ U and

d1 = d2. Then f1 (U, d) = f2 (U, d).

3. Invariance of Equivalent Payoff Representations: Given a bargaining problem

(U, d), consider a different bargaining problem (U ′, d′) for some α > (0, 0) and β,

where U ′ = {(α1v1 + β1,α2v2 + β2) : (v1, v2) ∈ U} and d′ = (α1d1 + β1,α2d2 + β2).

Then fi (U
′, d′) = αifi (U, d) + βi for i = 1, 2.

4. Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives: Let (U, d) and (U ′, d) be two bargaining

problems such that U ′ ⊆ U . If f (U, d) ∈ U ′, then f (U ′, d) = f (U, d).

Theorem. A pair of payoffs (v∗1, v
∗

2) is a Nash bargaining solution if it solves the fol-

lowing optimization problem:

max
v1,v2

(v1−d1)(v2−d2) subject to (v1, v2) ∈ U, (v1, v2) ≥ (d1, d2)

The Nash bargaining solution denoted by fN(U, d) is the unique bargaining solution that

satisfies the four axioms mentioned above.
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2.2.2 Strategic approach - Rubinstein’s model

Instead of using the axiomatic (static) model of Nash and the analysis of the prop-

erties of the solution, one can apply a dynamic approach to bargaining derived from

Rubinstein [1982] and study a subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE).

Indeed, while the Nash approach to bargaining has some advantages such as tractabil-

ity, one may need to analyze the strategic aspects of bargaining, such as rules and course

of negotiating. In addition, in order to model real life situations, it might be difficult

to establish the Nash bargaining solution without a good knowledge of the strategic

aspects. Including the determination of the disagreement points and the bargaining

power, one may observe some ambiguities in the Nash bargaining solution. It appears

that Rubinstein’s dynamic model gives clear understanding of bargaining situations.

In particular, introducing the cost of bargaining represented by the player’s discount

factors, clarifies the incentives of the players to make an agreement as soon as possible.

Consequently, one can define the Rubinstein’s bargaining model as an explicit model of

strategic bargaining, where the players makes offers and counter-offers. Moreover one

can apply this model to real life bargaining more smoothly.

We can present the model as bargaining problem of a game in extensive form.

Suppose that two players bargain over a division of a cake, which is infinitely divisible

and normalized to 1. There is no deadline for the bargaining, hence the players can

alternate the offers forever. An agreement is a pair x = (x1, x2) where xi is the share

of the cake received by player i, for i = 1, 2. The set of all possible agreements is

X =
�
(x1, x2) ∈ R

2 : x1 + x2 = 1 and xi ≥ 0, for i = 1, 2
	

In period 0, player 1 makes an offer to player 2. If player 2 accepts, the offer is

implemented and the game ends. The players divide the cake according to the agreement

offer. If player 2 rejects the offer made by player 1, then she makes a counter-offer in

the next period. If the counter-offer is accepted by player 1, then the game ends and

they split the cake according to this offer. Otherwise, player 1 makes a counter-offer in

period 2, etc.

The result of the game is a pair of (x, t), where x = (x1, x2) is the agreement and

t ∈ N is the number of proposals rejected in the bargaining. We denote the disagreement

by D.

Rubinstein uses subgame perfection where the SPE of the bargaining game is a

pair of strategies which constitute a Nash equilibrium in every subgame of the game.
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Subgame perfection eliminates the equilibria based on incredible threats in which a

player would not be willing to carry out. Rubinstein [1982] shows that there is a

unique SPE of this game which satisfies the No-Delay and Stationarity properties, i.e.,

all equilibrium offers are accepted and a player makes the same offer in equilibrium

whenever she has to make an offer.

Rubinstein analyzes a model of bargaining where the time preferences of each player

i (i = 1, 2) are expressed by a constant discount rate δi, where 0 < δi < 1. The utility

function of each player i is defined as follows:

ui (x, t) = xiδ
t
i for every (x, t) ∈ X × N and ui (D) = 0

Consider the following pair of strategies (f ∗, g∗):

Player 1 proposes x∗ and accepts y if and only if y1 ≥ y∗1 and player 2 proposes y∗

and accepts x if and only if x2 ≥ x∗

2.

Rubinstein [1982] shows that (f ∗, g∗) is the unique SPE of the bargaining game of

alternating offers where the agreement is obtained at the beginning of the game and

x∗

1 =
1− δ2
1− δ1δ2

and x∗

2 =
δ2 (1− δ1)

1− δ1δ2

y∗1 =
1− δ1
1− δ1δ2

and y∗2 =
δ1 (1− δ2)

1− δ1δ2

The share of each player in the equilibrium depends on both players’ discount factors

δi (i = 1, 2). In particular, the equilibrium share x∗

i obtained by player i is strictly

increasing in her own discount factor and strictly decreasing in her opponent’s discount

factor. Namely, if a player is more patient, she can afford to wait.

If both players have the same discount factors, the model predicts an agreement with

the payoffs
�

1
(1+δ)

, δ
(1+δ)

�
. It appears that the first-mover has an advantage as 1

(1+δ)
>

δ
(1−δ)

. However, if δ → 1, the first-mover advantage disappears and the agreement

payoffs are
�
1
2
, 1
2

�
. In case of the immediate counter-offers, i.e., δ1 = δ2 = 0, a continuum

of SPE, including equilibria that are Pareto inefficient, exists.

2.2.3 Extensions of Rubinstein’s model - nonstationary

preferences

Numerous extensions of Rubinstein’s original bargaining model are presented in the

literature, see, e.g., Osborne and Rubinstein [1990]. Also Muthoo [1999] demonstrates
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the models with risk of breakdown, inside and outside options, etc. In this sub-section,

we concentrate on the extensions of Rubinstein’s bargaining model with non-stationary

preferences of the parties. Binmore [1987b] analyzes preferences that do not necessarily

satisfy the stationarity assumption and demonstrates a continuum of SPE for any time

interval between consecutive offers. In Coles and Muthoo [2003] one can find a short

survey of bargaining models in which players have time-varying payoffs.

A certain generalization of the original Rubinstein’s model is presented by Rusi-

nowska [2000, 2001] where she assumes that the parties’ preferences are expressed not

by a constant discount rate but by a sequence of discount rates varying in time (δi,t)t∈N,

where δi,t denotes the discount rate of player i (i = 1, 2) in period t, δi,0 = 1, 0 < δi,t < 1

for t ≥ 1. In such a case, the payoff of player i in given period t is xi

tQ
k=0

δi,k. Consider

the following pair of strategies:

(A) In each period 2t (t ∈ N) player 1 submits an offer x2t and in each period 2t + 1

accepts an offer s by player 2 if and only if s1 ≥ y2t+1
1 . In each period 2t + 1

player 2 submits an offer y2t+1 and in each period 2t accepts an offer r by player

1 if and only if r2 ≥ x2t
2 , where x2t = (x2t

1 , x
2t
2 ) and y2t+1 =

�
y2t+1
1 , y2t+1

2

�
.

Rusinowska [2001] proves that if players’ preferences are expressed by sequences of

discount rates (δi,t)t∈N, strategies do not depend on the former history and satisfy (A),

and
t+1

Π
j=1

δ1,2jδ2,2j−1 →t→+∞ 0, then there is only one SPE of the form defined in (A),

where the offer of player 1 in period 0 is given by

x0
1 = 1− δ2,1 +

+∞X

n=1

 
nY

k=1

δ1,2kδ2,2k−1

!
(1− δ2,2n+1)

and the offers in every period are determined in a recursive way.

Houba and Wen [2006] generalize Rubinstein’s model by assuming that the bargain-

ing periods are not constant. They investigate a bargaining model where two players

negotiate how to share an infinite sequence of pies, one per period, for infinitely many

periods, where the discount factor δi = e−riΔ depends on the discount rates ri of the

parties and also on the time interval Δ between the bargaining periods.

In Rubinstein’s bargaining model, the patience plays a key role for the equilibrium

payoffs. On the contrary, in this modified model of Houba and Wen [2006], if the time

interval between the periods shrinks to zero, the less patient player will always receive

50% of his utopia payoff, regardless of the difference between the players’ discount
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rates. This result shows that if the non-stationary contracts are allowed, the patience

is no longer an issue. Furthermore, allowing for non-stationary contracts makes both

players better off but not evenly. In particular, if one of the players becomes more

patient, it receives all the additional benefits from a larger difference between their

time preferences.

The risk of breakdown is analyzed by Binmore et al. [1986] where the termination

possibility is based on the following reasons: an agent may want to stop the bargaining

immediately or an external invention may force the parties to finish the bargaining

immediately. In both cases, the best and rational thing for the bargainers is to accept

the last offer on the table.

Another generalization of Rubinstein’s model with risk of breakdown is presented

by Vidal-Puga [2008]. In his model, two agents bargain over a share of a pie by making

alternating offers. There is a discount factor δ = e−sΔ < 1 and the player’s utility for a

piece of size u at time t is δtu. If the responder does not accept the last offer, both agents

will get zero. There is a probability of 1 − ρ in which the last offer is the termination

offer where ρ = e−rΔ. The author assumes the discount factor δ as an internal factor

that shows the impatience and ρ as an external factor which determines the belief that

the proposal on the table will become a take-it-or-leave-it offer. Δ is defined by ρ and

δ as the delay between the offers and counteroffers. Hence, both external and internal

factors of the model depend on time.

For arbitrary ρ and δ, Vidal-Puga [2008] determines three different regions for SPE

of the bargaining model. If (ρ, δ) ∈ IA where IA := {(ρ, δ) : ρ (1− δ2) > δ (1− ρ)}

and stands for Immediate Agreement, then there exists a unique SPE payoff allocation�
1

1+δ
, δ
1+δ

�
which coincides with Rubinstein’s result. If (ρ, δ) ∈ PD where PD :=

{(ρ, δ) : δ (1− ρ) > ρ (1− ρδ2)} and stands for Perpetual Disagreement, then there does

not exist any SPE with immediate agreement and there exists a unique SPE where the

proposer always claims the whole pie, and the responder rejects when this proposal is

final. And the last region is DA := {(ρ, δ) : (ρ, δ) /∈ IA ∪ PD} where DA stands for

Delayed Agreement. In DA, there is no stationary SPE, and there exists a continuum of

SPE payoffs. In the Delayed Agreement region, the payoffs obtained when the agreement

is immediate are potentially worse for the proposer than the payoffs obtained when the

agreement is delayed. More precisely, if (ρ, δ) ∈ DA, it is better for the first proposer

to start the bargaining with unacceptable high offers.

Houba and Wen [2011] investigate a general bargaining model that involves the

endogenous threats to the Rubinstein’s bargaining model. Although Hicks paradox
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assumes that delay and strikes are Pareto inefficient, Houba and Wen [2011] indicate

that when the players have different time preferences, reaching an agreement with delay

is not necessarily inefficient. The authors get the following two crucial results for the

negotiation models with different discount factors: the proposer may prefer to make an

unacceptable offer in his worst SPE and the Pareto frontier of SPE is not necessarily

the bargaining frontier.

Herings and Predtetchinski [2012] present a generalization of Rubinstein’s bargain-

ing model with n players where all players accept the agreement unanimously. In the

model, the authors postulate an assumption that the players have no possibility for

leaving the table with only partial agreements. For removing a potential source of

multiplicity of equilibria, the shares of players are determined sequentially. Herings

and Predtetchinski [2012] prove that there exists a unique SPE for the sequential share

bargaining protocol with orderly voting mechanism. In equilibrium, there is no delay

for the agreement and the results obtained in the n-player model are qualitatively equal

to the results obtained in the 2-player model.

By using the Shaked and Sutton [1984] method modified by introducing unaccept-

able offers, Houba and Wen [2014, Forthcoming] indicate the existence of SPE, espe-

cially when a stationary SPE does not exist. They refer to the bargaining model of

Vidal-Puga [2008] for demonstrating in details how to insert unacceptable offers in the

backward induction technique and how to find the extreme equilibrium strategy profiles

from the backward induction.

2.3 Wage bargaining models

In the economic theory one can analyze the reasons for preferring the wasteful mech-

anisms, such as strikes, instead of optimal distributions of the gains by the rational

agents (see e.g. Hart [1989]). In other words, although there exist Pareto-optimal equi-

libria, why the rational parties get Pareto-inefficient outcomes? In the wage bargaining

literature, several works have been devoted to this issue and explain it by the existence

of asymmetric information. In general, strikes are assumed to be a signaling device of

the firm’s profitability. Since this profitability is unobserved, firms with lower profits

can accept to bear the cost of strikes for making lower wage agreements. Some empir-

ical evidences support such ideas and prove that the bargaining between two rational

agents should be efficient if there is no asymmetric information.
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2.3.1 Strategic approach to wage bargaining

A new perspective on the wage bargaining is presented by Fernandez and Glazer [1991]

who prove that under complete and symmetric information one can observe the strikes.

Moreover, irrationality or asymmetric information is not anymore a necessary condition

for obtaining the inefficient equilibrium. The authors testify the multiplicity of SPE

where some of them are Pareto efficient and some are not. Hence, assuming the unique

SPE is not valid. In this sub-section, we recapitulate this wage bargaining model.

Fernandez and Glazer [1991] extend Rubinstein’s bargaining model to wage bargain-

ing. Two agents, referred to as union and firm, are assumed to bargain sequentially over

discrete time and infinite horizon under complete information. They make alternating

offers of wage contracts and each party is free to accept or reject the other’s offer.

Union consists of L identical workers and the number of the workers is normalized to

1, and the wage paid by the firm is entitled to per day work. Parties bargain over the

division of F , where F is the revenue associated with the union’s output. There exists

a wage contract w0 which has come up to renegotiation. Differently from the original

Rubinstein’s bargaining model, Fernandez and Glazer [1991] modify one party’s i.e.,

the union’s, strategy by introducing strike possibility. In case of rejection, the union

decides whether to strike or to hold out in this period. If the union strikes, then both

parties will get zero and the bargaining process advances to the next period. Otherwise,

i.e., when the union holds out, it gets the existing wage w0 for this period.

Bargaining mechanism is defined as follows: each party makes an alternating offer

over discrete time t ∈ {1, 2, . . .}. In each odd period, the union proposes xt and the

firm replies by accepting the offer or rejecting it. In case of an agreement, the new

wage contract determines the utilities of parties till infinity. If the firm rejects, then

the union makes a decision whether to make a strike or not in period t. If the union

decides not to strike, then the union gets the existing wage w0, where 0 ≤ w0 ≤ F , in

this period and the firm gets F − w0. Contrarily, if the union’s decision is to make a

strike, then both parties renounce their payoffs and both get zero. After the union’s

strike decision, time advanced one period and the firm makes an offer yt in the even

numbered period. The union replies by accepting or rejecting the offer. Accepting the

offer means the establishment of the new wage contract. In case of rejection, a new

strike decision of the union for this period is taken. Bargaining mechanism continues

until an agreement is reached or to infinity if no agreement is reached.

Fernandez and Glazer [1991] use constant but different discount factors, where 0 <
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δf < 1 is the discount factor of the firm and 0 < δu < 1 is the discount factor of the

union. Haller and Holden [1990] present the same wage bargaining model, but they use

equal discount rates for the firm and the union, where 0 < δ = δu = δf < 1.

The union maximizes wage earnings of the workers where the discounted sum of

wage earnings is
∞X

t=1

δt−1
u wt

and the firm’s objective is the maximization of discounted sum of profits

∞X

t=1

δt−1
f (F − wt)

where wt is the new wage contract accepted in period t, wt = 0 for strike periods,

wt = w0 for holdout periods, and wt = w for every t ≥ T if the agreement w occurs in

period T .

In their first result (Lemma 1), Fernandez and Glazer [1991] assume that the union

is committed to strike in every period of disagreement. They determine the unique SPE

of the bargaining game between the union and the firm with the agreement obtained in

the first period of negotiation. Under this strategy, the new contract is w̄ if bargaining

starts in an odd-numbered period and the new contract is z̄ if the bargaining commences

in an even-numbered period, where

w̄ =
(1− δf )F

1− δuδf
and z̄ =

δu (1− δf )F

1− δuδf

This result gives the solution of Rubinstein’s original bargaining game. For the

proof, Fernandez and Glazer [1991] refer to Rubinstein [1982] and to Shaked and Sutton

[1984]. Haller and Holden [1990] also obtain same results, with δu = δf = δ and F = 1,

i.e., the new contract is 1
1+δ

if the union starts and δ
1+δ

if the firm starts the bargaining.

They argue that w̄ > z̄ which shows the first player’s advantage.

Before characterizing the complete set of the Pareto-efficient SPE of the model, three

particular equilibria are presented by Fernandez and Glazer [1991]. In their Lemma 2

on the minimum wage contract, they prove that there is a SPE in which an agreement

of w0 is reached in the first period. The pair of strategies which gives w0 is as follows:

the union’s strategy is never to strike, to offer xt = w0 in every odd periods and to

accept an offer of the firm in every even period if and only if yt ≥ w0. The firm’s

strategy is to offer yt = w0 in every even period and to accept an offer of the union in

every odd period if and only if xt ≤ w0.
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In their Lemma 3, Fernandez and Glazer [1991] show the existence of a SPE in

which an agreement of w̄ is reached in the first period if and only if w0 ≤ δuz̄. Strategy

of the union is to offer w̄ in every odd period, to accept any offer yt in every even period

if and only if yt ≥ z̄ and to strike in every odd period if its offer is rejected and in every

even period if the firm offers less than z̄. If, at some point, the union deviates from

this strategy, then both parties play thereafter according to the strategies described in

Lemma 2, i.e., the union gets the minimum wage w0.

Fernandez and Glazer [1991] demonstrate that Lemma 3 does not give the maximum

wage contract to the union. They prove Lemma 4 which gives the SPE in which an

agreement of w′ is obtained in the first period. This equilibrium is the maximum wage

contract of the union. Consequently, if the firm starts the bargaining, the wage contract

is z′ where

w′ = w̄ +
δfw0 (1− δu)

1− δuδf
and z′ = z̄ +

w0 (1− δu)

1− δuδf

To generate w′ as the equilibrium outcome, the pair of subgame perfect equilibrium

strategies, called alternating strike strategies, are as follows: the union offers w ′ and

strikes if this offer is rejected in every odd periods and it accepts an offer yt of the firm

if and only if yt ≥ z′, and never strikes in an even period. If there exists a deviation of

the union from this rule, then both players play according to the strategies described

in Lemma 2 which gives the minimum wage contract. Fernandez and Glazer [1991]

prove that w′ is the maximum wage contract. By re-arranging w′ = w0 +
(1−δf)(F−w0)

(1−δuδf)
,

one can obtain the result of the original Rubinstein’s bargaining where the cake size is

(F − w0) and the union ensures the minimum wage w0.

In their Theorem 1, Fernandez and Glazer [1991] prove that any wage contract

w such that w0 ≤ w ≤ w′ can be generated as an equilibrium wage contract with

agreement reached in the first period. According to their result, if one can obtain w ′ as

the efficient SPE, then all wage contracts in the range between the minimum and the

maximum wage contracts are also efficient subgame perfect equilibrium. For the formal

proofs of Lemmas 1-4 and Theorem 1, we refer to Fernandez and Glazer [1991].

Bolt [1995] makes a comment on Fernandez and Glazer [1991] and argues that the

alternating strike strategies constitute no Nash equilibrium if δf < δu. The maximum

wage contract of Fernandez and Glazer [1991] holds if and only if δf ≥ δu, otherwise, by

playing an alternative strategy called no-concession strategy of the firm, the firm can

increase its payoff. The no-concession strategy of the firm is described as follows: the
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firm rejects all offers of the union in odd periods and always proposes non-acceptable

offers in an even numbered period. By ensuring the disagreement, the firm secures

the discounted sum of its disagreement payoffs. More precisely, instead of giving the

maximum wage to the union, the firm prefers to make unacceptable offers and alternate

between strikes and giving w0 to the union. One can show that if the firm is sufficiently

impatient, depending on the size of the existing wage, the parties may not reach an

agreement at all.

Bolt [1995] modifies the first theorem of Fernandez and Glazer [1991] as follows:

for sufficiently large δu < 1, if δf ≥ δu the alternating strike strategies of Fernandez

and Glazer [1991] support a subgame perfect equilibrium in which an agreement of

(w′, F − w′) is obtained in the first period and this is the maximum wage contract for

the union. On the other hand, if δf < δu, then the modified alternating strike strategies

support a SPE in which the agreement is reached only in odd periods and holdouts

occur in even periods as long as no agreement is reached. The pair of subgame perfect

strategies are as follows: the union offers F+δfw0

1+δf
in odd periods and accepts an offer zt

if and only if zt ≥ (1− δu)w0 + δu

�
F+δfw0

1+δf

�
, it strikes in odd periods and holds out in

even periods if there is no agreement; the firm offers 0 in even periods and accepts an

offer wt of the firm if and only if wt ≤
F+δfw0

1+δf
in odd periods. In case of a deviation

of the union, both parties play according to the minimum wage equilibrium strategies.

For the formal proof, see Bolt [1995].

The modified alternating strike strategies give the maximum wage contract to the

union and Bolt [1995] mentions that if the existing wage level, i.e., w0 is sufficiently

low, the union gets higher wage with a threat of strike in every period since the cost

of strike is relatively low compared to the cost of holdout. The union can also re-

duce the no-concession payoff of the firm to zero by playing the always-strike strategy.

Bolt [1995] remarks that if the discount factors of the players are constant and equal,

then the maximum wage contract defined in Haller and Holden [1990] constitutes Nash

equilibrium.

Holden [1994] criticizes the alternating strike strategies introduced in Fernandez and

Glazer [1991] and comments that applying such a strategy to real life problems is not

obvious. Hence, a new strategy is described by Holden [1994] as follows: in case of a

disagreement, the union decides whether to strike for that period and commits to strike

for the next period without looking who makes the offer or not. More precisely, if the

union decides to make a strike at a given period, it will necessarily commit to strike in
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the next period. The author notes that the number of commitments to strike will not

influence the result if it is even and more than two.

Holden [1994] investigates a bargaining game where the union’s strike decision is

endogenously given and shows that the unique SPE outcome is W ∗ = max{w0,W
S}

where W S = δ
(1+δ)

if the firm makes the first offer. W S is a SPE outcome under the

following strategies: for w0 ≤ W S, in odd periods the union accepts any W ≥ W S and

strikes or commits to strike in the following period if no agreement is reached and the

firm proposes W S; in even periods the union proposes W U = 1
(1+δ)

and does not strike

unless it is committed to strike, the firm accepts any offer W ≤ W U if the union is

committed to strike and it accepts any offer W ≤ W ′ = (1− δ)w0+δW S if the union is

not committed to strike. For the detailed proof, see Holden [1994].
�
W S,WU

�
are the

outcomes obtained in the original Rubinstein’s bargaining game with equal discount

rates i.e., if δ = δu = δf . For w0 > W S, it is obvious that the union can obtain the

unique SPE w0 when it never strikes.

2.3.2 Backward induction technique to wage bargaining

Houba and Wen [2008] make new contributions to Haller and Holden [1990], Fernandez

and Glazer [1991], Holden [1994] and Bolt [1995]. They analyze the wage bargaining

between the union and the firm by using the backward induction technique introduced

by Shaked and Sutton [1984]. Results obtained in Fernandez and Glazer [1991] when

the union is less patient than the firm are confirmed. On the contrary, if the union

is more patient then the firm, one may prove that the continuation payoffs are not

always bounded by the bargaining frontier. Therefore, Houba and Wen [2008] char-

acterize extreme equilibria profiles for all possible discount factors. More precisely, if

the discount factor of the firm is below the union’s, the firm follows the no-concession

strategy against the union’s alternating strike strategies for keeping the continuation

payoff from delay above the bargaining frontier. Hence, when δf < δu, the alternating

strike strategy is not effective when the firm adopts the no-concession strategy.

The bargaining model of Houba and Wen [2008] is based on Fernandez and Glazer

[1991] with the firm’s revenue F normalized to 1. Minimum wage, i.e., w0, that the

union can always obtain, is the stationary subgame perfect equilibrium outcome for all

(δu, δf ) ∈ (0, 1)2 and (1− w0) is the firm’s best equilibrium outcome. Before determin-

ing the union’s best and the firm’s worst equilibrium payoffs, Houba and Wen [2008]

show that some feasible outcomes may lead to payoffs strictly above the bargaining
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frontier if the firm and the union have different discount factors.

Differently from the model of Fernandez and Glazer [1991], Houba and Wen [2008]

use period 0 instead of period 1 as the starting period of the bargaining model. Firstly,

they give the necessary conditions for Mu, where Mu denotes the supremum of the

union’s subgame perfect equilibrium payoffs in any even period where the union makes

an offer, and the necessary conditions for mf , where mf denotes the infimum of the

firm’s subgame perfect equilibrium payoffs in any odd period where the firm makes an

offer. Both Mu and mf depend on (δu, δf ) ∈ (0, 1)2 as well as on the minimum wage

w0 ∈ [0, 1]. We have w0 ≤ Mu ≤ 1 and w0 ≤ 1−mf ≤ 1.

A first proposition of Houba and Wen [2008] gives the necessary conditions for mf

which cannot be less than the minimum of the firm’s highest continuation payoff from

making either the least irresistible or an unacceptable offer with the reference to either

the strike decision or the holdout decision of the union. If the union decides not to

strike after rejecting the firm’s offer, the firm can get at least 1 − (1− δu)w0 − δuMu

from making the least irresistible offer and 1 − (1− δf )w0 − δfMu from making an

unacceptable offer. If the union makes a strike after rejecting the firm’s offer, the

firm can get at least 1− δuMu from making the least irresistible offer and δf (1−Mu)

from making an unacceptable offer. Since δf (1−Mu) ≤ 1− δuMu, the firm will never

make an unacceptable offer if the union strikes. Hence, Houba and Wen [2008] get the

following Proposition 1:

For all (δu,δf ) ∈ (0, 1)2 and w0 ∈ [0, 1]

mf ≥





1− δuMu, if (δu − δf )Mu ≥ (1− δf )w0,

1− (1− δf )w0 − δfMu, if (δu − δf )Mu < (1− δf )w0, δf < δu,

1− (1− δu)w0 − δuMu, if δf ≥ δu.

Writing the necessary conditions for the supremum of the union’s SPE payoffs in

any even period is analogous to Proposition 1. If the union holds out after rejecting the

firm’s offer, it can obtain at most 1 − (1− δf ) (1− w0) − δfmf from making the least

acceptable offer or (1− δu)w0+δu (1−mf ) from making an unacceptable offer. On the

other hand, if the union strikes after rejecting the firm’s offer, it gets at most 1− δfmf

from making the least acceptable offer or δu (1−mf ) from making an unacceptable

offer. Since δu (1−mf ) ≤ 1 − δfmf , the union never makes unacceptable offer after

striking. Hence, Proposition 2 gives the necessary conditions for Mu:

For all (δu,δf ) ∈ (0, 1)2 and w0 ∈ [0, 1]
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Mu ≤





1− δfmf , if δu (1−mf ) ≥ w0

1− (1− δf ) (1− w0)− δfmf , if δu (1−mf ) < w0, δf ≥ δu

1− (1− δu) (1− w0)− δumf , if δu (1−mf ) < w0, δf < δu.

After determining the necessary conditions for the supremum of the union’s SPE

payoffs and the infimum of the firm’s SPE payoffs, Houba and Wen [2008] derive extreme

payoffs for both parties. They take into consideration the cases δu > δf and δu ≤ δf .

When δu ≤ δf , Houba and Wen [2008] obtain the following result (Proposition 3 in

Houba and Wen [2008]) which validates Lemma 4 in Fernandez and Glazer [1991]:

Mu =




w0 +

(1−δf)(1−w0)

1−δuδf
, if (δu, δf ) ∈ A,

w0, if (δu, δf ) /∈ A,
and mf =





(1−δu)(1−w0)
1−δuδf

, if (δu, δf ) ∈ A,

1− w0, if (δu, δf ) /∈ A,

where A = {(δu, δf ) : δu ≤ δf , δu (δu − w0) δf ≤ (1− w0) δ
2
u + w0δu − w0}

On the other hand, when δu > δf the union best subgame perfect equilibrium can

be either below or above the bargaining frontier. Houba and Wen [2008] present the

following result in their Proposition 4:

Mu =





1+w0δf
1+δf

if (δu, δf ) ∈ B

1−δf
1−δuδf

if (δu, δf ) ∈ C

w0 if (δu, δf ) /∈ B ∪ C

and mf =





1−w0

1+δf
if (δu, δf ) ∈ B

1−δu
1−δuδf

if (δu, δf ) ∈ C

1− w0 if (δu, δf ) /∈ B ∪ C

where B =
n
(δu, δf ) : δu > δf , δf ≥ δu−w0

1−δuw0
, (δu − w0) δf ≥ w0 (1− δu)

o
,

C =
n
(δu, δf ) : δf ≤ δu−w0

1−δuw0
, (δu − w0) δf ≤ δ2u−w0

δu

o

For (δu, δf ) ∈ B, following the union’s alternating strike strategies and the firm’s no-

concession strategy of Bolt [1995] gives the union’s best subgame perfect equilibrium.

For (δu, δf ) ∈ C, the union’s best subgame perfect equilibrium is obtained by the

always-strike strategy defined in Bolt [1995]. As a consequence, if (δu, δf ) /∈ A∪B ∪C,

then there is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium which gives the minimum wage to

the union, i.e., w0.
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2.3.3 Extensions of the wage bargaining model

Fernandez and Glazer [1991] also consider in their model inefficient equilibria obtained

after uninterrupted T periods of strike. One can obtain inefficient equilibria by having

peaceful negotiations alternate with several periods of strikes. In their Theorem 2,

Fernandez and Glazer [1991] determine the necessary conditions for a subgame perfect

equilibrium in the play in which there is a strike of T periods followed by an agreement

of ŵ if and only if
�
1− δ1−T

f

�
F + δ1−T

f z̄ ≥ ŵ ≥ δ−T
u w0. For obtaining the inefficient

equilibria, Fernandez and Glazer [1991] consider the following strategies: In each period

prior to T + 1, both the union and the firm makes non serious offers, in period T + 1,

if it is an odd numbered period, the union offers xT+1 = ŵ and the firm accepts such

an offer, and if it is an even number period, the firm makes the offer yT+1 = ŵ and the

union accepts such an offer. In addition, the union strikes uninterruptedly T periods.

In case of a deviation of the union, both parties play thereafter the minimum wage

equilibrium. Instead of T periods of strikes, if an agreement of ŵ is reached in periods

prior to T + 1, it will be Pareto improving, hence a SPE ŵ after T periods of strike is

obviously an inefficient equilibrium. Without making strikes the union can always get

w0, hence it prefers to make T periods of strikes followed by a wage ŵ if and only if

δTu ŵ ≥ w0. On the other hand, the firm prefers to bear the cost of T periods of strike

instead of achieving the agreement of the lowest wage contract z̄ for itself, i.e., the

firm accepts T periods of strikes if and only if F − z̄ ≤ δT−1
f (F − ŵ). By rearranging

these two conditions, Fernandez and Glazer [1991] obtain the condition given in their

Theorem 2. For the formal proof, see Fernandez and Glazer [1991].

Some extensions such as lockout possibilities or multiple contract renegotiations are

also analyzed in Fernandez and Glazer [1991]. Firstly, the wage contract in case of the

lockout possibility of the firm is investigated. The authors assume that if the union has

no option for making a strike but the firm can lock out the union in every even period

if there is no agreement, then the SPE is ew if the union starts and ez if the firm starts

the bargaining procedure, where

ew =
(1− δf )w0

1− δuδf
and ez =

δu (1− δf )w0

1− δuδf

The strategies of the firm for obtaining the lockout equilibrium is analogous to the

strategy of the union described in Lemma 4 in Fernandez and Glazer [1991]. By using

this strategy, the bargaining game turns to the original Rubinstein’s bargaining game

where the cake size is w0.
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Another extension mentioned in Fernandez and Glazer [1991] concerns the possi-

bility of multiple contract renegotiations. It is assumed that in every M periods, the

union and the firm renegotiate the wage contract. One can prove that all equilibrium

outcomes obtained by the previous theorems of Fernandez and Glazer [1991] are also

the equilibrium outcomes of the multiple contract renegotiations model. The union

can expect a high wage level in the future to compensate its loss for the periods that

give less than w0. Thereby, this modified wage bargaining model does not necessarily

give the union a wage contract higher than w0. Hence, one can accept a wage contract

smaller than w0 as a part of SPE.

2.4 Concluding remarks

Bargaining models discussed in this short survey give a brief insight into the way of how

economic, social and political situations can be modeled. In particular, by applying the

dynamic bargaining models, one may investigate strategic aspects of bargaining. In the

literature, numerous extensions of bargaining models have been proposed. This survey

presents only some of them, with a particular focus on the models with non-stationary

preferences of the parties. Such a framework is more suitable to model reality than the

original bargaining with constant discount rates. Patience of parties, represented by

their discount rates, may obviously be changing over time, due to many circumstances,

e.g., economic, financial, political, social, environmental, health or climatic issues.

Extending the dynamic model of Rubinstein [1982] to wage bargaining is one of the

leading issues presented in the literature. Also considering varying discount rates in the

wage bargaining setup is relevant and important. In the next chapters, we introduce and

study a generalized wage bargaining between the union and the firm in which preferences

of both parties are described by sequences of discount rates varying in time, as well as

some extensions and applications of the model. When the number of periods without

production during strikes increases, the firm may be losing its patience to wait for a late

agreement. On the other hand, as the workers are not paid during the strike periods, the

patience of the union may be also diminishing. During negotiations between a seller

and a buyer, preferences of the buyer for a specific product may alternate instantly.

Similarly, during the price determination of a pharmaceutical product, preferences of

the parties may alternate quickly, depending, e.g., on the importance of illnesses. All

such changes in real life situations are represented by discount rates varying in time.



Chapter 3

Wage bargaining with discount rates

varying in time1

3.1 Introduction

Collective wage bargaining between firms and unions (workers’ representatives) is one

of the most central issues in labor economics. Both cooperative and non-cooperative

approaches to collective wage bargaining are applied in the literature; for broader sur-

veys of bargaining models see, e.g., Osborne and Rubinstein [1990], Muthoo [1999].

Some authors apply a dynamic (strategic) approach to wage bargaining and focus on

the concept of subgame perfect equilibrium. Several modified versions of Rubinstein’s

game (Rubinstein [1982], Fishburn and Rubinstein [1982]) to union-firm negotiations

are proposed. Haller and Holden [1990] extend Rubinstein’s model to incorporate the

choice of calling a strike in union-firm negotiations. It is assumed that in each period

until an agreement is reached the union must decide whether or not it will strike in

that period. Both parties have the same discount factor δ. Fernandez and Glazer [1991]

consider essentially the same wage-contract sequential bargaining, but with the union

and the firm using different discount factors δu, δf . We will refer to their model as the

F-G model. Holden [1994] assumes a weaker type of commitment in the F-G model.

Also Bolt [1995] studies the F-G model. Houba and Wen [2008] apply the method of

Shaked and Sutton [1984] to derive the exact bounds of equilibrium payoffs in the F-G

model and characterize the equilibrium strategy profiles that support these extreme

1This chapter is based on Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2014a], Ozkardas and Rusinowska [Forth-
coming], and Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2014b].
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equilibrium payoffs for all discount factors.

Although numerous versions of wage bargaining between unions and firms are pre-

sented in the literature, a common assumption is the stationarity of the parties’ pref-

erences that are described by constant discount factors. In real bargaining, however,

due to time preferences, discount factors of the parties may vary in time. Cramton

and Tracy [1994b] emphasize that stationary bargaining is very rare in real-life situa-

tions. In the framework of the original Rubinstein model, several other authors discuss

non-stationarity of parties’ preferences (see, for instance, Binmore [1987b] and Binmore

et al. [1990], pages 187-188). Coles and Muthoo [2003] study an alternating offers bar-

gaining model in which the set of utilities evolves through time in a non-stationary way,

but additionally assume that this set evolves smoothly through time. They show that in

the limit as the time interval between two consecutive offers becomes arbitrarily small,

there exists a unique SPE. Rusinowska [2000, 2001, 2002b, 2004] generalizes the original

model of Rubinstein to bargaining models with preferences described by sequences of

discount rates or/and bargaining costs varying in time.

In this chapter, we investigate the union-firm wage bargaining with discount rates

varying in time which generalizes the F-G wage bargaining with constant discount rates.

While several generalizations of the original Rubinstein model with non-stationary pref-

erences have been presented in the literature, to the best of our knowledge no such

generalized F-G model has been analyzed before. First, we consider three games in

this generalized setup, where the union’s strike decision is taken as exogenous: the case

when the union is committed to strike in each period in which there is a disagreement,

the case when the union is committed to go on strike only when its own offer is rejected,

and the case of “never strike” decision. We determine SPE for these games and compare

the results among the three cases of the exogenous strike decisions. As mentioned in

Section 3.3 and shown by Fact 3.1, while the F-G model coincides with Rubinstein’s

model under the “always-strike decision”, the generalized wage bargaining model and

the generalization of Rubinstein’s model do not coincide.

The study of the exogenous strike decisions is aligning with some real-life observa-

tions. In some countries and in some sectors, workers do not have legal rights to make

official strikes, and consequently, in some environments strikes never take place. On

the contrary, if the strikes are formally allowed, sometimes unions call for the non-stop

strikes. Our comparison of the exogenous cases shows that, in fact, it would be more

profitable for unions to use a “mixed” strike decision: striking if the union’s offer is re-

jected, but holding out if the union rejects an offer. We show that what the union would
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get under equilibrium in such a case of the mixed strike decision is higher than what

it would get under equilibria of the extreme strike decisions (always striking or always

holding out). Our results for the cases with the exogenous strike decisions (Theorems

3.1 and 3.2, and Fact 3.2) generalize some previous results for constant discount rates:

Lemma 1 in Fernandez and Glazer [1991], formulas (3) and (4) in Haller and Holden

[1990], and Lemma 2 in Fernandez and Glazer [1991].

After considering the exogenous strike decisions, we investigate a general model with

no assumption on the commitment to strike. The analysis of the three exogenous cases

helps us to investigate SPE for the general case. Our Fact 3.3 shows that Lemma 2 of

Fernandez and Glazer [1991] on the minimum wage contract obtained in equilibrium

remains valid for the general model. We find SPE in which the strategies supporting the

equilibria in the exogenous cases (always strike, and strike only after rejection of own

proposals) are combined with the minimum-wage strategies, provided that the union

is sufficiently patient. The corresponding results (Propositions 3.3 and 3.4) generalize

Lemmas 3 and 4 of Fernandez and Glazer [1991], and Proposition 1(i) of Bolt [1995].

The latter SPE is restricted to the situations when the firm is at least as patient as

the union. If the firm is more impatient than the union, then the firm is better off by

playing the no-concession strategy (reject all offers and always make an unacceptable

offer). This result is presented in Proposition 3.5. We find a SPE for this case (Theorem

3.3) which generalizes Proposition 1(ii) by Bolt [1995].

The approach used in this chapter is based on generalizing the analytical method

used in the works of the F-G model (Fernandez and Glazer [1991], Haller and Holden

[1990], Holden [1994], Bolt [1995], Houba and Wen [2008]). Such an approach to wage

bargaining is different from the approach to Rubinstein’s bargaining game applied by

Binmore [1987b]. He defines a model which is very similar to Rubinstein’s model,

except that in Binmore [1987b] it is not required that a player makes an offer in every

period when there is his turn to do so. Then Binmore [1987b] proposes an alternative

method which provides a geometric characterization of SPE for the introduced model.

Such a “geometric technique” allows to refine the Rubinstein’s results, in particular,

by considering the case where the “cake” to be divided does not shrink steadily over

time. We believe that in order to find SPE for the wage bargaining model with strike

decisions and discount factors varying in time, it is more straightforward to use the

“traditional” approach and to determine analytically SPE in the model.

After determining the SPE in the general wage bargaining model, we generalize the

method used in Houba and Wen [2008] and apply it to our model in order to find the
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extreme payoffs under SPE in the wage bargaining with discount rates varying in time.

First, we describe necessary conditions under arbitrary sequences of discount rates for

the supremum of the union’s SPE payoffs and the infimum of the firm’s SPE payoffs

in all periods when the given party makes an offer. Then, we determine the extreme

payoffs under SPE for particular cases of sequences of discount rates varying in time.

Apart from deriving the exact bounds of the equilibrium payoffs, we also characterize

the equilibrium strategy profiles that support these extreme payoffs. Our findings for

the model with varying discount rates generalize the results of Houba and Wen [2008]

obtained for the model with constant discount rates.

Apart from the analysis of efficient equilibria in the wage bargaining with constant

discount rates, Fernandez and Glazer [1991] also present a result on inefficient equi-

libria. To the best of our knowledge these issues have not been considered so far for

the model with discount rates varying in time. We deliver further results related to

inefficient equilibria in the generalized wage bargaining. More precisely, we show that

there exist inefficient subgame perfect equilibria in the model where the union strikes

for uninterrupted T periods prior to reaching a final agreement.

The remainder of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2, we present the general-

ized wage bargaining model with discount rates varying in time. Section 3.3 concerns

different exogenous strike decisions when the union is supposed to go on strike in each

period in which there is a disagreement, when the union goes on strike only after re-

jection of its own proposals, and when the union is supposed to go never on strike.

Section 3.4 is devoted to SPE in the general model. In Section 3.5, we determine nec-

essary conditions for the supremum of the union’s SPE payoffs and the infimum of the

firm’s SPE payoffs, and then we calculate the extreme payoffs for particular cases of

the sequences of discount rates varying in time. We also present equilibrium strategy

profiles that support these payoffs. Section 3.6 analyzes inefficient equilibria in the

generalized model with strikes. Some concluding remarks are presented in Section 3.7.

3.2 Wage bargaining model with discount factors

varying in time

The bargaining procedure between the union and the firm is the following (Fernandez

and Glazer [1991], Haller and Holden [1990]). There is an existing wage contract that

specifies the wage that a worker is entitled to per day of work, which has come up for
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renegotiation. Two parties (union and firm) bargain sequentially over discrete time and

a potentially infinite horizon. They alternate in making offers of wage contracts that

the other party is free either to accept or to reject. Upon either party’s rejection of a

proposed wage contract, the union must decide whether or not to strike in that period.

Under the previous contract w0 ∈ [0, 1], the union receives w0 and the firm receives

1−w0. By the new contract W ∈ [0, 1], the union and the firm will get W and 1−W ,

respectively.

More precisely, the parties bargain as follows. In period 0 the union proposes W 0. If

the firm accepts the new wage contract, then the agreement is reached and the payoffs

are (W 0, 1 − W 0). If the firm rejects it, then the union can either go on strike, and

then both parties get (0, 0) in the current period, or go on with the previous contract

with payoffs (w0, 1 − w0). After the union goes on strike or holds out, it is the firm’s

turn to make a new offer Z1 in period 1, which assigns Z1 to the union and (1 − Z1)

to the firm. If the union accepts this offer, then the agreement is reached, otherwise

the union either goes on strike or holds out, and then makes its offer W 2 in period 2.

This procedure goes on until an agreement is reached and upon either party’s rejection

of a proposed contract the union decides whether or not to strike in that period. W 2t

denotes the offer of the union made in an even-numbered period 2t, and Z2t+1 denotes

the offer of the firm made in an odd-numbered period 2t+ 1.

The key difference between the F-G model and our wage bargaining lies in prefer-

ences of both parties and, as a consequence, in their utility functions. While Fernandez

and Glazer [1991] assume stationary preferences described by constant discount rates

δu and δf , we consider a model with preferences of the union and the firm described by

sequences of discount factors varying in time, (δu,t)t∈N and (δf,t)t∈N, respectively, where

δu,t = discount factor of the union in period t ∈ N, δu,0 = 1, 0 < δu,t < 1 for t ≥ 1

δf,t = discount factor of the firm in period t ∈ N, δf,0 = 1, 0 < δf,t < 1 for t ≥ 1

The result of the wage bargaining is either a pair (W,T ), where W is the wage

contract agreed upon and T ∈ N is the number of proposals rejected in the bargaining, or

a disagreement (0,∞), i.e., the situation in which the parties never reach an agreement.

The following notation for each t ∈ N is introduced:

δu(t) :=
tY

k=0

δu,k, δf (t) :=
tY

k=0

δf,k and (3.2.1)
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for 0 < t′ ≤ t, δu(t
′, t) :=

δu(t)

δu(t′ − 1)
=

tY

k=t′

δu,k, δf (t
′, t) :=

δf (t)

δf (t′ − 1)
=

tY

k=t′

δf,k

(3.2.2)

The utility of the result (W,T ) for the union is equal to the discounted sum of wage

earnings

U(W,T ) =
∞X

t=0

δu(t)ut (3.2.3)

where ut = W for each t ≥ T and, if T > 0 then for each 0 ≤ t < T :

ut = 0 if there is a strike in period t ∈ N

ut = w0 if there is no strike in period t.

The utility of the result (W,T ) for the firm is equal to the discounted sum of profits

V (W,T ) =
∞X

t=0

δf (t)vt (3.2.4)

where vt = 1−W for each t ≥ T and, if T > 0 then for each 0 ≤ t < T :

vt = 0 if there is a strike in period t

vt = 1− w0 if there is no strike in period t.

We set U(0,∞) = V (0,∞) = 0. We assume that the series that define U (W,T ) and

V (W,T ) in (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) are convergent. In particular, we analyze (δu,t)t∈N and

(δf,t)t∈N that are bounded by a certain number smaller than 1, i.e., we assume that

there exist a < 1 and b < 1 such that δu,t ≤ a and δf,t ≤ b for each t ∈ N. (3.2.5)

The conditions given in (3.2.5) are sufficient for the convergence of the series that define

U (W,T ) and V (W,T ) in (3.2.3) and (3.2.4). The convergence follows immediately from

the comparison test applied to the geometric series.

We also introduce a kind of generalized discount factors which take into account the

sequences of discount rates varying in time and the fact that the utilities are defined

by the discounted streams of payoffs. We have for every t ∈ N+

Δu(t) :=

P
∞

k=t δu(t, k)

1 +
P

∞

k=t δu(t, k)
, Δf (t) :=

P
∞

k=t δf (t, k)

1 +
P

∞

k=t δf (t, k)
(3.2.6)

and consequently, for every t ∈ N+

1−Δu(t) =
1

1 +
P

∞

k=t δu(t, k)
, 1−Δf (t) =

1

1 +
P

∞

k=t δf (t, k)
(3.2.7)
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Note that for every t ∈ N+

Δf (t) ≥ Δu(t) if and only if
∞X

k=t

δf (t, k) ≥
∞X

k=t

δu(t, k)

Obviously, for the special case of constant discount rates, i.e., if δu,t = δu and δf,t = δf

for every t ∈ N+, we have Δu(t) = δu and Δf (t) = δf .

In what follows, Δu(t) and Δf (t) will be called the generalized discount factors of

the union and the firm in period t, respectively.

Furthermore, we introduce the additional definition and notation.

Definition 3.1. Let (su, sf ) be the following family of strategies:

- Strategy of the union su: in period 2t (t ∈ N) propose W
2t
; in period 2t+1 accept

an offer y if and only if y ≥ Z
2t+1

;

- Strategy of the firm sf : in period 2t+1 propose Z
2t+1

; in period 2t accept an offer

x if and only if x ≤ W
2t
.

A strategy of the union additionally specifies its strike decision.

3.3 Exogenous strike decisions of the union

In this section, we assume that the union commits to a specific strike decision and

consider the family (su, sf ) of the parties’ strategies given in Definition 3.1. This as-

sumption will be then relaxed in Section 3.4, where SPE for the general model are

presented.

3.3.1 Going always on strike under a disagreement

We analyze the case when the strike decision of the union is exogenous and the union is

supposed to go on strike in each period in which there is a disagreement. Fernandez and

Glazer [1991] show that in such a case, if preferences are defined by constant discount

factors, then there is the unique SPE of the wage bargaining game. It coincides with the

SPE in Rubinstein’s model and leads to the agreement W =
1−δf

1−δuδf
reached in period

0. We generalize the equilibrium result obtained in Fernandez and Glazer [1991] to the

model with discount factors varying in time.

First of all, we deliver necessary and sufficient conditions for (su, sf ) to be a SPE.

According to these conditions, in every even (odd, respectively) period the firm (the
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union, respectively) is indifferent between accepting the equilibrium offer of the union

(of the firm, respectively) and rejecting that offer. This is formalized in the following

proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Consider the generalized wage bargaining model with preferences of

the union and the firm described by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N , where

δi,0 = 1, 0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = u, f . Assume that the strike decision is given

exogenously and the union is committed to strike in every period in which there is a

disagreement. Then (su, sf ) is a SPE of this game if and only if the offers satisfy the

following infinite system of equations: for each t ∈ N

1−W
2t
=

�
1− Z

2t+1
�
Δf (2t+ 1) and Z

2t+1
= W

2t+2
Δu(2t+ 2) (3.3.1)

Proof. (⇐) Let (su, sf ) be defined by (3.3.1) which can be equivalently written as

1−W
2t
+
�
1−W

2t
� ∞X

k=2t+1

δf (2t+ 1, k) =
�
1− Z

2t+1
� ∞X

k=2t+1

δf (2t+ 1, k) (3.3.2)

and

Z
2t+1

+ Z
2t+1

∞X

k=2t+2

δu(2t+ 2, k) = W
2t+2

∞X

k=2t+2

δu(2t+ 2, k) (3.3.3)

Consider an arbitrary subgame starting in period 2t with the union making an of-

fer. Under (su, sf ) the union gets W
2t
+ W

2tP∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t + 1, k) and the firm gets�
1−W

2t
�
+
�
1−W

2t
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k). Suppose that the union deviates from su.

If it proposes a certain x > W
2t
, then it gets at most Z

2t+1P∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+1, k). From

(3.3.2), 0 ≤ 1−W 2t =
�
W

2t
− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k), and therefore W
2t
≥ Z

2t+1
.

Consequently, W
2t
+W

2tP∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+1, k) ≥ Z
2t+1P∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+1, k), and hence

the union would not be better off by this deviation. If the union proposes a cer-

tain x < W
2t
, then it gets x + x

P
∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t + 1, k), but then it is worse off, since

x+ x
P

∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+ 1, k) < W
2t
+W

2tP∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+ 1, k). If the firm rejects W
2t
,

then it gets at most
�
1− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t + 1, k), which by virtue of equation

(3.3.2) is equal to
�
1−W

2t
�
+
�
1−W

2t
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+ 1, k), so the firm would not

be better off.

The analysis of a subgame starting in 2t + 1 with the firm proposing is analogous

to the study of a subgame starting in 2t, except that we use (3.3.3) instead of (3.3.2).

Consider a subgame starting in period 2t with the firm replying to an offer x. Let x ≤

W
2t
. Under (su, sf ) the firm accepts it and gets (1− x)+ (1− x)

P
∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k).
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Suppose that the firm rejects such x. We already know that it is optimal for the firm to

propose Z2t+1 in (2t+1), so the firm would get (1− Z2t+1)
P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k), but from

(3.3.2), (1− x)+(1− x)
P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k) ≥
�
1−W

2t
�
+
�
1−W

2t
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+

1, k) =
�
1− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t + 1, k). Hence, the firm would not be better off

by this deviation. Let x > W
2t
. Under (su, sf ) the firm rejects it and proposes

Z
2t+1

which is accepted. The union gets then Z
2t+1P∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t + 1, k) and the firm

(1− Z2t+1)
P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t + 1, k). If the firm accepts such x, then it gets (1− x) +

(1− x)
P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k). But from (3.3.2), (1− x)+(1− x)
P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k) <�
1−W

2t
�
+

�
1−W

2t
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t + 1, k) =
�
1− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t + 1, k), so

the firm would be worse off by this deviation.

The analysis of subgames starting in period 2t+1 by the union replying is analogous

to the analysis of the corresponding subgames starting in period 2t by the firm replying.

(⇒) Let (su, sf ) be a SPE. Consider a subgame starting in period 2t with the union

making an offer. Using (su, sf ) gives
�
1−W

2t
�
+
�
1−W

2t
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k) to the

firm. By rejecting W
2t

the firm gets
�
1− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k). Since (su, sf ) is a

SPE,
�
1−W

2t
�
+
�
1−W

2t
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k) ≥
�
1− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k).

Suppose
�
1−W

2t
�
+
�
1−W

2t
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t + 1, k) >
�
1− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t +

1, k). Then there exists x̃ > W
2t

such that
�
1−W

2t
�
+

�
1−W

2t
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t +

1, k) > (1− x̃)+(1− x̃)
P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k) >
�
1− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+1, k). Since

x̃ > W
2t
, the firm rejects it and gets

�
1− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t + 1, k), but it would

be better off by accepting this offer. Hence, we get a contradiction and prove (3.3.2).

Proving (3.3.3) is analogous by considering a subgame starting in period 2t + 1 with

the firm proposing.

Rusinowska [2000, 2001] determines SPE for the generalized Rubinstein model in

which preferences of player i = 1, 2 are expressed not by a constant discount rate

0 < δi < 1 (as in the original Rubinstein framework), but by a sequence of discount

rates (δi,t)t∈N varying in time, where δi,0 = 1, 0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1. In her model, the

utility eUi to player i = 1, 2 of the result (W,T ), where W ∈ [0, 1] is the agreement and

T ∈ N is the number of periods rejected in the bargaining, is equal to

eUi(W,T ) = Wi

TY

k=0

δi,k, where W1 = W and W2 = 1−W (3.3.4)
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and the utility of the disagreement (0,∞) is equal to eUi(0,∞) = 0. Note that this

generalized bargaining model differs from the generalized wage bargaining proposed

in the present paper, in particular, because in the latter the utility of the union is

defined as the discounted sum of wage earnings (see formula (3.2.3)) and the utility

of the firm is defined by the discounted sum of profits (see formula (3.2.4)). While

the F-G model coincides with Rubinstein’s model under the ‘always-strike decision’,

the generalized wage bargaining model and the generalization of Rubinstein’s model

mentioned above do not coincide. Consequently, as shown in Fact 3.1, the result on

SPE in the generalized Rubinstein model by Rusinowska [2000, 2001] cannot be applied

to the generalized wage bargaining model introduced in the present work.

Fact 3.1. The generalized wage bargaining model in which the strike decision is given

exogenously and the union is committed to strike in every disagreement period does not

coincide with the generalized Rubinstein model with discount rates varying in time, and

in general the SPE of the two models are different.

Proof. In order to find the SPE offers in the generalized Rubinstein model with players

1 and 2 being the union and the firm, respectively, we need to solve the following infinite

system of equations for each t ∈ N (Rusinowska [2000, 2001])

1−W
2t
=

�
1− Z

2t+1
�
δf,2t+1 and Z

2t+1
= W

2t+2
δu,2t+2 (3.3.5)

In order to find the SPE offers in the generalized wage bargaining model with the

exogenous “always strike” decision we need to solve (3.3.1) for each t ∈ N. For the

model with constant discount rates δu and δf these two infinite systems (3.3.1) and

(3.3.5) are equivalent. For each t ∈ N, Δf (2t + 1) = δf and Δu(2t + 2) = δu, so

inserting this into (3.3.1) gives equivalently (3.3.5), since δf,2t+1 = δf , δu,2t+2 = δu.

However, these two infinite systems are not equivalent if we consider the generalized

wage bargaining model, because

Δf (2t+ 1) =
δf,2t+1(1 +

P
∞

k=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2, k))

1 +
P

∞

k=2t+1 δf (2t+ 1, k)

Δu(2t+ 2) =
δu,2t+2(1 +

P
∞

k=2t+3 δu(2t+ 3, k))

1 +
P

∞

k=2t+2 δu(2t+ 2, k)

and for any t 6= t′ usually

∞X

k=t

δf (t, k) 6=
∞X

k=t′

δf (t
′, k),

∞X

k=t

δu(t, k) 6=
∞X

k=t′

δu(t
′, k)
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and therefore usually

Δf (2t+ 1) 6= δf,2t+1, Δu(2t+ 2) 6= δu,2t+2

As an illustrative example, consider δf,1 = δu,1 =
1
2
, δf,t = δu,t =

1
3

for each t ≥ 2. Then

∞X

k=1

δf (1, k) =
3

4
,

∞X

k=2t+1

δf (2t+ 1, k) =
1

2
for each t ≥ 1

Solving the system (3.3.5) gives W
0
= 5

8
, W

2t
= 3

4
for each t ≥ 1, Z

2t+1
= 1

4
for each

t ∈ N , but this solution does not satisfy the first equation of (3.3.1), i.e., 1 − W
0
6=�

1− Z
1
�
Δf (1).

By solving the infinite system (3.3.1), we can determine the SPE offers made by

the union and the firm, as presented in Theorem 3.1. Since we will compare the SPE

offers under different exogenous strike decisions, in the statement of the corresponding

results (but not in their proofs), we will use additional notations. For the ‘always strike’

decision case, the SPE offers will be denoted by W
2t

AS and Z
2t+1

AS for every t ∈ N.

Theorem 3.1. Consider the generalized wage bargaining model with preferences de-

scribed by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N , where δi,0 = 1, 0 < δi,t < 1 for

t ≥ 1, i = u, f . Assume that the strike decision is given exogenously and the union is

committed to strike in every disagreement period. Then there is the unique SPE of the

form (su, sf ), in which the offers of the parties, for each t ∈ N, are given by

W
2t

AS = 1−Δf (2t+ 1) +
∞X

m=t

(1−Δf (2m+ 3))
mY

j=t

Δu(2j + 2)Δf (2j + 1) (3.3.6)

Z
2t+1

AS = W
2t+2

AS Δu(2t+ 2) (3.3.7)

Proof. We solve the system (3.3.1) which is equivalent, for each t ∈ N, to

W
2t
− Z

2t+1
Δf (2t+ 1) = 1−Δf (2t+ 1) and Z

2t+1
−W

2t+2
Δu(2t+ 2) = 0 (3.3.8)

and gives immediately (3.3.7). Note that (3.3.8) is a regular triangular system AX = Y ,

with A = [aij ]i,j∈N+ , X = [(xi)i∈N+ ]T , Y = [(yi)i∈N+ ]T , where for each t, j ≥ 1

at,t = 1, at,j = 0 for j < t or j > t+ 1 (3.3.9)
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and for each t ∈ N

a2t+1,2t+2 = −Δf (2t+ 1), a2t+2,2t+3 = −Δu(2t+ 2) (3.3.10)

x2t+1 = W
2t
, x2t+2 = Z

2t+1
, y2t+1 = 1−Δf (2t+ 1), y2t+2 = 0 (3.3.11)

Any regular triangular matrix A possesses the (unique) inverse matrix B, i.e., there

exists B such that BA = I, where I is the infinite identity matrix. The matrix B =

[bij]i,j∈N+ is also regular triangular, and its elements are the following:

bt,t = 1, bt,j = 0 for each t, j ≥ 1 such that j < t (3.3.12)

b2t+1,2t+2 = Δf (2t+ 1), b2t+2,2t+3 = Δu(2t+ 2) for each t ∈ N (3.3.13)

and for each t,m ∈ N and m > t

b2t+2,2m+2 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δu(2j+2)Δf (2j+3), b2t+2,2m+3 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δu(2j+2)Δf (2j+3)Δu(2m+2)

(3.3.14)

b2t+1,2m+1 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δu(2j+2)Δf (2j+1), b2t+1,2m+2 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δu(2j+2)Δf (2j+1)Δf (2m+1)

(3.3.15)

Next, by applying X = BY we get W
2t

as given by (3.3.6). Obviously W
2t
≥ 0. Let

us consider the sequence of partial sums for k > t

Sk = 1−Δf (2t+ 1) +
k−1X

m=t

(1−Δf (2m+ 3))
mY

j=t

Δu(2j + 2)Δf (2j + 1)

The sequence is increasing and also Sk ≤ 1 for each k > t, and therefore W
2t

=

limk→+∞ Sk ≤ 1. Since 0 ≤ W
2t+2

≤ 1, we have 0 ≤ Z
2t+1

< 1.

Formula (3.3.6) presents the SPE offer made by the union in an even period. It is

determined by the generalized discount factors of the union in all even periods following

the given period and by the generalized discount factors of the firm in all odd periods

following that period. Shaked and Sutton [1984] provide a nice interpretation of the

solution in the wage bargaining à la Rubinstein for constant discount rates: the payoff of

the firm (which is the first mover in their model) coincides with the sum of the shrinkages

of the cake which occur during the time periods when the offers made in even periods

are rejected. For the common discount rate δ, we have 1
1+δ

= (1− δ)(1 + δ2 + δ4 + · · · )
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which explains this interpretation, because the cake shrinks from δ2t to δ2t+1, i.e., by

(1− δ)δ2t if it is rejected in period 2t. As Shaked and Sutton [1984] mention, this also

holds for the (constant) discount rates which are not equal. In our case, we notice a

similar (but generalized) pattern, with the generalized discount factors.

According to (3.3.7), the SPE offer made by the firm in an odd period is equal to the

SPE offer made by the union in the subsequent period, discounted by the generalized

discount factor of the union. In other words, what the union can earn by accepting the

SPE offer made by the firm in an odd period is equal to what the union could earn by

rejecting that offer and submitting its SPE offer in the subsequent even period (that

would be accepted by the firm).

Note that the more patient the union is in the subsequent periods, the more is

proposed to the union in a given period under the SPE, both by the union and by the

firm.

Example 3.1. When we apply our result to the wage bargaining studied by Fernandez

and Glazer [1991], we get obviously their result (see Lemma 1 in Fernandez and Glazer

[1991]). Let us calculate the share W
0
that the union proposes for itself at the beginning

of the game. We have δf,2t+1 = δf and δu,2t+2 = δu for each t ∈ N. Hence, for each

t ∈ N

W
2t

AS = (1− δf ) + (1− δf )
�
δfδu + (δfδu)

2 + · · ·
�
=

1− δf
1− δfδu

Example 3.2. Let us analyze a model in which the union and the firm have the

following sequences of discount factors varying in time: for each t ∈ N

δf,2t+1 = δu,2t+1 =
1

2
, δf,2t+2 = δu,2t+2 =

1

3

Hence, for each j ∈ N

∞X

k=2j+1

δf (2j + 1, k) =
1

2
+

1

2
·
1

3
+

1

2
·
1

3
·
1

2
+ · · · =

=
1

2

�
1 +

1

6
+

1

62
+ · · ·

�
+

1

6

�
1 +

1

6
+

1

62
+ · · ·

�
=

4

5
, Δf (2j + 1) =

4

9

∞X

k=2j+2

δu(2j + 2, k) =
1

3
+

1

3
·
1

2
+

1

3
·
1

2
·
1

3
+ · · · =

=
1

3

�
1 +

1

6
+

1

62
+ · · ·

�
+

1

6

�
1 +

1

6
+

1

62
+ · · ·

�
=

3

5
, Δu(2j + 2) =

3

8
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Hence, by virtue of (3.3.6) the offer of the union in period 0 in the SPE is equal to

W
0

AS =
5

9
+

4

9
·
3

8
·
5

9
+

�
4

9
·
3

8

�2

·
5

9
+ · · · =

5

9

�
1 +

1

6
+

1

62
+ · · ·

�
=

2

3

Note again that if we would apply the generalization of the original Rubinstein model

to this example, then we would get W
0
6= 2

3
.

3.3.2 Going on strike only after rejection of own proposals

Haller and Holden [1990] consider also another game with the exogenous strike decision,

in which the union goes on strike only after its own proposal is rejected and it holds out

if a proposal of the firm is rejected. They analyze the model with the same discount

factor δ and show that in such a game there is the unique SPE with the union’s offer

equal to W = 1+δw0

1+δ
. We generalize this game to the model with discount rates varying

in time.

Similarly as Proposition 3.1 for the case of always strike decision, Proposition 3.2

presents necessary and sufficient conditions for (su, sf ) to be a SPE for the case of

“going on strike only after rejection of own proposals”, if the firm is at least as patient

as the union, i.e., more precisely, if the generalized discount factor of the firm in every

even period is at least as high as the generalized discount factor of the union in this

even period. According to these conditions, each party is indifferent between accepting

and rejecting the equilibrium offer in every period in which it is the turn of that party

to reply to the offer.

Proposition 3.2. Consider the generalized wage bargaining model with preferences of

the union and the firm described by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N , where

δi,0 = 1, 0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = u, f , and

Δf (2t+ 2) ≥ Δu(2t+ 2) for each t ∈ N (3.3.16)

Assume that the strike decision is given exogenously and the union is committed to

strike only after rejection of its own proposals. Then (su, sf ) is a SPE of this game if

and only if the offers satisfy the following infinite system of equations: for each t ∈ N

1−W
2t
=

�
1− Z

2t+1
�
Δf (2t+1) and Z

2t+1
= w0 (1−Δu(2t+ 2))+W

2t+2
Δu(2t+2)

(3.3.17)
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Proof. (⇐) The analysis of subgames that start with replies to an offer as well as of

a subgame starting in period 2t with the union making an offer is analogous to the

analysis of the corresponding subgames of the going always on strike case.

Consider a subgame starting in period 2t+ 1 with the firm making an offer. Under

(su, sf ), the union gets Z
2t+1

+ Z
2t+1P∞

k=2t+2 δu(2t+ 2, k) and the firm
�
1− Z

2t+1
�
+

�
1− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+2 δf (2t+2, k). Suppose that the firm deviates from sf and proposes

a certain y < Z
2t+1

. Then the firm gets (1− w0) +
�
1−W

2t+2
�P

∞

k=2t+2 δf (2t + 2, k).

Note that Z
2t+1

≥ w0, otherwise the union would prefer to reject Z
2t+1

and to get w0 in

period 2t+ 1. From (3.3.17), 0 ≤ Z
2t+1

−w0 =
�
W

2t+2
− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+2 δu(2t+ 2, k),

and therefore W
2t+2

≥ Z
2t+1

. By virtue of (3.3.16),
�
W

2t+2
− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+2 δf (2t +

2, k) =
�
Z

2t+1
− w0

� �
∞

k=2t+2
δf (2t+2,k)

�
∞

k=2t+2
δu(2t+2,k)

≥
�
Z

2t+1
− w0

�
. Hence, we have

�
1− Z

2t+1
�
+

�
1− Z

2t+1
�P

∞

k=2t+2 δf (2t + 2, k) ≥ (1− w0) +
�
1−W

2t+2
�P

∞

k=2t+2 δf (2t + 2, k), so

this deviation would not be profitable to the firm. The proofs that other deviations are

not profitable to the deviating party are similar to the going always on strike case.

(⇒) The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.1.

Remark 3.1. Note that if Δf (2t + 2) < Δu(2t + 2) for some t ∈ N, then in the corre-

sponding subgame starting in period 2t + 1 with the firm making an offer, (su, sf ) as

defined by (3.3.17) would not be a Nash equilibrium, and consequently would not be a

SPE of the game.

By solving the infinite system (3.3.17), we determine the SPE offers made by the

union and the firm, as presented in Theorem 3.2. For the “strike only after rejection”

case, the SPE offers will be denoted by W
2t

SAR and Z
2t+1

SAR for every t ∈ N.

Theorem 3.2. Consider the generalized wage bargaining model with preferences de-

scribed by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N , where δi,0 = 1, 0 < δi,t < 1 for

t ≥ 1, i = u, f and condition (3.3.16) is satisfied, i.e.,

Δf (2t+ 2) ≥ Δu(2t+ 2) for each t ∈ N

Assume that the strike decision is given exogenously and the union is committed to

strike only after rejection of its own proposals. Then there is the unique SPE of the

form (su, sf ), in which the offers of the parties for each t ∈ N are given by

W
2t

SAR = 1−Δf (2t+ 1) + w0Δf (2t+ 1)(1−Δu(2t+ 2))+
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∞X

m=t

(1−Δf (2m+ 3) + w0Δf (2m+ 3)(1−Δu(2m+ 4)))
mY

j=t

Δu(2j + 2)Δf (2j + 1)

(3.3.18)

Z
2t+1

SAR = w0 (1−Δu(2t+ 2)) +W
2t+2

SARΔu(2t+ 2) (3.3.19)

Proof. We need to solve (3.3.17) for each t ∈ N, which is equivalent for each t ∈ N to

W
2t
− Z

2t+1
Δf (2t+ 1) = 1−Δf (2t+ 1) and (3.3.20)

Z
2t+1

−W
2t+2

Δu(2t+ 2) = w0 (1−Δu(2t+ 2)) (3.3.21)

From (3.3.21) we get (3.3.19). (3.3.20) and (3.3.21) constitute a regular triangular

system AX = Y with A = [aij]i,j∈N+ , X = [(xi)i∈N+ ]T , Y = [(yi)i∈N+ ]T , where A is the

same as for Theorem 3.1 and is described by (3.3.9) for t, j ≥ 1 and (3.3.10) for t ∈ N.

x2t+1 = W
2t
, x2t+2 = Z

2t+1
, y2t+1 = 1−Δf (2t+ 1), y2t+2 = w0 (1−Δu(2t+ 2))

Since we have the same A as in the always-strike decision, its (unique) inverse matrix

B is the same. By applying X = BY we get W
2t

as in (3.3.18). From (3.3.19)

0 ≤ Z2t+1 ≤ 1. Also W
2t
≥ 0. The proof that W

2t
≤ 1 goes analogously as in Theorem

3.1.

Remark 3.2. Note that W
2t

SAR given in (3.3.18) can be written equivalently as

W
2t

SAR = W
2t

AS + w0

�
Δf (2t+ 1)(1−Δu(2t+ 2))+

+
∞X

m=t

Δf (2m+ 3)(1−Δu(2m+ 4))
mY

j=t

Δu(2j + 2)Δf (2j + 1)
�

(3.3.22)

and hence, W
2t

SAR > W
2t

AS. This has an intuitive interpretation. Going on strike only

after rejection of own proposals (i.e., in even periods) gives a greater wage contract

than going on strike in every disagreement period, because the first strategy creates an

asymmetry in costs of rejecting. Under the first strategy, it is more costly for the firm

to reject the union’s offer (which leads to the strike) than it is for the union to reject

the firm’s offer (which leads to the holdout).

Since W
2t+2

SAR > W
2t+2

AS , we have also Z
2t+1

SAR = w0 (1−Δu(2t+ 2))+W
2t+2

SARΔu(2t+2) >

W
2t+2

AS Δu(2t+ 2) = Z
2t+1

AS , and therefore Z
2t+1

SAR > Z
2t+1

AS .
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Example 3.3. Let us apply this result to the wage bargaining studied by Fernandez

and Glazer [1991], i.e., we have δf,t = δf and δu,t = δu for each t ∈ N. Hence, for each

t ∈ N

W
2t

SAR = (1− δf + w0δf (1− δu))
�
1 + δfδu + (δfδu)

2 + · · ·
�
=

=
1− δf + w0δf (1− δu)

1− δfδu
= w0 +

(1− δf )(1− w0)

1− δfδu

If additionally we assume that δf = δu = δ, then W
2t

SAR = 1+δw0

1+δ
, which coincides with

the result by Haller and Holden [1990].

Example 3.4. We analyze the model presented in Example 3.2. By virtue of (3.3.18)

the offer of the union in period 0 in the SPE is equal to

W
0

SAR =

�
5

9
+

4

9
·
5

8
· w0

�"
1 +

4

9
·
3

8
+

�
4

9
·
3

8

�2

+ · · ·

#
=

2 + w0

3
>

2

3
= W

0

AS

3.3.3 Going never on strike

In case of the exogenous “never-strike” decision of the union, the unique SPE leads to

the minimum wage contract w0. The SPE offers for this case are denoted by W
2t

NS and

Z
2t+1

NS . We have the following:

Fact 3.2. Consider the generalized wage bargaining model with preferences of the union

and the firm described by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N , where δi,0 = 1,

0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = u, f . Assume that the no-strike decision is given exogenously

and the union never goes on strike. Then there is the unique SPE of the form (su, sf ),

where W
2t

NS = Z
2t+1

NS = w0 for each t ∈ N.

Proof. Suppose that the union never goes on strike. Similar as in the proof of Propo-

sition 3.1 one can show that if (su, sf ) is a SPE, then it must hold for each t ∈ N

�
1−W

2t
�
+
�
1−W

2t
� ∞X

k=2t+1

δf (2t+1, k) = (1− w0)+
�
1− Z

2t+1
� ∞X

k=2t+1

δf (2t+1, k)

(3.3.23)

and

Z
2t+1

+ Z
2t+1

∞X

k=2t+2

δu(2t+ 2, k) = w0 +W
2t+2

∞X

k=2t+2

δu(2t+ 2, k) (3.3.24)
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Obviously, W
2t
= Z

2t+1
= w0 for each t ∈ N is a solution of this system of equations,

and we know from the infinite matrices theory that this system has the only one solution.

One can easily show that (su, sf ) with W
2t
= Z

2t+1
= w0 for t ∈ N is a SPE.

Remark 3.3. Note that W
2t

SAR given in (3.3.18) can also be written equivalently as

W
2t

SAR = w0+(1−w0)

 
1−Δf (2t+ 1) +

∞X

m=t

(1−Δf (2m+ 3))
mY

j=t

Δu(2j + 2)Δf (2j + 1)

!

(3.3.25)

and therefore W
2t

SAR > w0 = W
2t

NS if w0 < 1. This means that striking only after

rejection of own proposals gives to the union the minimum wage contract plus the

solution of the case “going always on strike” with the size of the “cake” equal to 1−w0

instead of 1.

Moreover, 1−W
2t

SAR = (1− w0)(1−W
2t

AS), which means that in this case the firm

gets what it would have under the “going always on strike” equilibrium with the size of

the cake equal to 1− w0.

Since W
2t+2

SAR > w0, we have also Z
2t+1

SAR = w0 (1−Δu(2t+ 2)) +W
2t+2

SARΔu(2t + 2) =

w0 +Δu(2t+ 2)(W
2t+2

SAR − w0) > w0 = Z
2t+1

NS .

3.4 Subgame perfect equilibria in the general model

After finding the unique SPE for each of the three cases with the exogenous strike

decisions, we show that the strategies forming these SPE also appear in the SPE for

the general model, i.e., for the model with no assumption on the commitment to strike.

First of all, we consider the pair of strategies analyzed in Subsection 3.3.3. It

appears that Lemma 2 of Fernandez and Glazer [1991] remains valid for the general

wage bargaining model with discount factors varying in time. We have the following:

Fact 3.3. Consider the generalized wage bargaining model with preferences of the union

and the firm described by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N , where δi,0 = 1,

0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = u, f . There is a SPE in which an agreement of w0 is reached

immediately in period 0. This SPE is the following ‘minimum-wage equilibrium’:

• The union plays su with W
2t
= w0 for each t ∈ N and never goes on strike;

• The firm plays sf with Z
2t+1

= w0 for each t ∈ N.
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Proof. It is easy to show that the “minimum-wage” strategies form a SPE for the general

wage bargaining game. If one party changes its strategy, with the strategy of the another

party being fixed, then the deviating party cannot be better off: neither if at some point

it makes an offer different from w0, nor when it accepts (rejects) an offer which gives

the party less (more) than the considered profile of strategies (w0 for the union and

1 − w0 for the firm). The union will not be better off when it decides to change its

“never strike” decision and goes on strike when there is a disagreement.

Next, we consider the pair of strategies presented for the always strike case in The-

orem 3.1 of Subsection 3.3.1. If we combine this pair of strategies with the “minimum-

wage” strategies, then we find a SPE for the general wage bargaining, provided that

the union is sufficiently patient (i.e., the generalized discount factors of the union in all

odd periods are sufficiently high). The following proposition generalizes Lemma 3 of

Fernandez and Glazer [1991].

Proposition 3.3. Consider the generalized wage bargaining model with preferences of

the union and the firm described by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N , where

δi,0 = 1, 0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = u, f . If

w0 ≤ Z
2t+1

AS Δu(2t+ 1) for every t ∈ N (3.4.1)

then there exists a SPE in which the agreement of W
0

AS is reached in period 0, where

W
0

AS is given in Theorem 3.1. This SPE is formed by the following profile of strategies:

• The union plays su with W
2t
= W

2t

AS for each t ∈ N and always goes on strike if

there is a disagreement, where W
2t

AS is given in (3.3.6);

• The firm plays sf with Z
2t+1

= Z
2t+1

AS for each t ∈ N, where Z
2t+1

AS is given in

(3.3.7);

• If, however, at some point, the union deviates from the above rule, then both

parties play thereafter according to the strategies given in the “minimum-wage

equilibrium”.

Proof. Note that from assumption (3.4.1) it follows that W
2t

AS ≥ w0 and Z
2t+1

AS ≥ w0 for

every t ∈ N, because we have Z
2t+1

AS ≥ Z
2t+1

AS Δu(2t+1) ≥ w0, and from (3.3.1), 1−W
2t

AS =�
1− Z

2t+1

AS

�
Δf (2t+1) ≤ (1− w0)Δf (2t+1). Hence, W

2t

AS ≥ 1−(1− w0)Δf (2t+1) =

w0 + (1−Δf (2t+ 1))(1− w0) ≥ w0
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In order for the union not to deviate from its strike decision in any 2t period when no

agreement is reached, it must hold w0+w0

P
∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+1, k) ≤ Z
2t+1

AS

P
∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+

1, k), which is equivalent to (3.4.1). Hence, the required condition holds.

In order for the union not to deviate from its strike decision in any 2t + 1 period

when no agreement is reached, it must hold w0 ≤ W
2t+2

AS Δu(2t+2), but this is satisfied,

since from (3.4.1), w0 ≤ Z
2t+1

AS Δu(2t+ 1) ≤ Z
2t+1

AS = W
2t+2

AS Δu(2t+ 2).

Consider a (proper) subgame such that the union has already deviated in an earlier

period. Then, if the parties play the considered profile of strategies, then they use

the minimum-wage equilibrium strategies. Hence, from Fact 3.3, this profile is a Nash

equilibrium in every subgame starting after the subgame with the deviation.

Consider a subgame such that the union has not deviated before. If the union

deviates now in period 2t and proposes x 6= W
2t

AS ≥ w0, then the firm switches to the

minimum-wage strategy and the union cannot be better off by this deviation. Also the

firm cannot be better off by deviating in 2t+ 1 and proposing y 6= Z
2t+1

AS . Finally, it is

easy to show that no party can be better off by a deviation when replying to an offer

of the other party.

Proposition 3.4. Consider the generalized wage bargaining model with preferences of

the union and the firm described by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N , where

δi,0 = 1, 0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = u, f . If

w0 ≤ Z
2t+1

SARΔu(2t+ 1) for every t ∈ N (3.4.2)

and condition (3.3.16) is satisfied, i.e.,

Δf (2t+ 2) ≥ Δu(2t+ 2) for each t ∈ N

then there exists a SPE in which the agreement of W
0

SAR is reached in period 0, where

W
0

SAR is given in Theorem 3.2. This SPE is supported by the following ‘generalized

alternating strike strategies’:

• The union plays su with W
2t
= W

2t

SAR for each t ∈ N, goes on strike after rejection

of its own proposals and holds out after rejecting firm’s offers, where W
2t

SAR is

given in (3.3.18);

• The firm plays sf with Z
2t+1

= Z
2t+1

SAR for each t ∈ N, where Z
2t+1

SAR is given in

(3.3.19);
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• If, however, at some point, the union deviates from the above rule, then both

parties play thereafter according to the strategies given in the “minimum-wage

equilibrium”.

Proof. From (3.3.25), if w0 < 1 then we have W
2t

SAR > w0 and Z
2t+1

SAR > w0 for every

t ∈ N. If in period 2t, when no agreement is reached, the union deviates from its strike

decision, then it is not better of by virtue of condition (3.4.2). If in period 2t+1, when

no agreement is reached, the union deviates from its ‘hold out’ decision, then it is worse

off, since w0

P
∞

k=2t+2 δu(2t + 2, k) < w0 +W
2t+2

SAR

P
∞

k=2t+2 δu(2t + 2, k). The remaining

parts of the proof goes similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.3.

Next, we will find a SPE for a particular case of the wage bargaining when condition

(3.3.16) is not satisfied, i.e., for the game with Δu(2t+ 2) > Δf (2t+ 2) for each t ∈ N.

In such a case, given the generalized alternating strike strategy of the union, the firm

is better off by playing the so called no-concession strategy instead of the generalized

alternating strike strategy. The no-concession strategy of the firm is defined as follows:

• Reject all offers of the union in every even period 2t, and make an unacceptable

offer (e.g., Z2t+1
NC = 0) in every odd period 2t+ 1.

We can prove the following result.

Proposition 3.5. If there exists T ∈ N such that Δu(2t + 2) > Δf (2t + 2) for each

t ≥ T , then the pair of the generalized alternating strike strategies is not a SPE. In

particular, for T = 0, this pair is not a Nash equilibrium.

Proof. Assume that there exists T ∈ N such that Δu(2t + 2) > Δf (2t + 2) for each

t ≥ T . Then we have the following:

∞X

m=T

(1−Δf (2m+ 3))
mY

j=T

Δf (2j + 1)Δu(2j + 2) =
∞X

m=T

Qm

j=T Δf (2j + 1)Δu(2j + 2)

1 +
P

∞

k=2m+3 δf (2m+ 3, k)
>

>

∞X

m=T

Qm

j=T δf,2j+1δf,2j+2

1 +
P

∞

k=2T+1 δf (2T + 1, k)
=

P
∞

m=T δf (2T + 1, 2m+ 2)

1 +
P

∞

k=2T+1 δf (2T + 1, k)

Hence, we have

∞X

m=T

(1−Δf (2m+ 3))
mY

j=T

Δf (2j + 1)Δu(2j + 2) >

P
∞

m=T δf (2T + 1, 2m+ 2)

1 +
P

∞

k=2T+1 δf (2T + 1, k)
(3.4.3)
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Consider a subgame starting in period 2T in which the union proposes W
2T

SAR and no

deviation of the union has taken place before. Then, the generalized alternating strike

strategies lead to the agreement W
2T

SAR reached in period 2T . If the firm switches to

the no-concession strategy, then it gets the (normalized) payoff (1− Y 2T
NC) equal to

1− Y 2T
NC = (1− w0)

P
∞

m=T δf (2T + 1, 2m+ 1)

1 +
P

∞

m=2T+1 δf (2T + 1,m)
=

= (1− w0)

�
Δf (2T + 1)−

P
∞

m=T δf (2T + 1, 2m+ 2)

1 +
P

∞

m=2T+1 δf (2T + 1,m)

�

Note that

1−W
2T

SAR = (1− w0)
�
1−W

2T

AS

�
=

(1− w0)

 
Δf (2T + 1)−

∞X

m=T

(1−Δf (2m+ 3))
mY

j=T

Δf (2j + 1)Δu(2j + 2)

!

Hence, 1 − Y 2T
NC > 1 −W

2T

SAR, as it is equivalent to (3.4.3), which shows that the firm

is better off by switching to the no-concession strategy.

The intuition behind this result is the following. Since the firm is more impatient

than the union and its disagreement payoff in even periods is very low, the firm is willing

to disagree forever, i.e., to make unacceptable offers and alternate between strikes and

paying the old contract w0, rather than paying the contract W
0

SAR. For this case, the

SPE is modified as presented in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. Consider the generalized wage bargaining model with preferences of the

union and the firm described by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N , where δi,0 = 1,

0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = u, f , where

Δu(2t+ 2) > Δf (2t+ 2) for each t ∈ N (3.4.4)

and for each t ∈ N

w0 ≤ Δu(2t+ 1)
�
(1−Δu(2t+ 2))w0 +Δu(2t+ 2)fW 2t+2

�
(3.4.5)

where

fW 2t =
1 +

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 1, 2m+ 2) + w0

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 1, 2m+ 1)

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+1 δf (2t+ 1,m)
(3.4.6)

Then there exists a SPE in which an agreement is reached only in even periods. This

SPE is supported by the following “modified generalized alternating strike strategies”:
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1. Union:

• In every period 2t propose fW 2t given by (3.4.6);

• In every period 2t+1 accept an offer y if and only if y ≥ (1−Δu(2t+2))w0+

Δu(2t+ 2)fW 2t+2;

• Strike in even periods and hold out in odd periods if no agreement is reached;

• If the union deviates, then play the minimum-wage strategy.

2. Firm:

• In every period 2t+ 1 propose eZ2t+1 = 0;

• In every period 2t accept an offer x if and only if x ≤ fW 2t;

• If the union deviates, then play the minimum-wage strategy.

Proof. Note that for fW 2t given by (3.4.6), if w0 < 1, then we have fW 2t > w0 for every

t ∈ N. If in period 2t, when no agreement is reached, the union deviates from its strike

decision, then it is not better off by virtue of condition (3.4.5). Moreover, as fW 2t > w0,

the union would be worse off by deviating from the hold out decision in period 2t+ 1.

In any (proper) subgame, where the union has already deviated before, no party

would be better off by deviating on its own from the required minimum-wage strategy.

Suppose that there was no deviation by the union before. In any even period 2t,

the union prefers to offer fW 2t: by proposing less than fW 2t it would be worse off, and

by proposing more than fW 2t, it would get at most w0

P
∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t + 1, k) which is

less than fW 2t
�
1 +

P
∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+ 1, k)
�
. Consider any odd period 2t + 1. The firm’s

no-concession payoff from that period onward will be

(1− w0) (1 +
P

∞

m=t δf (2t+ 2, 2m+ 3))

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2,m)

given the strategy of the union. Hence, the firm will not offer more to the union than

1−
(1− w0) (1 +

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 2, 2m+ 3))

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2,m)
=

w0 +
P

∞

m=t δf (2t+ 2, 2m+ 2) + w0

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 2, 2m+ 3)

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2,m)

Z2t+1 ≤
w0 +

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 2, 2m+ 2) + w0

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 2, 2m+ 3)

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2,m)
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In period 2t+ 1, the union will reject any offer and hold out, because

w0 +
P

∞

m=t δf (2t+ 2, 2m+ 2) + w0

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 2, 2m+ 3)

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2,m)
=

= w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) +
fW 2t+2

�
δf,2t+2 + δf,2t+2

P
∞

m=2t+3 δf (2t+ 3,m)
�

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2,m)
<

< w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) +
fW 2t+2

P
∞

m=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2,m)

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2,m)
=

= w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) +fW 2t+2Δf (2t+ 2) = Δf (2t+ 2)(fW 2t+2 − w0) + w0 <

< Δu(2t+ 2)(fW 2t+2 − w0) + w0 = w0(1−Δu(2t+ 2)) +fW 2t+2Δu(2t+ 2)

The last inequality comes from (3.4.4) and from the fact that fW 2t+2 > w0.

Theorem 3.3 generalizes Proposition 1(ii) of Bolt [1995]. Under this SPE, the union

offers fW 2t in every period 2t, and accepts an offer in period 2t + 1 only if it gives to

the union at least as much as what the union would get by rejecting, holding out and

getting its offer fW 2t+2 in 2t + 2. Note that the union’s offer fW 2t in period 2t is equal

to its (normalized) payoff Y 2t
NC which it would get when the firm uses the no-concession

strategy from period 2t, i.e.,

fW 2t = Y 2t
NC = 1− (1− w0)

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 1, 2m+ 1)

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+1 δf (2t+ 1,m)
=

=
1 +

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 1, 2m+ 2) + w0

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 1, 2m+ 1)

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+1 δf (2t+ 1,m)

Moreover, under this SPE, the firm always makes unacceptable offers, but accepts an

offer in period 2t if it gives to him at least its no-concession payoff 1 − Y 2t
NC . Both

parties switch to the minimum-wage strategies if the union deviates.

3.5 On equilibrium payoffs in wage bargaining with

discount rates varying in time

3.5.1 Necessary conditions in the generalized wage bargaining

Houba and Wen [2008] apply the method of Shaked and Sutton [1984] to the F-G model

to derive the supremum of the union’s SPE payoffs in any even period and the infimum
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of the firm’s SPE payoffs in any odd period. We generalize their method to the wage

bargaining with sequences of discount rates varying in time. Let for t ∈ N

M2t
u = supremum of the union’s SPE payoffs in any even period 2t where the union

makes an offer

m2t+1
f = infimum of the firm’s SPE payoffs in any odd period 2t+ 1 where the firm

makes an offer

M2t
u and m2t+1

f depend on the sequences (δu,t)t∈N, (δf,t)t∈N, and 0 ≤ w0 ≤ 1. Since w0

is the union’s worst SPE payoff, we have for each t ∈ N

w0 ≤ M2t
u ≤ 1 and w0 ≤ 1−m2t+1

f ≤ 1

In this subsection, we determine necessary conditions for M 2t
u and m2t+1

f , where

t ∈ N.

First, let us show that for all (δu,t)t∈N, (δf,t)t∈N, 0 ≤ w0 ≤ 1, and t ∈ N

M2t
u ≤ max





w0(1−Δf (2t+ 1)) + (1−m2t+1
f )Δf (2t+ 1) (3.5.1a)

w0(1−Δu(2t+ 1)) + (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) (3.5.1b)

1−m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) subject to (1−m2t+1

f )Δu(2t+ 1) ≥ w0 (3.5.1c)

(3.5.1)

To see that, consider an arbitrary even period 2t, t ∈ N. First of all, note that

1−(1−w0)(1−Δf (2t+1))−m2t+1
f Δf (2t+1) = w0(1−Δf (2t+1))+(1−m2t+1

f )Δf (2t+1)

and

1−(1−w0)(1−Δu(2t+1))−m2t+1
f Δu(2t+1) = w0(1−Δu(2t+1))+(1−m2t+1

f )Δu(2t+1)

(1) If the union holds out after its offer is rejected, the firm will get at least

(1− w0)(1−Δf (2t+ 1)) +m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1)

by rejecting the union’s offer. Hence, the union’s SPE payoffs must be smaller than or

equal to

1− (1− w0)(1−Δf (2t+ 1))−m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) (3.5.2)
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from making the least acceptable offer, or

w0(1−Δu(2t+ 1)) + (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) (3.5.3)

from making an unacceptable offer.

(2) The union may threaten to strike if the firm rejects its offer, which is credible if and

only if (1−m2t+1
f )

P
∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+1, k) ≥ w0+w0

P
∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+1, k), i.e., if and only

if

(1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) ≥ w0

In this case, the union’s SPE payoffs must be smaller than or equal to

1−m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) (3.5.4)

from making the least acceptable offer, or

(1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) (3.5.5)

from making an unacceptable offer. Since m2t+1
f ≤ 1, note that we have always

1−Δu(2t+ 1) ≥ m2t+1
f (Δf (2t+ 1)−Δu(2t+ 1))

which is equivalent to

1−m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) ≥ (1−m2t+1

f )Δu(2t+ 1)

This means that if the union threatens to strike in an even period, it will not make an

unacceptable offer in that period. Hence, the union’s SPE payoffs cannot be greater

than the maximum of the three cases (3.5.2), (3.5.3) and (3.5.4), and therefore we

obtain (3.5.1).

From (3.5.1) we get the following result:

Proposition 3.6. We have for all (δu,t)t∈N, (δf,t)t∈N, 0 ≤ w0 ≤ 1, and t ∈ N

M2t
u ≤





1−m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) if (3.5.7)

w0(1−Δf (2t+ 1)) + (1−m2t+1
f )Δf (2t+ 1) if (3.5.8)

w0(1−Δu(2t+ 1)) + (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) if (3.5.9)

(3.5.6)

where

(1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) ≥ w0 (3.5.7)

(1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) < w0 and Δf (2t+ 1) ≥ Δu(2t+ 1) (3.5.8)

(1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) < w0 and Δf (2t+ 1) < Δu(2t+ 1) (3.5.9)
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Proof. Consider an arbitrary t ∈ N.

(1) Suppose that strike is not credible, i.e., (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) < w0.

We have (3.5.1a) ≥ (3.5.1b) if and only if

w0(1−Δf (2t+1))+(1−m2t+1
f )Δf (2t+1) ≥ w0(1−Δu(2t+1))+(1−m2t+1

f )Δu(2t+1) ⇔

(1−m2t+1
f − w0)Δf (2t+ 1) ≥ (1−mf − w0)Δu(2t+ 1)

which establishes the second and the third cases of (3.5.6).

(2) Suppose that strike is credible, i.e., (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t + 1) ≥ w0. Then, (3.5.1c) ≥

(3.5.1a). Moreover, (3.5.1c) ≥ (3.5.1b), because 1−w0 ≥ mf and (3.5.1c) ≥ (3.5.1b) if

and only if

1−m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) ≥ w0(1−Δu(2t+ 1)) + (1−m2t+1

f )Δu(2t+ 1) ⇔

(1− w0)(1−Δu(2t+ 1)) ≥ m2t+1
f (Δf (2t+ 1)−Δu(2t+ 1))

which is always true. Then, we obtain the first case of (3.5.6).

Similarly, we can show that for all (δu,t)t∈N, (δf,t)t∈N, 0 ≤ w0 ≤ 1, and t ∈ N

m2t+1
f ≥ min





max




1− w0(1−Δu(2t+ 2))−M2t+2

u Δu(2t+ 2) (3.5.10a)

1− w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2))−M2t+2
u Δf (2t+ 2) (3.5.10b)

1−M2t+2
u Δu(2t+ 2) subject to M 2t+2

u Δu(2t+ 2) ≥ w0 (3.5.10c)

(3.5.10)

To see that, consider an arbitrary odd period 2t+ 1, t ∈ N.

(1) If the union holds out after rejecting the firm’s offer, the union will get at most

w0(1−Δu(2t+ 2)) +M2t+2
u Δu(2t+ 2)

and hence the union will accept any higher offer. Hence, the firm could get at least

1− w0(1−Δu(2t+ 2))−M2t+2
u Δu(2t+ 2) (3.5.11)

from making the least irresistible offer. The firm could receive at least

(1−w0)(1−Δf (2t+2))+(1−M2t+2
u )Δf (2t+2) = 1−w0(1−Δf (2t+2))−M2t+2

u Δf (2t+2)

(3.5.12)
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from making any unacceptable offer. The firm will make either the least irresistible

offer or an unacceptable offer, depending on whether (3.5.11) or (3.5.12) is greater.

(2) If the union strikes after rejecting the firm’s offer, the union gets at most

M2t+2
u Δu(2t+ 2)

Hence, the firm will get at least

1−M2t+2
u Δu(2t+ 2)

from making the least irresistible offer, or

(1−M2t+2
u )Δf (2t+ 2)

from making an unacceptable offer. Since M 2t+2
u ≤ 1, note that

M2t+2
u (Δu(2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) ≤ 1−Δf (2t+ 2)

and therefore

1−M2t+2
u Δu(2t+ 2) ≥ (1−M2t+2

u )Δf (2t+ 2)

This implies that the firm will never make an unacceptable offer if the union threatens

to strike after rejecting the firm’s offer. Strike in period 2t+ 1 is credible if and only if

M2t+2
u

P
∞

k=2t+2 δu(2t+ 2, k) ≥ w0 + w0

P
∞

k=2t+2 δu(2t+ 2, k), i.e., if and only if

M2t+2
u Δu(2t+ 2) ≥ w0

Hence, we obtain (3.5.10).

From (3.5.10) we get the following:

Proposition 3.7. We have for all (δu,t)t∈N, (δf,t)t∈N, 0 ≤ w0 ≤ 1, and t ∈ N

m2t+1
f ≥





1−M2t+2
u Δu(2t+ 2) if (3.5.14)

1− w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2))−M2t+2
u Δf (2t+ 2) if (3.5.15)

1− w0(1−Δu(2t+ 2))−M2t+2
u Δu(2t+ 2) if (3.5.16)

(3.5.13)

where

M2t+2
u (Δu(2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) ≥ w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) (3.5.14)

M2t+2
u (Δu(2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) < w0(1−Δf (2t+2)) and Δu(2t+2) > Δf (2t+2)

(3.5.15)

Δu(2t+ 2) ≤ Δf (2t+ 2) (3.5.16)
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Proof. Consider an arbitrary t ∈ N.

(1) Assume that Δu(2t+ 2) ≤ Δf (2t+ 2). We have

1−w0(1−Δf (2t+2))−M2t+2
u Δf (2t+2) = 1−M2t+2

u +(M2t+2
u −w0)(1−Δf (2t+2)) ≤

1−M2t+2
u + (M2t+2

u −w0)(1−Δu(2t+2)) = 1−w0(1−Δu(2t+2))−M2t+2
u Δu(2t+2)

Hence, (3.5.10a) ≥ (3.5.10b). Moreover, (3.5.10c) > (3.5.10a), and we get the third

case of (3.5.13).

(2) Assume that Δu(2t + 2) > Δf (2t + 2). Then (3.5.10b) > (3.5.10a). Moreover,

(3.5.10c) > (3.5.10b) if and only if

w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) +M2t+2
u Δf (2t+ 2) > M2t+2

u Δu(2t+ 2) ⇔

M2t+2
u (Δu(2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) < w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2))

which gives the second case of (3.5.13). On the other hand, if

M2t+2
u (Δu(2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) ≥ w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2))

then (3.5.10c) ≤ (3.5.10b) and the strike is credible, because

M2t+2
u Δu(2t+ 2)− w0 ≥ M2t+2

u Δf (2t+ 2) + w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2))− w0 =

= Δf (2t+ 2)(M 2t+2
u − w0) ≥ 0

We get then the first case of (3.5.13).

Remark 3.4. Note that our Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 generalize the corresponding results

on necessary conditions for Mu and mf for the model with constant discount rates

presented in Houba and Wen [2008] (Propositions 2 and 1).

From Propositions 3.6 and 3.7, we can write the following fact that will be useful

for determining M 2t
u and m2t+1

f for some particular cases.

Fact 3.4. Let t ∈ N.

1. If Δu(t) ≤ Δf (t), then

M2t
u ≤




1−m2t+1

f Δf (2t+ 1) if (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) ≥ w0

w0(1−Δf (2t+ 1)) + (1−m2t+1
f )Δf (2t+ 1) if (1−m2t+1

f )Δu(2t+ 1) < w0

and

m2t+1
f ≥ 1− w0(1−Δu(2t+ 2))−M2t+2

u Δu(2t+ 2)
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2. If Δu(t) > Δf (t), then

M2t
u ≤




1−m2t+1

f Δf (2t+ 1) if (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) ≥ w0

w0(1−Δu(2t+ 1)) + (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) if (1−m2t+1

f )Δu(2t+ 1) < w0

and

m2t+1
f ≥




1−M2t+2

u Δu(2t+ 2) if (3.5.17)

1−M2t+2
u Δf (2t+ 2)− w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) if (3.5.18)

where

M2t+2
u (Δu(2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) ≥ w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) (3.5.17)

M2t+2
u (Δu(2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) < w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) (3.5.18)

3.5.2 Extreme equilibrium payoffs in the generalized model

From the necessary conditions presented in the previous subsection, we now determine

M2t
u and m2t+1

f for t ∈ N for some particular cases of the discount rates varying in time.

Let Δu(t) and Δf (t) for t ∈ N be the generalized discount rates of the union and the

firm, respectively, as defined in (3.2.6).

In order to simplify the presentation of the results, first we introduce the notation

for different sums of the generalized discount rates. We have for each t ∈ N:

eΔ(t) := 1−Δf (2t+ 1) +
∞X

m=t

(1−Δf (2m+ 3))
mY

j=t

Δu(2j + 2)Δf (2j + 1) (3.5.19)

Δ(t) := 1−Δu(2t+ 2) +
∞X

m=t

(1−Δu(2m+ 4))
mY

j=t

Δu(2j + 2)Δf (2j + 3) (3.5.20)

bΔ(t) := w0+(1−w0)

 
1−Δf (2t+ 1) +

∞X

m=t

(1−Δf (2m+ 3))
mY

j=t

Δf (2j + 1)Δf (2j + 2)

!

(3.5.21)

Δ̆(t) := (1− w0)

 
1−Δf (2t+ 2) +

∞X

m=t

(1−Δf (2m+ 4))
mY

j=t

Δf (2j + 2)Δf (2j + 3)

!

(3.5.22)
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Remark 3.5. When we consider the model with constant discount rates, i.e., δu,t = δu

and δf,t = δf for each t ∈ N, we get for every t ∈ N

eΔ(t) =
1− δf
1− δuδf

, Δ(t) =
1− δu
1− δuδf

, bΔ(t) =
1 + w0δf
1 + δf

, Δ̆(t) =
1− w0

1 + δf

Our first results concern the case when the generalized discount rate of the union

is always not greater than the generalized discount rate of the firm in the same period.

The following proposition presents the supremum of the union’s SPE payoffs in any even

period and the infimum of the firm’s SPE payoffs in any odd period for the particular

cases with Δu(t) ≤ Δf (t) for every t ∈ N: when either the strike is always credible or

the strike is never credible.

Proposition 3.8. Let Δu(t) ≤ Δf (t) for every t ∈ N.

(i) If for every t ∈ N

h
w0 + (1− w0)Δu(2t+ 2)eΔ(t+ 1)

i
Δu(2t+ 1) ≥ w0 (3.5.23)

then

M2t
u = w0 + (1− w0)eΔ(t) (3.5.24)

m2t+1
f = (1− w0)

h
1−Δu(2t+ 2)eΔ(t+ 1)

i
(3.5.25)

The SPE strategy profile that supports these M 2t
u and m2t+1

f defined in (3.5.24)

and (3.5.25) is given by the following ‘generalized alternating strike strategies’:

• In period 2t the union proposes w0+(1−w0)eΔ(t), in period 2t+1 it accepts

an offer y if and only if y ≥ w0 + (1 − w0)Δu(2t + 2)eΔ(t + 1), it goes on

strike after rejection of its own proposals and holds out after rejecting firm’s

offers.

• In period 2t+1 the firm proposes w0+(1−w0)Δu(2t+2)eΔ(t+1), in period

2t it accepts x if and only if x ≤ w0 + (1− w0)eΔ(t).

• If, however, at some point, the union deviates from the above rule, then both

parties play thereafter according to the following ‘minimum-wage strategies’:

- The union always proposes w0, accepts y if and only if y ≥ w0, and

never goes on strike.

- The firm always proposes w0 and accepts x if and only if x ≤ w0.
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(ii) If for every t ∈ N

h
w0 + (1− w0)Δu(2t+ 2)eΔ(t+ 1)

i
Δu(2t+ 1) < w0 (3.5.26)

then

M2t
u = w0 and m2t+1

f = 1− w0 (3.5.27)

The SPE strategy profile that supports these M 2t
u and m2t+1

f defined in (3.5.27) is

given by the minimum-wage strategies.

Proof. Let Δu(t) ≤ Δf (t) for every t ∈ N. From Fact 3.4 we have for every t ∈ N:

M2t
u ≤




1−m2t+1

f Δf (2t+ 1) if (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) ≥ w0

w0(1−Δf (2t+ 1)) + (1−m2t+1
f )Δf (2t+ 1) if (1−m2t+1

f )Δu(2t+ 1) < w0

and

m2t+1
f ≥ 1− w0(1−Δu(2t+ 2))−M2t+2

u Δu(2t+ 2)

(i) Consider the case when the strike is always credible, i.e., (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+1) ≥ w0

for every t ∈ N. We solve for every t ∈ N

M2t
u +m2t+1

f Δf (2t+ 1) = 1 and m2t+1
f +M2t+2

u Δu(2t+ 2) = 1−w0(1−Δu(2t+ 2))

which is a regular triangular system AX = Y , with A = [aij]i,j∈N+ , X = [(xi)i∈N+ ]T ,

Y = [(yi)i∈N+ ]T , where for each t, j ≥ 1

at,t = 1, at,j = 0 for j < t or j > t+ 1

and for each t ∈ N

a2t+1,2t+2 = Δf (2t+ 1), a2t+2,2t+3 = Δu(2t+ 2)

x2t+1 = M2t
u , x2t+2 = m2t+1

f , y2t+1 = 1, y2t+2 = 1− w0(1−Δu(2t+ 2))

Any regular triangular matrix A possesses the (unique) inverse matrix B, i.e., there

exists B such that BA = I, where I is the infinite identity matrix. The matrix B =

[bij]i,j∈N+ is also regular triangular, and its elements are the following:

bt,t = 1, bt,j = 0 for each t, j ≥ 1 such that j < t

b2t+1,2t+2 = −Δf (2t+ 1), b2t+2,2t+3 = −Δu(2t+ 2) for each t ∈ N
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and for each t,m ∈ N and m > t

b2t+1,2m+1 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δf (2j+1)Δu(2j+2), b2t+1,2m+2 = −
m−1Y

j=t

Δf (2j+1)Δu(2j+2)Δf (2m+1)

b2t+2,2m+2 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δu(2j+2)Δf (2j+3), b2t+2,2m+3 = −
m−1Y

j=t

Δu(2j+2)Δf (2j+3)Δu(2m+2)

Next, by applying X = BY we get M 2t
u as given in (3.5.24) and m2t+1

f as given in

(3.5.25). The strike credibility condition (1 −m2t+1
f )Δu(2t + 1) ≥ w0 for every t ∈ N

is then written as in (3.5.23). In Section 3.4 (Proposition 3.4) we show that under an

equivalently expressed condition (3.5.23) and Δu(2t+ 2) ≤ Δf (2t+ 2) for every t ∈ N,

the proposed strategy profile (formed by the generalized alternating strike strategies)

is a SPE.

(ii) Consider the case when the strike is never credible, i.e., (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+1) < w0

for every t ∈ N. Then we have the infinite system for t ∈ N

M2t
u +m2t+1

f Δf (2t+ 1) = w0(1−Δf (2t+ 1)) +Δf (2t+ 1)

and

m2t+1
f +M2t+2

u Δu(2t+ 2) = 1− w0(1−Δu(2t+ 2))

which as a regular triangular system possesses a unique solution. This solution is given

by (3.5.27). It is supported by the minimum-wage strategies profile which is a SPE as

shown in Section 3.4 (Fact 3.3).

Remark 3.6. Note that our Proposition 3.8 generalizes the corresponding results on Mu

and mf for the model with constant discount rates presented in Houba and Wen [2008]

(Proposition 3). When we consider the model with constant discount rates, i.e., we put

δu,t = δu and δf,t = δf for each t ∈ N, and we assume that δu ≤ δf , we get for every

t ∈ N

M2t
u = w0 +

(1− w0)(1− δf )

1− δuδf
, m2t+1

f =
(1− w0)(1− δu)

1− δuδf

and the strike credibility condition (3.5.23) is equivalent to

(1− w0)δ
2
u + w0δu − w0 ≥ δuδf (δu − w0)

Our next results concern some particular cases when the generalized discount rate

of the union is always greater than the generalized discount rate of the firm in the same

period. Three particular cases are considered.
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Proposition 3.9. Let Δu(t) > Δf (t) for every t ∈ N.

(i) If for every t ∈ N �
1−Δ(t)

�
Δu(2t+ 1) ≥ w0 (3.5.28)

and

eΔ(t+ 1) (Δu(2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) ≥ w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) (3.5.29)

then

M2t
u = eΔ(t) and m2t+1

f = Δ(t) (3.5.30)

The SPE strategy profile that supports these M 2t
u and m2t+1

f defined in (3.5.30) is

given by the following ‘always strike strategies’:

• In period 2t the union proposes eΔ(t), in period 2t+1 it accepts an offer y if

and only if y ≥ 1−Δ(t), it always goes on strike if there is a disagreement.

• In period 2t + 1 the firm proposes 1 − Δ(t), in period 2t it accepts x if and

only if x ≤ eΔ(t).

• If, however, at some point, the union deviates from the above rule, then both

parties play thereafter according to the ‘minimum-wage strategies’.

(ii) If for every t ∈ N �
1− Δ̆(t)

�
Δu(2t+ 1) ≥ w0 (3.5.31)

and

bΔ(t+ 1) (Δu(2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) < w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) (3.5.32)

then

M2t
u = bΔ(t) and m2t+1

f = Δ̆(t) (3.5.33)

The SPE strategy profile that supports these M 2t
u and m2t+1

f defined in (3.5.33) is

given by the following ‘modified generalized alternating strike strategies’:

• In period 2t the union proposes bΔ(t), in period 2t+1 it accepts an offer y if

and only if y ≥ (1−Δu(2t + 2))w0 +Δu(2t + 2)bΔ(t + 1), it strikes in even

periods and holds out in odd periods if no agreement is reached.

• In period 2t + 1 the firm proposes 0, in period 2t it accepts x if and only if

x ≤ bΔ(t).
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• If, however, at some point, the union deviates from the above rule, then both

parties play thereafter according to the ‘minimum-wage strategies’.

(iii) If for every t ∈ N

M2t+2
u (Δu(2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) < w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2))

and

(1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) < w0

then for each t ∈ N

M2t
u = w0 and m2t+1

f = 1− w0 (3.5.34)

The SPE strategy profile that supports these M 2t
u and m2t+1

f defined in (3.5.34) is

given by the minimum-wage strategies.

Proof. Let Δu(t) > Δf (t) for every t ∈ N. From Fact 3.4 we have for every t ∈ N:

M2t
u ≤




1−m2t+1

f Δf (2t+ 1) if (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) ≥ w0

w0(1−Δu(2t+ 1)) + (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) if (1−m2t+1

f )Δu(2t+ 1) < w0

and

m2t+1
f ≥




1−M2t+2

u Δu(2t+ 2) if (3.5.17)

1−M2t+2
u Δf (2t+ 2)− w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) if (3.5.18)

(i) Consider the case when for every t ∈ N, (1 −m2t+1
f )Δu(2t + 1) ≥ w0 (i.e., strike is

credible in period 2t) and condition (3.5.17) holds. If (3.5.17) is satisfied, then strike is

credible in period 2t+ 1. Then, we solve the infinite system for every t ∈ N

M2t
u +m2t+1

f Δf (2t+ 1) = 1 and m2t+1
f +M2t+2

u Δu(2t+ 2) = 1

which is is a regular triangular system AX = Y , with A = [aij ]i,j∈N+ and X = [(xi)i∈N+ ]T

the same as in the proof of Proposition 3.8, and with Y = [(yi)i∈N+ ]T such that y2t+1 =

y2t+2 = 1. The (unique) inverse matrix B is the same as before, and by applying X =

BY we get M2t
u and m2t+1

f as given by (3.5.30). The conditions (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+1) ≥

w0 and (3.5.17) are equivalent to (3.5.28) and (3.5.29). In Section 3.4 (Proposition 3.3)

we show that the proposed strategy profile (formed by the “always strike strategies”) is

a SPE under an equivalently expressed condition (3.5.28).
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(ii) Consider the case when for every t ∈ N, (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t + 1) ≥ w0 (i.e., strike is

credible in period 2t) and condition (3.5.18) holds. Then, we solve the infinite system

for every t ∈ N

M2t
u +m2t+1

f Δf (2t+ 1) = 1 and m2t+1
f +M2t+2

u Δf (2t+ 2) = 1−w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2))

which is is a regular triangular system AX = Y . By applying X = BY we get M 2t
u and

m2t+1
f as given by (3.5.33). The conditions (1 − m2t+1

f )Δu(2t + 1) ≥ w0 and (3.5.18)

are equivalent to (3.5.31) and (3.5.32). In Section 3.4 (Theorem 3.3) we show that if

Δu(2t+ 2) > Δf (2t+ 2) for each t ∈ N, then the proposed strategy profile (formed by

the “modified generalized alternating strike strategies”) is a SPE under the following

condition:

w0 ≤ Δu(2t+ 1)
�
(1−Δu(2t+ 2))w0 +Δu(2t+ 2)W 2t+2

�
(3.5.35)

where

W 2t =
1 +

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 1, 2m+ 2) + w0

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 1, 2m+ 1)

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+1 δf (2t+ 1,m)

One can show that W 2t = M2t
u = bΔ(t):

W 2t = w0 + (1− w0)

�
1 +

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 1, 2m+ 2)

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+1 δf (2t+ 1,m)

�
=

= w0 + (1− w0)

�
1−Δf (2t+ 1) +

P
∞

m=t δf (2t+ 1, 2m+ 2)

1 +
P

∞

m=2t+1 δf (2t+ 1,m)

�
=

= w0+(1−w0)

 
1−Δf (2t+ 1) +

∞X

m=t

(1−Δf (2m+ 3))
mY

j=t

Δf (2j + 1)Δf (2j + 2)

!
= bΔ(t)

Moreover, note that (3.5.31) implies condition (3.5.35):

w0 ≤ Δu(2t+ 1)
�
1− Δ̆(t)

�
=

= Δu(2t+ 1)


w0 + (1− w0)


Δf (2t+ 2)−

∞X

m=t

(1−Δf (2m+ 4))

mY

j=t

Δf (2j + 2)Δf (2j + 3)






= Δu(2t+1)


w0 + (1− w0)Δf (2t+ 2)


1−Δf (2t+ 3) +

∞X

m=t+1

(1−Δf (2m+ 3))
mY

j=t+1

Δf (2j + 1)Δf (2j + 2)






= Δu(2t+ 1)
�
w0 +Δf (2t+ 2)(bΔ(t+ 1)− w0)

�
<
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< Δu(2t+ 1)
�
w0 +Δu(2t+ 2)(bΔ(t+ 1)− w0)

�
=

= Δu(2t+ 1)
�
(1−Δu(2t+ 2))w0 +Δu(2t+ 2)bΔ(t+ 1)

�

(iii) Consider the case when for every t ∈ N,

(1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) < w0 and M 2t+2

u (Δu(2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) < w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2))

Then, we solve the infinite system for every t ∈ N

M2t
u +m2t+1

f Δu(2t+ 1) = w0 +Δu(2t+ 1)(1− w0)

and

m2t+1
f +M2t+2

u Δf (2t+ 2) = 1− w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2))

which is is a regular triangular system AX = Y with the solution M 2t
u = w0 and

m2t+1
f = 1−w0 for each t ∈ N. The SPE supporting this solution is the minimum-wage

strategies profile.

Remark 3.7. Note that our Proposition 3.9 generalizes the corresponding results on Mu

and mf for the model with constant discount rates presented in Houba and Wen [2008]

(Proposition 4). Consider the model with constant discount rates, i.e., let δu,t = δu and

δf,t = δf for each t ∈ N, and assume that δu > δf . Then from Proposition 3.9(i), we

get for every t ∈ N

M2t
u =

1− δf
1− δuδf

, m2t+1
f =

1− δu
1− δuδf

and the strike credibility conditions (3.5.28) and (3.5.29) are equivalent to the set C in

Houba and Wen [2008]:

(δu − w0)δf ≤
δ2u − w0

δu
and δf ≤

δu − w0

1− w0δu

respectively. From Proposition 3.9(ii), we get for every t ∈ N

M2t
u =

1 + w0δf
1 + δf

, m2t+1
f =

1− w0

1 + δf

and the conditions (3.5.31) and (3.5.32) are equivalent to the set B in Houba and Wen

[2008]:

δf (δu − w0) ≥ w0(1− δu) and δf >
δu − w0

1− δuw0
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Remark 3.8. In Propositions 3.8 and 3.9, M 2t
u and m2t+1

f for every t ∈ N are determined

for several cases where particular conditions on the discount rates of both parties are

satisfied. In order to calculate M 2t
u and m2t+1

f for an arbitrary case, we can proceed as

follows. Given the sequences of discount rates (δu,t)t∈N and (δf,t)t∈N, the sequences of

the generalized discount rates are then also given. Depending on which conditions hold,

we apply Fact 3.4 to determine the infinite sequence of necessary conditions for M 2t
u and

m2t+1
f for every t ∈ N. Note that we get always an infinite regular triangular system of

equations which has a unique solution, being the sequence (M 2t
u ,m2t+1

f )t∈N. However,

the solution does not always satisfy the required conditions. To see that consider the

case where for every t ∈ N,

Δu(t) > Δf (t), (1−m2t+1
f )Δu(2t+ 1) < w0 and

M2t+2
u (Δu(2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) ≥ w0(1−Δf (2t+ 2))

Then, solving for every t ∈ N

M2t
u = w0(1−Δu(2t+1))+ (1−m2t+1

f )Δu(2t+1) and m2t+1
f = 1−M2t+2

u Δu(2t+2)

leads to

M2t
u = w0

 
1−Δu(2t+ 1) +

∞X

m=t

(1−Δu(2m+ 3))
mY

j=t

Δu(2j + 1)Δu(2j + 2)

!

but this means that M 2t
u < w0, and therefore we get a contradiction.

3.6 Inefficient equilibria in the generalized model

with strikes

In the previous sections, we considered only efficient equilibria in the generalized wage

bargaining where the agreement is reached immediately in period 0. Now we will prove

the result concerning inefficient subgame perfect equilibria in this model, where the

union strikes for uninterrupted T periods prior to reaching a final agreement.

Theorem 3.4. Consider the generalized wage bargaining model with preferences of the

union and the firm described by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N , where δi,0 = 1,

0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = u, f . If ŵ ∈ [0, 1] and T ≥ 1 are such that

w0 ≤ ŵ

P
∞

k=T δu(1, k)

1 +
P

∞

k=1 δu(1, k)
(3.6.1)
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and for each τ ∈ N such that 2τ + 1 < T

(1− ŵ)
∞X

k=T

δf (1, k) ≥
�
1− Z

2τ+1
� ∞X

k=2τ+1

δf (1, k) (3.6.2)

where Z
2τ+1

denotes the firm’s offer in period 2τ + 1 given in Theorem 3.1 (exogenous

“always strike decision” case) then there is a subgame perfect equilibrium with a strike

of T periods (from period 0 till T − 1) followed by an agreement ŵ reached in period T .

Proof. Let ŵ and T be such that (3.6.1) and (3.6.2) are satisfied. Let W
2t

and Z
2t+1

denote the offers of the union and the firm, respectively, defined in Theorem 3.1 (for-

mulas (3.3.6) and (3.3.7)). Consider the following pair of strategies:

Strategy of the union:

1. In every period t < T , where neither the union nor the firm has deviated before:

- if t is even then make an unacceptable offer (that the firm rejects, e.g., 1 for

the union)

- if t is odd then accept y if and only if y ≥ Z
t

- strike if there is a disagreement

2. In period T , where neither the union nor the firm has deviated before:

- if T is even then propose ŵ

- if T is odd then accept y if and only if y ≥ ŵ

- strike if there is a disagreement

3. In every period t > T , where neither the union nor the firm has deviated before:

- if t is even then propose W
t

- if t is odd then accept y if and only if y ≥ Z
t

- strike if there is a disagreement

4. If in period t ≤ T the union deviates, then play the minimum wage strategy

thereafter

5. If in period t ≤ T the firm deviates, then play the always strike strategy thereafter
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6. If in period t > T any party deviates, then play the minimum wage strategy

thereafter.

Strategy of the firm:

1. In every period t < T , where neither the union nor the firm has deviated before:

- if t is odd then make an unacceptable offer (that the union rejects, e.g., w0

for the union)

- if t is even then accept x if and only if x ≤ w0

2. In period T , where neither the union nor the firm has deviated before:

- if T is odd then propose ŵ

- if T is even then accept x if and only if x ≤ ŵ

3. In every period t > T , where neither the union nor the firm has deviated before:

- if t is odd then propose Z
t

- if t is even then accept x if and only if x ≤ W
t

4. If in period t ≤ T the union deviates, then play the minimum wage strategy

thereafter

5. If in period t ≤ T the firm deviates, then play the always strike strategy thereafter

6. If in period t > T any party deviates, then play the minimum wage strategy

thereafter.

One can show that this pair of strategies is the SPE. In every subgame such that

a party has deviated before, this pair of strategies is the Nash equilibrium, since the

minimum wage strategies, the always strike strategies, as well as the always strike

strategies with the switch to the minimum wage strategies in case of a deviation, form

the Nash equilibrium.

Also note that by virtue of (3.6.1), the union prefers to strike till period T − 1

instead of reaching an earlier agreement. Any deviation of the union prior to period T

would not be better to the union, because if the union deviates, e.g., by trying to reach

an earlier agreement that the firm would prefer than ŵ in period T , then the parties

play thereafter the minimum wage strategies that give w0 to the union.
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By virtue of (3.6.2), also the firm would not be better off by deviating and trying to

reach an earlier agreement, because if the firm makes an offer before period T that the

union would prefer, then the parties play the always strike strategies thereafter.

Fernandez and Glazer [1991] prove (Theorem 2) that in the wage bargaining2 with

constant discount rates δu and δf , if ŵ is such that

�
1− δ1−T

f

�
F + δ1−T

f z ≥ ŵ ≥ δ−T
u w0 (3.6.3)

where w =
(1−δf )F

1−δuδf
and z =

δu(1−δf )F

1−δuδf
are the solutions to Rubinstein’s original bargain-

ing game [Rubinstein, 1982], then there is a subgame perfect equilibrium with a strike

of T periods followed by an agreement of ŵ. Note that if we apply our Theorem 3.4 to

the case of constant discount rates, δu,t = δu and δf,t = δf for every t ∈ N+, and assume

that F = 1, then we recover the result of Fernandez and Glazer [1991].

3.7 Concluding remarks

We calculated the equilibrium payoffs for the wage bargaining model between the union

and the firm with preferences of the parties expressed by discount rates varying in time.

First, we generalized the F-G model and determined SPE for three cases with exogenous

strike decision: when the union is committed to go on strike in each period in which

there is a disagreement, when the union is committed to go on strike only when its own

offer is rejected and the case when the union is supposed to go never on strike. We

presented the unique SPE for each of these three cases. Furthermore, we considered

the general model where no commitment to strike is assumed and found SPE under

particular assumptions on the discount rates.

We applied the method of Houba and Wen [2008] to our generalized wage bargaining

model. Since we assume that the sequence of discount rates of a party can be arbitrary,

with the only restriction that the infinite series that determines the utility for the given

party must be convergent, first we described the conditions in a general case for the

supremum of the union’s SPE payoffs in any even period and for the infimum of the

firm’s SPE payoffs in any odd period. Then, we solved the conditions for particular

cases of the sequences of discount rates. Furthermore, we analyzed the existence of
2In Fernandez and Glazer [1991] the wage offers are made over discrete time periods t ∈ {1, 2, ...}

with the union proposing in odd-numbered periods and the firm proposing in even-numbered periods.
In our setup this is also the union that starts the bargaining but in period 0, i.e., it makes its offers in
even-numbered periods.
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inefficient SPE with a strike for some periods followed by agreement when the parties

have varying discount factors.

In the following chapters, we investigate some extensions of the wage bargaining

model, e.g., the case when the union can be on go-slow threats, and the case when the

firm has the lockouts option. We also present some applications of the model to other

bargaining issues such as price negotiations.



Chapter 4

Extensions of the generalized wage

bargaining model1

4.1 Introduction

In collective wage bargaining between unions and firms, one can observe costly conflicts

such as strikes or slowdown strikes. Kennan and Wilson [1989, 1993] emphasize that

strikes are the signaling devices of the firm’s willingness to pay to the workers. There-

fore, if the firm is more profitable, workers have high wage expectations. Ingram et al.

[1993] find empirical evidences both for and against this explanation of the occurrence

of strikes.

By using noncooperative bargaining theories one may analyze wage expectations of

unions and outcomes of union-firm negotiations in a better way (see e.g. Kennan and

Wilson [1989, 1993], Osborne and Rubinstein [1990] and Binmore et al. [1990]). Espe-

cially, the private information of the firm’s willingness to pay can stimulate the strikes.

Other inefficiencies in the wage bargaining are shown, for instance, in Crawford [1982]

who analyzes uncertain commitments and in Haller and Holden [1990] and Fernandez

and Glazer [1991] who point multiple equilibria in bargaining game.

Although holdout threats of the union are frequently ignored in the literature on

wage bargaining models (see e.g. Fudenberg et al. [1985], Hart [1989] and Kennan and

Wilson [1989]), Cramton and Tracy [1992, 1994a] prove that, as well as the strikes,

holdout threats after the expiration of the contract can also provide a significant wage

increase. By investigating the labor negotiations in the US, they analyze the problem

1This chapter is based on Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2014c] and Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2014b].
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of the firm’s willingness to pay caused by the private information. They conclude that

most of the conflicts during collective bargaining are ended off by holdout threats of the

union such as work-to-rule or go-slow actions instead of strike. After the expiration of

the actual contract, workers continue to work with the existing wage level until a new

contract is signed. For instance, between 1970 and 1989 the holdout threats appeared

four times more frequently then the strikes during the wage negotiations in the US

labor market.

In order to analyze the effects of the union’s threats on wage levels, Moene [1988]

indicates four different threats: work-to-rule, go-slow, wild cat strikes and official strikes

or lockouts. Work-to-rule is a non-official industrial action in which the workers severely

slow down their working efforts to the minimum required level by the rules of their

contract. Differently from work-to-rules, go-slow is an official threat of the union where

the workers announce officially how much they reduce their work efforts. Moene [1988]

argues that holdout threats of the union give a higher wage increase than strikes.

The analysis of the holdout threats of the union may help to study real world

collective wage bargaining where the strikes are prohibited. For instance, Moene and

Wallerstein [1997] examine the go-slow threats of the union in Scandinavian countries.

Fernandez and Glazer [1991] discuss an extension of their wage bargaining model in

which the firm is allowed to lock out the union and neither strikes nor holdout threats

of the union is feasible. To the best of our knowledge, the lockouts option has not been

considered so far for the model with discount rates varying in time.

The aim of this chapter is, firstly, to examine the effects of the union’s holdout

threats, such as go-slow, on the wage determination when the parties’ preferences vary

in time. Secondly, we aim to investigate the generalized wage bargaining model with

lockouts. In order to apply the go-slow strategies of the union, we modify the wage

bargaining model of Fernandez and Glazer [1991]. First, we restrict our analysis to

history independent strategies with no delay. We specify two different attitudes of the

union, either hostile or altruistic, and determine the subgame perfect equilibria in the

wage bargaining for each of the attitudes. More precisely, we say that the union is

hostile if it is on go-slow in every period when there is no agreement. An altruistic

union always holds out and continues to work with the same effort and wage during the

disagreement periods. Then we generalize and apply the method used in Houba and

Wen [2008] to the situation when the strikes are not allowed and the union can threaten

the firm with being on go-slow. In the second part of this chapter, we consider a model

in which the firm is allowed to engage in lockouts. More precisely, we examine a game
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in which only lockouts by the firm are feasible, i.e., the union is not allowed to strike.

We prove that under certain assumptions there is a SPE with an immediate agreement

which yields the union a wage contract smaller than the status quo contract. Under

this equilibrium the firm always locks out the union after its own offer is rejected and

holds out after rejecting an offer of the union.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, the generalized wage

bargaining model where the union can threaten the firm with the go-slow action is de-

scribed in details. We determine the subgame perfect equilibria of the wage bargaining

depending on the union’s attitude (hostile or altruistic). Furthermore, we derive the

necessary conditions for the supremum of the union’s SPE payoffs and the infimum of

the firm’s SPE payoffs, and calculate the extreme payoffs for some particular case of

the discount rates. Section 4.3 concerns the generalized wage bargaining in which only

lockouts are feasible, i.e., the union is not allowed neither to strike nor to go-slow. Our

conclusions are presented in Section 4.4.

4.2 The generalized wage bargaining with the

go-slow option

4.2.1 Description of the model

We consider a model of wage bargaining between a monopolistic firm and a union.

As in the original model of Fernandez and Glazer [1991] and the generalized wage

bargaining model investigated in Chapter 3, the union and the firm make alternating

offers during the negotiations. There is an existing wage contract which has come up

for renegotiation. We suppose that all workers are unionized and they have equal skills.

We assume that the risk neutrality of both the firm and the union is relinquished, and

hence the varying discount rates are introduced.

Inspired by the works of Rusinowska [2002a] and De Marco and Morgan [2008,

2011], we introduce in the model different attitudes of the union. Rusinowska [2002a]

analyzes the bargaining model under an assumption of players’ attitudes towards their

opponents’ payments. She determines the type of a player as jealous or friendly to

examine the effects over his/her opponent’s payoff while his/her own payoff is constant.

De Marco and Morgan [2008, 2011] introduce and study the concepts of the (strong)

friendliness equilibrium and the slightly altruistic (correlated) equilibrium.
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In our wage bargaining model we assume that the union and the firm divide the

added value normalized to 1. Under the existing wage contract, the firm makes a wage

payment of w0 on a daily basis where w0 ∈ [0, 1]. By the new contract W ∈ [0, 1], the

union and the firm will get W and 1 −W , respectively. We assume that the attitude

of the union towards the firm can be either hostile or altruistic. The type of the union

is a common knowledge. If the union is hostile, then it makes go-slow threats in every

disagreement period. Under the go-slow decision, the payoff of the union is the existing

wage w0 and the payoff of the firm is the discounted added value according to the rate

of go-slow minus wage spending, i.e., λ− w0, where λ ∈ [w0, 1] is the given rate of go-

slow. On the other hand, if the union is altruistic, then it does not make any threat to

the firm in disagreement periods, i.e., the payoffs of the union and the firm are w0 and

1−w0, respectively2. Players bargain sequentially over discrete time and a potentially

infinite horizon. They make new wage offers alternately in which the other party is

free to accept or to reject. After a rejection of an offer, the union decides whether to

go-slow or not according to its attitude.

More precisely, the bargaining procedure is as follows. In period 0, the union makes

the first offer of W 0 where the firm is free to accept or to reject. If the firm accepts W 0,

then the agreement is reached and the payoffs are (W 0, 1−W 0). Otherwise the hostile

union makes the go-slow threat and the payoffs are (w0,λ− w0), and the altruistic

union continues with the existing contract and the payoffs are (w0, 1− w0). In case of

a disagreement in this period, it is the firm’s turn to make a new offer Z1 to the union

in period 1. This procedure continues until an agreement is reached. In every even

numbered period 2t the union makes an offer W 2t and in every odd numbered period

2t+ 1 the firm makes an offer Z2t+1.

Similarly to Chapter 3, we assume that the preferences of the union and the firm

are described by sequences of discount factors varying in time. (δu,t)t∈N is the discount

factor of the union in period t ∈ N and (δf,t)t∈N is the discount factor of the firm in

period t ∈ N where δi,0 = 1, 0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1 and i = u, f .

The result of the wage bargaining is either a pair (W,T ) where W is the wage

contract agreed upon and T ∈ N is the number of proposals rejected in the bargaining,

or a disagreement denoted by (0,∞) where the parties never reach an agreement.

We use the same notations and definitions as in (3.2.1), (3.2.2), (3.2.6) and (3.5.19).

Moreover, the family of strategies (su, sf ) is given by Definition 3.1, except that the

2Note that for λ = 1 we recover the case of the altruistic union.
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union’s attitude specifies additionally its go-slow decision.

The utility of the result (W,T ) for the union is equal to

U(W,T ) =
∞X

t=0

δu(t)ut (4.2.1)

where ut = W for each t ≥ T , and if T > 0 then for each 0 ≤ t < T

ut = w0 if there is no agreement in period t ∈ N regardless of the union’s attitude.

The utility of the result (W,T ) for the firm is equal to

V (W,T ) =
∞X

t=0

δf (t)vt (4.2.2)

where vt = 1−W for each t ≥ T , and if T > 0 then for each 0 ≤ t < T

vt = λ− w0 if the union is hostile,

vt = 1− w0 if the union is altruistic.

The utility of the disagreement is equal to

U(0,∞) = V (0,∞) = 0 (4.2.3)

We make the same assumption on the sequences of discount rates as in (3.2.5).

4.2.2 Subgame perfect equilibria under different attitudes of

the union

Depending on labor laws, strike actions may not be protected legally in some countries.

Although necessary federal legislations were accepted in 1930’s workers’ rights to strike,

people who work for the federal government are not allowed to strike in the US. In

particular, all public officers, including teachers, are forbidden to strike in New York

state. In addition, railroad or airline workers in the US are not legally permitted to

strike except under certain conditions. Also in some countries, such as Turkey, strikes

are legally forbidden for the employees in sectors that have impact on the security of

life and property, such as law enforcement officers or bank employees.

Since the wage bargaining models that include the strike option cannot explain

properly the wage negotiation processes if the legal interdiction on making strikes ex-

ists, we investigate the holdout threats of the union. More precisely, we introduce a

modification of the bargaining model of Fernandez and Glazer [1991]. We assume that

the union cannot strike for threatening the firm, but it can decide to go-slow in a dis-

agreement period. If an agreement is not reached, regardless of the union’s attitude,
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the union gets w0 (i.e., the existing wage), but the firms bear the go-slow decision of the

union with a decrease of its payoff from (1− w0) to (λ− w0) where λ ∈ [w0, 1]. If the

go-slow rate λ of the union is close to the minimum level w0, then the union’s go-slow

threat has the maximum effect on the firm’s payoff. Inversely, if λ = 1, then there is

no threat of the union over the firm.

In this subsection, we analyze the SPE of the wage bargaining depending on the

attitude of the union. First, consider the case of the hostile union. Let W
2t

H and Z
2t+1

H

denote the SPE offers when the union is hostile.

Theorem 4.1. Consider the generalized alternating offer model of wage bargaining

with preferences of the union and the firm described by the sequences of discount factors

(δi,t)t∈N , where δi,0 = 1, 0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = u, f . Assume that the union is

hostile. Then there is the unique SPE of the form (su, sf ) introduced in Definition 3.1,

in which the offers of the parties are given by

W
2t

H = w0 + (1− λ) Δ̃ (t) (4.2.4)

and for each t ∈ N

Z
2t+1

H = w0 + (1− λ)Δu (2t+ 2) Δ̃ (t+ 1) (4.2.5)

Proof. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.1 one can show that (su, sf ) is a SPE of

this game if and only if the offers satisfy the following infinite system of equations, for

each t ∈ N

�
1−W

2t
�
+
�
1−W

2t
� ∞X

k=2t+1

δf (2t+1, k) = (λ− w0)+
�
1− Z

2t+1
� ∞X

k=2t+1

δf (2t+1, k)

(4.2.6)

and

Z
2t+1

+ Z
2t+1

∞X

k=2t+2

δu(2t+ 2, k) = w0 +W
2t+2

∞X

k=2t+2

δu(2t+ 2, k) (4.2.7)

which can be equivalently written by

W
2t
− Z

2t+1
Δf (2t+ 1) = (1− λ+ w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) (4.2.8)

Z
2t+1

−W
2t+2

Δu (2t+ 2) = w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2)) (4.2.9)
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The infinite system of (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) is a regular triangular system AX = Y with

A = [aij]i,j∈N+ , X = [(xi)i∈N+ ]T , Y = [(yi)i∈N+ ]T , where for each t, j ≥ 1, at,t = 1,

at,j = 0, for j < t or j > t+ 1 and for each t ∈ N

a2t+1,2t+2 = −Δf (2t+ 1) , a2t+2,2t+3 = −Δu (2t+ 2)

Moreover, we have

x2t+1 = W
2t
, x2t+2 = Z

2t+1

y2t+1 = (1− λ+ w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) , y2t+2 = w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2))

We know that any regular triangular matrix A possesses the (unique) inverse matrix

B, i.e., there exists B such that BA = I, where I is the infinite identity matrix. The

matrix B = [bij]i,j∈N+ is also regular triangular, and its elements are the following:

bt,t = 1, bt,j = 0 for each t, j ≥ 1 such that j < t (4.2.10)

for each t ∈ N

b2t+1,2t+2 = Δf (2t+ 1) , b2t+2,2t+3 = Δu (2t+ 2) (4.2.11)

and for each t,m ∈ N and m > t

b2t+2,2m+2 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δu (2j + 2)Δf (2j + 3) (4.2.12)

b2t+2,2m+3 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δu (2j + 2)Δf (2j + 3)Δu (2m+ 2) (4.2.13)

b2t+1,2m+1 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δu (2j + 2)Δf (2j + 1) (4.2.14)

b2t+1,2m+2 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δu (2j + 2)Δf (2j + 1)Δf (2m+ 1) (4.2.15)

Hence, AX = Y is equal to



1 −Δf (1) 0 0 · · ·

0 1 −Δu (2) 0 · · ·

0 0 1 −Δf (3) · · ·
...

. . . · · ·







W
0

Z
1

W
2

Z
3

...




=




(1− λ+ w0) (1−Δf (1))

w0 (1−Δu (2))

(1− λ+ w0) (1−Δf (3))

w0 (1−Δu (4))
...
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By applying X = BY , where

B =




1 Δf (1) Δf (1)Δu (2) · · · · · ·

0 1 Δu (2) Δu (2)Δf (3) · · ·

0 0 1 Δf (3) · · ·
...

. . . · · ·




we have

W
2t

H = (1− λ+ w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) + w0Δf (2t+ 1) (1−Δu (2t+ 2))+

+ (1− λ+ w0)Δf (2t+ 1)Δu (2t+ 2) (1−Δf (2t+ 3)) + · · ·

and therefore W
2t

H and Z
2t+1

H are given by (4.2.4) and (4.2.5), respectively.

Example 4.1. Let us apply this result to the wage bargaining with constant discount

rates as in Example 3.1. We have δf,t = δf and δu,t = δu for each t ∈ N, and therefore

for each j ∈ N, Δf (2t+ 1) = δf and Δu (2t+ 2) = δu. By inserting this into (4.2.4),

we get

W
2t

H = w0 +
(1− δf ) (1− λ)

1− δfδu

If additionally we assume that δf = δu = δ, then W
2t

H = w0 +
1−λ
1+δ

.

Example 4.2. Consider Example 3.2, i.e., the model in which the union and the firm

have the following sequences of discount factors varying in time: for each t ∈ N

δf,2t+1 = δu,2t+1 =
1

2
, δf,2t+2 = δu,2t+2 =

1

3

By virtue of (4.2.4) the offer of the union in period 2t in the SPE is equal to

W
2t

H = w0 +
2 (1− λ)

3
.

If the union is supposed to be altruistic, i.e., it is never on go slow in disagreement

periods, then we obtain the unique SPE that leads to the minimum wage contract w0.

Let us denote the SPE offers when the union is altruistic as W
2t

A and Z
2t+1

A . We have

the following fact:

Fact 4.1. Consider the generalized wage bargaining model with preferences of the union

and the firm described by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N , where δi,0 = 1,
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0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = u, f . Assume that the attitude of the union is altruistic.

Then there is the unique SPE of the form (su, sf ), where

W
2t

A = Z
2t+1

A = w0

for each t ∈ N.

Proof. Suppose that the union is altruistic. One can show that if (su, sf ) is a SPE, then

it must hold for each t ∈ N

�
1−W

2t
�
+
�
1−W

2t
� ∞X

k=2t+1

δf (2t+ 1, k) = (1− w0)+
�
1− Z

2t+1
� ∞X

k=2t+1

δf (2t+ 1, k)

(4.2.16)

and

Z
2t+1

+ Z
2t+1

∞X

k=2t+2

δu (2t+ 2, k) = w0 +W
2t+2

∞X

k=2t+2

δu (2t+ 2, k) (4.2.17)

and hence we get

W
2t
− Z

2t+1
Δf (2t+ 1) = w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 1))

Z
2t+1

−W
2t+2

Δu (2t+ 2) = w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2))

Obviously, W
2t
= Z

2t+1
= w0 for each t ∈ N is a solution of this system of equations,

and we know from the infinite matrices theory that this system has only one solution.

One can also show that (su, sf ) with W
2t

A = Z
2t+1

A = w0 for t ∈ N is a SPE.

Remark 4.1. We have the following:

W
2t

H = W
2t

A + (1− λ) Δ̃ (t)

where (1− λ) Δ̃ (t) ≥ 0, and therefore W
2t

H ≥ W
2t

A .

4.2.3 On the subgame perfect equilibrium payoffs

By applying the Shaked and Sutton [1984] method to the wage bargaining model of

Fernandez and Glazer [1991], Houba and Wen [2008] derive the extreme equilibrium

payoffs. We generalize their method and apply it to the model with the sequences of

discount rates varying in time, where the strikes are not allowed and the sole threat of

the union is to be on go-slow during disagreement periods.
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We use the same notation as in the previous chapter, i.e., let M 2t
u be the supremum

of the union’s SPE payoffs in any 2t period and m2t+1
f be the infimum of the firm’s SPE

payoffs in any 2t + 1 periods, t ∈ N. The following propositions present the necessary

conditions on m2t+1
f and M 2t

u , for t ∈ N, respectively:

Proposition 4.1. We have for all (δu,t)t∈N, (δf,t)t∈N, 0 ≤ w0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and t ∈ N

m2t+1
f ≥




1− w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2))−M2t+2

u Δu (2t+ 2) if (4.2.19)

(λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) + (1−M2t+2
u )Δf (2t+ 2) if (4.2.20)

(4.2.18)

Δu (2t+ 2) ≤ Δf (2t+ 2) or

Δu (2t+ 2) > Δf (2t+ 2) and

(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) (1− λ) >
�
M2t+2

u − w0

�
(Δu (2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) (4.2.19)

Δu (2t+ 2) > Δf (2t+ 2) and

(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) (1− λ) ≤
�
M2t+2

u − w0

�
(Δu (2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) (4.2.20)

Proof. We consider an arbitrary odd period 2t+1, t ∈ N. If the union holds out after re-

jecting the firm’s offer, the union will get at most w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2))+M2t+2
u Δu (2t+ 2).

Hence the firm could get at least 1−w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2))−M2t+2
u Δu (2t+ 2) from mak-

ing an irresistible offer and at least (1− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 2))+(1−M2t+2
u )Δf (2t+ 2) =

1 − w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) − M2t+2
u Δf (2t+ 2) from making an unacceptable offer. The

firm will make either the least irresistible offer or an unacceptable offer, depending on

these two payoffs.

If the union is on go slow after rejecting the firms’s offer, the union will get at

most w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2)) + M2t+2
u Δu (2t+ 2). Hence the firm will get at least 1 −

w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2))−M2t+2
u Δu (2t+ 2) from making an irresistible offer or

(λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 2))+(1−M2t+2
u )Δf (2t+ 2) from making an unacceptable offer.

Consequently, we get the following: for all (δu,t)t∈N, (δf,t)t∈N, 0 ≤ w0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and

t ∈ N

m2t+1
f ≥ min





max




1− w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 2))−M2t+2

u Δf (2t+ 2) (a)

1− w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2))−M2t+2
u Δu (2t+ 2) (b)

max




1− w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2))−M2t+2

u Δu (2t+ 2) (b)

(λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 2) + (1−M2t+2
u )Δf (2t+ 2)) (c)

(4.2.21)
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Consider now an arbitrary t ∈ N. If λ < 1, then we have 1−w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) >

(λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) +M2t+2
u Δf (2t+ 2). Hence we get (4.2.21a) > (4.2.21c).

Assume that Δu (2t+ 2) ≤ Δf (2t+ 2). Then we have 1 − w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) −

M2t+2
u Δf (2t+ 2) ≤ 1− w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2))−M2t+2

u Δu (2t+ 2), therefore we get

(4.2.21a) ≤ (4.2.21b). Moreover, we have

(λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) + (1−M2t+2
u )Δf (2t+ 2) ≤ 1 − w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2)) −

M2t+2
u Δu (2t+ 2), and hence (4.2.21c) ≤ (4.2.21b).

Assume that Δf (2t+ 2) < Δu (2t+ 2). Then we have the following:

1−w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 2))−M2t+2
u Δf (2t+ 2) > 1−w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2))−M2t+2

u Δu (2t+ 2),

we get (4.2.21a) ≥ (4.2.21b) and (λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 2))+(1−M2t+2
u )Δf (2t+ 2) <

1 − w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2)) − M2t+2
u Δu (2t+ 2) if and only if (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) (1− λ) >

(M2t+2
u − w0) (Δu (2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)). Hence, we get (4.2.21b) > (4.2.21c), other-

wise we have (4.2.21c) ≥ (4.2.21b).

Proposition 4.2. We have for all (δu,t)t∈N, (δf,t)t∈N, 0 ≤ w0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and t ∈ N

M2t
u ≤




w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 1)) +

�
1−m2t+1

f

�
Δu (2t+ 1) if (4.2.23)

1− (λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1))−m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) if (4.2.24)

(4.2.22)

Δf (2t+ 1) < Δu (2t+ 1) and
�
w0 +m2t+1

f

�
(Δf (2t+ 1)−Δu (2t+ 1)) > 1− λ (1−Δf (2t+ 1))−Δu (2t+ 1)

(4.2.23)

Δf (2t+ 1) ≥ Δu (2t+ 1) or

Δf (2t+ 1) < Δu (2t+ 1) and
�
w0 +m2t+1

f

�
(Δf (2t+ 1)−Δu (2t+ 1)) ≤ 1− λ (1−Δf (2t+ 1))−Δu (2t+ 1)

(4.2.24)

Proof. We consider an arbitrary even period 2t, t ∈ N. If the union holds out after its

offer is rejected, the firm will get at least (1− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1))+m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1).

Hence the union’s SPE payoffs must be smaller than or equal to w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 1))+�
1−m2t+1

f

�
Δf (2t+ 1) from making the least acceptable offer or w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 1))+�

1−m2t+1
f

�
Δu (2t+ 1) from making an unacceptable offer.

If the union is on go slow after its offer is rejected, the firm will get at least

(λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) +m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) by rejecting the union’s offer. Hence the

union’s SPE payoffs must be smaller than or equal to 1− (λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1))−
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m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) from making the least acceptable offer, or w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 1)) +�
1−m2t+1

f

�
Δu (2t+ 1) from making an unacceptable offer.

Consequently, we have for all (δu,t)t∈N, (δf,t)t∈N, 0 ≤ w0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and t ∈ N

M2t
u ≤ max





max




w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) +

�
1−m2t+1

f

�
Δf (2t+ 1) (a)

w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 1)) +
�
1−m2t+1

f

�
Δu (2t+ 1) (b)

max




w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 1)) +

�
1−m2t+1

f

�
Δu (2t+ 1) (b)

1− (λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1))−m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) (c)

(4.2.25)

For every t ∈ N and λ < 1, 1 − (λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) − m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) >

w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) +
�
1−m2t+1

f

�
Δf (2t+ 1), and hence we get (4.2.25c) > (4.2.25a).

Assume that Δf (2t+ 1) ≥ Δu (2t+ 1). Then (4.2.25a) ≥ (4.2.25b), and since

(4.2.25c) > (4.2.25a), we have M 2t
u ≤ 1− (λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1))−m2t+1

f Δf (2t+ 1).

If Δf (2t+ 1) < Δu (2t+ 1), then (4.2.25a) < (4.2.25b) and w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 1)) +�
1−m2t+1

f

�
Δu (2t+ 1) > 1−(λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1))−m2t+1

f Δf (2t+ 1) if and only if�
w0 +m2t+1

f

�
(Δf (2t+ 1)−Δu (2t+ 1)) > 1−λ (1−Δf (2t+ 1))−Δu (2t+ 1). Hence,

(4.2.25b) > (4.2.25c), otherwise we have (4.2.25c) > (4.2.25b).

We can use Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 to determine the extreme equilibrium payoffs

for particular cases of the discount rates varying in time. Fact 4.2 shows one of the

cases, when in every period the generalized discount factor of the firm is not smaller

than the generalized discount factor of the union.

Fact 4.2. Let 0 ≤ w0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, and let (δu,t)t∈N and (δf,t)t∈N be the sequences of

discount rates such that Δf (t) ≥ Δu(t) for every t ∈ N. Then we have for every t ∈ N

M2t
u = w0 + (1− λ) Δ̃ (t) (4.2.26)

m2t+1
f = (1− w0)− (1− λ)Δu (2t+ 2) Δ̃ (t+ 1) (4.2.27)

where Δ̃ (t) is given in (3.5.19).

Proof. Let Δf (2t+ 2) ≥ Δu (2t+ 2) and Δf (2t+ 1) ≥ Δu (2t+ 1) for every t ∈ N.

From Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 we have for every t ∈ N:

m2t+1
f + M2t+2

u Δu (2t+ 2) = 1 − w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2)) and M 2t
u + m2t+1

f Δf (2t+ 1) =

1 − (λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) which is a regular triangular system and possesses a

unique solution. This solution is given by (4.2.26) and (4.2.27).
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Remark 4.2. Note that M 2t
u and m2t+1

f defined in (4.2.26) and (4.2.27) are equal to the

SPE payoffs obtained by the union and the firm under the “always going slow” case.

More precisely, this SPE strategy profile is given by the following strategies:

• In period 2t the union proposes w0 + (1− λ) Δ̃ (t), in period 2t+ 1 it accepts an

offer if and only if y ≥ w0 + (1− λ)Δu (2t+ 2) Δ̃ (t+ 1), it is always on go-slow

if there is a disagreement.

• In period 2t+ 1 the firm proposes w0 + (1− λ)Δu (2t+ 2) Δ̃ (t+ 1), in period 2t

it accepts x if and only if x ≤ w0 + (1− λ) Δ̃ (t).

This M 2t
u = W̄ 2t

H = w0 + (1− λ) Δ̃ (t) can be interpreted as follows: the union gets the

existing wage plus the gain from being on go-slow which depends on the go-slow rate λ

and Δ̃ (t) determined by the discount factors of both parties.

Remark 4.3. When the go-slow rate λ = 1, then M 2t
u = w0 which gives the minimum

wage contract. This SPE is acquired by the never-go-slow strategies of the union. On

the other hand, when the go-slow rate λ = w0, then we have M 2t
u = w0 +(1− w0) Δ̃ (t)

which is equal to the SPE payoff obtained by the generalized alternating strike strategies

shown in Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2014a, Forthcoming].

Remark 4.4. Note that for some cases of the discount rates the solutions on M 2t
u and

m2t+1
f do not satisfy the necessary conditions. We give some examples below:

- Let Δf (2t+ 2) ≥ Δu (2t+ 2), Δf (2t+ 1) < Δu (2t+ 1) and�
w0 +m2t+1

f

�
(Δf (2t+ 1)−Δu (2t+ 1)) > 1 − λ (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) − Δu (2t+ 1)

for every t ∈ N. We have the infinite system for t ∈ N: m2t+1
f +M2t+2

u Δu (2t+ 2) =

1 − w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2)) and M 2t
u + m2t+1

f Δu (2t+ 1) = w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 1)) +

Δu (2t+ 1) which is a regular triangular system and has a unique solution of

M2t
u = w0. But this unique solution does not satisfy the necessary condition.

- Consider the case where Δf (2t+ 2) < Δu (2t+ 2), Δf (2t+ 1) < Δu (2t+ 1),�
w0 +m2t+1

f

�
(Δf (2t+ 1)−Δu (2t+ 1)) > 1 − λ (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) − Δu (2t+ 1)

and (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) (1− λ) > (M2t+2
u − w0) (Δu (2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) for ev-

ery t ∈ N. We have the infinite system for t ∈ N: m2t+1
f + M2t+2

u Δu (2t+ 2) =

1 − w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 2)) and M 2t
u + m2t+1

f Δu (2t+ 1) = w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 1)) +

Δu (2t+ 1) which has a unique solution M 2t
u = w0 and m2t+1

f = 1 − w0, but this

solution does not satisfy one of the necessary conditions.
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- Consider the case where Δf (2t+ 2) < Δu (2t+ 2), Δf (2t+ 1) < Δu (2t+ 1),�
w0 +m2t+1

f

�
(Δf (2t+ 1)−Δu (2t+ 1)) > 1 − λ (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) − Δu (2t+ 1)

and (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) (1− λ) ≤ (M2t+2
u − w0) (Δu (2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) for ev-

ery t ∈ N. We obtain the following infinite system of equations, for t ∈ N:

m2t+1
f +M2t+2

u Δf (2t+ 2) = (λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) + Δf (2t+ 2) and M 2t
u +

m2t+1
f Δu (2t+ 1) = w0 (1−Δu (2t+ 1)) + Δu (2t+ 1), and hence M 2t

u = w0 +

(1− λ)

 
Δu (2t+ 1)−

∞P
m=t

(1−Δu (2m+ 3))
mQ
j=t

Δu (2j + 1)Δf (2j + 2)

!
, but it

does not satisfy one of the necessary conditions.

- Let Δf (2t+ 2) < Δu (2t+ 2), Δf (2t+ 1) ≥ Δu (2t+ 1) and

(1− λ) (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) ≤ (M2t+2
u − w0) (Δu (2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) for every t ∈

N. We have the infinite system for t ∈ N:

m2t+1
f +M2t+2

u Δf (2t+ 2) = (λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) + Δf (2t+ 2) and M 2t
u +

m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) = 1−(λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) and therefore M 2t

u = 1−λ+w0,

but it does not satisfy the necessary condition.

- Let Δf (2t+ 2) < Δu (2t+ 2), Δf (2t+ 1) < Δu (2t+ 1),�
w0 +m2t+1

f

�
(Δf (2t+ 1)−Δu (2t+ 1)) ≤ 1 − λ (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) − Δu (2t+ 1)

and (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) (1− λ) ≤ (M2t+2
u − w0) (Δu (2t+ 2)−Δf (2t+ 2)) for ev-

ery t ∈ N. We have the infinite system for t ∈ N:

m2t+1
f +M2t+2

u Δf (2t+ 2) = (λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 2)) + Δf (2t+ 2) and M 2t
u +

m2t+1
f Δf (2t+ 1) = 1 − (λ− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) and hence M 2t

u = 1 − λ + w0,

but it does not satisfy one of the necessary conditions.

4.3 The generalized wage bargaining with lockouts

In the generalized wage bargaining considered in Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2014a,

Forthcoming], only the union is allowed to engage in actions different from making

offers and accepting/rejecting such as going on strike or holding out. Let us consider

a model in which the firm is allowed to engage in lockouts and holdout. For simplicity

and without affecting qualitatively our results, we assume that if the firm locks out

the union, then the parties get (0, 0), and in case of holdout – as usual – they get

(w0, 1− w0).

We examine a game in which only lockouts by the firm are feasible, i.e., the union

is not allowed to strike. By W
2t

LAR and Z
2t+1

LAR we denote the SPE offers in this game.
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We have the following result.

Theorem 4.2. Consider the generalized wage bargaining model with lockouts and with-

out strikes, in which preferences of the union and the firm are described by the sequences

of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N , where δi,0 = 1, 0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = u, f . If

1− w0 ≤
�
1−W

2t+2

LAR

�
Δf (2t+ 2) for every t ∈ N (4.3.1)

and the following condition is satisfied

Δf (2t+ 1) ≤ Δu(2t+ 1) for each t ∈ N (4.3.2)

then there exists a SPE in which the agreement of W
0

LAR is reached in period 0, where

for each t ∈ N

W
2t

LAR = w0

 
1−Δf (2t+ 1) +

∞X

m=t

(1−Δf (2m+ 3))
mY

j=t

Δu(2j + 2)Δf (2j + 1)

!

(4.3.3)

Z
2t+1

LAR = W
2t+2

LARΔu(2t+ 2) (4.3.4)

This SPE is supported by the following ‘generalized alternating lockout strategies’:

• In period 2t the union proposes W
2t

LAR, in period 2t+1 it accepts an offer y if and

only if y ≥ Z
2t+1

LAR.

• In period 2t+ 1 the firm proposes Z
2t+1

LAR, in period 2t it accepts an offer x if and

only if x ≤ W
2t

LAR, it holds out after rejecting an offer of the union in period 2t

and locks out after rejection of its own proposals in period 2t+ 1.

• If, however, at some point, the firm deviates from the above rule, then both parties

play thereafter according to the ‘minimum-wage strategies’:

– The union offers w0 for each t ∈ N and accepts y if and only if y ≥ w0.

– The firm offers w0 for each t ∈ N and accepts x if and only if x ≤ w0, and

never locks out the union.

Proof. In the proof we will write simply W
2t

and Z
2t+1

instead of W
2t

LAR and Z
2t+1

LAR.

We need to solve the following system, for each t ∈ N:

1−W
2t
= (1− w0) (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) +

�
1− Z

2t+1
�
Δf (2t+ 1)
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and

Z
2t+1

= W
2t+2

Δu (2t+ 2)

which is equivalent, for each t ∈ N, to

W
2t
− Z

2t+1
Δf (2t+ 1) = w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) and Z

2t+1
−W

2t+2
Δu (2t+ 2) = 0

(4.3.5)

and forms a regular triangular system AX = Y , with A = [aij]i,j∈N+ , X =
�
(xi)i∈N+

�T
,

Y =
�
(yi)i∈N+

�T
, where for each t, j ≥ 1

at,t = 1, at,j = 0 for j < t or j > t+ 1 (4.3.6)

and for each t ∈ N

a2t+1,2t+2 = −Δf (2t+ 1) , a2t+2,2t+3 = −Δu (2t+ 2) (4.3.7)

x2t+1 = W
2t
, x2t+2 = Z

2t+1
, y2t+1 = w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) , y2t+2 = 0 (4.3.8)

Since we have the same A as in the always strike decision, its (unique) inverse matrix

B is the same. By applying X = BY we get W
2t

as in Theorem 4.2.

The ‘generalized alternating lockout strategies’ form a SPE. Using the similar method

to the one applied in Chapter 3, one can easily show that no deviation would be prof-

itable for the deviating party.

In particular, the firm gets (1−w0)
�
1 +

P
∞

k=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2, k)
�

when deviating from

its lockouts decision in period 2t+ 1, and
�
1−W

2t+2
�P

∞

k=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2, k) when not

deviating. Hence, by virtue of condition (4.3.1), the firm does not want to deviate.

Also 1− w0 ≤
�
1−W

2t+2
�
Δf (2t + 2) ≤ 1−W

2t+2
and therefore we get W

2t+2
≤ w0

and also Z
2t+1

= W
2t+2

Δu (2t+ 2) < w0. Furthermore, W
2t

= Z
2t+1

Δf (2t+ 1) +

w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) > Z
2t+1

.

If the union deviates and offers some x > W
2t

in period 2t, then it gets w0 +

Z
2t+1P∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+ 1, k). But from (4.3.2) and (4.3.5) we have:

W
2t

= Z
2t+1

Δf (2t+ 1) + w0 (1−Δf (2t+ 1)) = w0 − Δf (2t+ 1)
�
w0 − Z

2t+1
�

≥

w0 −Δu (2t+ 1)
�
w0 − Z

2t+1
�
= w0(1−Δu (2t+ 1)) + Z

2t+1
Δu (2t+ 1) and therefore

w0+Z
2t+1P∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+1, k) ≤ W
2t
(1+

P
∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t+1, k)). Hence, the deviation

would not be profitable for the union.

If the union deviates and offers some x < W
2t

in period 2t, then it gets x(1 +P
∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t + 1, k)) < W
2t
(1 +

P
∞

k=2t+1 δu(2t + 1, k)), so the union would be worse

off by this deviation.
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If the union deviates in period 2t + 1 and accepts an offer that gives it less than

Z
2t+1

or rejects an offer that gives it at least Z
2t+1

, then from the second equation of

(4.3.5), the union will not be better off.

If the firm deviates in period 2t+1 when making an offer, then it gets at most (1−

w0)
�
1 +

P
∞

k=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2, k)
�
<

�
1− Z

2t+1
� �

1 +
P

∞

k=2t+2 δf (2t+ 2, k)
�

as Z
2t+1

<

w0, so the firm would not be better off by any deviation.

If the firm deviates in period 2t when replying to an offer, i.e., it accepts an offer

that gives it less than 1 − W
2t

or rejects an offer that gives it at least 1 − W
2t
, then

from the first equation of (4.3.5), the firm will not be better off.

Remark 4.5. Note that for every t ∈ N, W
2t

LAR = w0W
2t

AS < w0 and also Z
2t+1

LAR =

W
2t+2

LARΔu(2t + 2) < w0. Hence, under the SPE the union gets a wage contract smaller

than the status quo contract w0. For constant discount rates, we get W
2t

LAR =
w0(1−δf )

1−δf δu
.

4.4 Concluding remarks

We investigated the SPE for the union-firm wage bargaining model with discount rates

varying in time when the strikes are not allowed and the sole threat of the union

is to decrease the output level by using the go-slow option. First, we modified the

generalized bargaining model presented in Chapter 3 by introducing the go-slow action

of the union and studied the SPE under different attitudes of the union. Then we

used an extended version of the analysis presented in Houba and Wen [2008] to deliver

the necessary conditions for the extreme payoffs and we calculated the extreme payoffs

of the parties for a particular case of the discount rates when strikes are prohibited.

We also investigated the generalized wage bargaining in which the firm can engage in

lockouts and holdout.

In the wage bargaining literature, the union’s threats different from strikes are usu-

ally not taken into consideration. An important feature of our model lies on introducing

such threats in the union-firm bargaining. In order to model real life situations in a

more accurate way, we also consider varying discount rates.

It is worthy of note that although strikes are not allowed, the union can achieve a

wage increase during the wage bargaining. We show that threatening the firm with the

go-slow decision in every disagreement periods gives a significant wage increase to the

union. This result is also supported by the supremum of the union’s subgame perfect

equilibrium payoff for some particular cases of the sequences of discount rates. More
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precisely, the “always going slow strategy” leads in some cases to the maximum wage

that the union can achieve. In other words, while the union always gets the existing

wage, it prefers to threat and punish the firm by being on go slow in every period when

there is no agreement. In this case, the firm’s added value decreases with the go-slow

rate. The firm’s loss during the go-slow is equal to the actualized value of the union’s

wage increase. Furthermore, the subgame perfect equilibrium payoffs for some cases

are the same as our results on the wage bargaining with strike decisions of the union

(see e.g. Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2014a]). Depending on the go-slow rate λ, the

supremum of the union’s subgame perfect equilibrium payoffs can be supported by the

generalized alternating strike strategy or the never strike strategy of the union defined

in Ozkardas and Rusinowska [Forthcoming].



Chapter 5

Applications of the generalized wage

bargaining model

In this chapter, we apply our generalized wage bargaining model with varying discount

rates to price bargaining issues. Section 5.1 is dedicated to a general price negotiation.

In Section 5.2 we propose a future research project on an application of our model to

pharmaceutical product price negotiations.

5.1 Price negotiation with discount factors varying

in time1

5.1.1 Introduction

This section concerns price bargaining – undoubtedly an important issue in most eco-

nomic and market negotiations. In such a bargaining, a seller wants to sell his product

at a highest price to maximize his profit whereas a buyer wants to buy it at a lowest

price to maximize his surplus. If the seller and buyer do not agree on a price, then

there will be no transaction.

Numerous works are devoted to price bargaining between sellers and buyers. Non-

cooperative two-person sequential bargaining models are used to examine the bargaining

behavior in different kinds of markets. Frequently the analysis takes notice of reference

points – the concept introduced in prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky [1979],

Tversky and Kahneman [1991, 1992]). Some reference points are external such as pre-

1This section is based on Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2013].
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vious paid prices or market values (Kahneman [1992], Kristensen and Gaerling [1997],

Northcraft and Neale [1987]), and others are internal such as reservation price or aspira-

tion price (Kristensen and Gaerling [1997]). In the price bargaining literature, it is still

unclear what are the internal reference points. Kristensen and Gaerling [1997] use an

experimental study for determining the reference points of price bargaining and show

the importance of reservation prices of both sellers and buyers in a competitive market.

A reservation price is the point at which the bargainers are indifferent to accept or to

reject the offer of the other party. In other words, in a seller-buyer bargaining, it is

the maximum (minimum) price at which the buyer (seller) is willing to buy (sell) the

product. Kristensen and Gaerling [1997] find in their experiment that if the expected

market price is lower and the first offer is higher than the reservation price, then using

it as a reference point will not be significant. However, White et al. [1994] find that a

buyer’s reservation price is the most important reference point for the buyers. Kwon

et al. [2009] create a reservation price reporting mechanism by using an experimental

study. Van Poucke and Buelens [2002] introduce the notion of an offer zone, which

is the difference between aspiration price and initial offer, and study its influence on

the negotiated outcome, by running some simulated seller-buyer negotiations between

managers.

Many works on non-cooperative two-person bargaining models are based on Rubin-

stein [1982] formulation of sequential bargaining process in discrete time with alter-

nating offers and counteroffers and on the determination of subgame perfect equilibria

(SPE). Time and information are important elements in these models. Some authors

consider one-sided or two-sided asymmetric information and present models of sequen-

tial bargaining under incomplete information. Price bargaining between manufacturer

and distributor under asymmetric and incomplete information of distributor’s knowl-

edge about buyers’ reservation price is tested in an experimental study of sequential

bargaining by Srivastava et al. [2000]. Feri and Gantner [2011] modify Rubinstein’s

sequential bargaining model by two-sided incomplete information and study experimen-

tally price bargaining. Cramton [1991] adds transaction cost to Rubinstein’s sequential

bargaining model with asymmetric information. Gul and Sonnenschein [1988] identify

the delay to agreement with a screening process of a price bargaining model between a

buyer and a seller where there exists an uncertainty about the valuation of one party.

An important issue in non-cooperative bargaining models concerns preferences of

bargainers, in particular, non-stationarity of preferences. Although several works em-

phasize that stationary bargaining models are rare in real-life situations (e.g., Cramton
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and Tracy [1994b]), models with discount factors varying in time do not receive enough

attention so far. Non-stationarity of parties’ preferences in the original Rubinstein

model is discussed, e.g., in Binmore [1987b], Coles and Muthoo [2003], Rusinowska

[2001, 2002b, 2004]. Trefler [1999] modifies Rubinstein and Wolinsky [1985] bargaining

framework by adding the Markov process of pairwise matching to analyze the impact

of market supply and demand on bilateral bargaining outcomes. Dickinson [2003] in-

troduces the importance of risk preferences on the bargaining outcomes in price nego-

tiation.

Price bargaining models are frequently tested by laboratory experiments (Roth and

Kagel [1995]). For example, price bargaining on perishable goods market is studied

experimentally by Moulet and Rouchier [2008] to determine the effects of time on se-

quential bargaining model. Cason et al. [2003] compare posted price versus bilateral

bargaining price by using laboratory experiments and find that the bargaining price is

higher and sticker than posted prices. Other studies use field experiments for reference

points of price bargaining (Abdul-Muhmin [2001]).

Although price negotiation between a seller and a buyer can be seen as a microe-

conomic problem, several authors apply price negotiation models to macroeconomic

issues. An application of price bargaining to international trade between two countries

over two non-storable goods is analyzed by Fernández-Blanco [2012]. Oczkowski [1999]

applies Nash bargaining framework to an econometric analysis of price and quantity

bargaining model.

In this section we consider a monopolistic seller that sells a unique and indivisible

good in a market with only one buyer. They bargain over the price of the product by

making alternating offers. An initial offer is made by the seller and the buyer is free to

either accept or reject it. If he rejects the offer, then it is his turn to make a new offer.

We use therefore Rubinstein’s bargaining procedure (Rubinstein [1982]), but similarly

as in Rusinowska [2001] we generalize the model by assuming that preferences of each

party are expressed by discount factors varying in time. There are several differences

between the present model and the model analyzed in Rusinowska [2001]. In the latter,

two players bargain over a division of one unit of infinitely divisible good and the utility

of a player is given by the discounted agreement (i.e., the discounted part of the good

received by the given player). In our model, the seller and the buyer bargain over the

price of a good, the payoffs are different from the ones defined in Rusinowska [2001],

and the utility of a bargainer is given by the discounted sums of the payoffs from period
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0 to infinity. We assume that the sequence of discount rates of a party can be arbitrary,

with the only restriction that the infinite series that determines the utility for the given

party must be convergent. In Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2014a] we consider a wage

bargaining in which a union and a firm bargain over a wage contract and the union

may go on strike if an offer is rejected. Under some assumptions on the parameters

in the model, the utilities of the seller and the buyer coincide with the utilities of the

union and the firm in the wage bargaining in which the union commits to go on strike

whenever there is a disagreement (Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2014a]). Consequently,

the particular case of wage bargaining can be applied to the price negotiation model.

In this section, first we restrict our analysis to history independent strategies with

no delay which means that an offer of a player is independent of the previous offers of

the players and when a player has to make an offer, his equilibrium offer is accepted by

the other party. Similarly as in Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2014a], we determine the

unique subgame perfect equilibrium for no-delay strategies independent of the former

history of the game. Then we relax the no-delay assumption and determine the highest

equilibrium payoff of the seller and the lowest equilibrium payoff of the buyer for the

general case (see e.g. Ozkardas and Rusinowska [Forthcoming]). We show that the

no-delay equilibrium strategy profiles support these extreme payoffs. Our approach to

the analysis of equilibrium payoffs in the price bargaining is similar to the one used in

Houba and Wen [2008] who apply the method by Shaked and Sutton [1984] to derive

the exact bounds of equilibrium payoffs in wage bargaining introduced in Fernandez

and Glazer [1991]. However, while preferences of the union and of the firm in the model

of Fernandez and Glazer [1991] are constant in time, in our model the seller and the

buyer have preferences varying in time.

Section 5.1.2 describes the price bargaining model with discount rates varying in

time. In Section 5.1.3 we determine the unique subgame perfect equilibrium of the

model, when we restrict the analysis to history independent strategies with no delay.

In Section 5.1.4 we analyze the equilibrium payoffs for the general model.

5.1.2 The model

We introduce a model of price negotiation between a seller and a buyer on a unique

indivisible product. We suppose that the seller is in a monopolistic situation and the

buyer is monopsone which means that the market is constituted by two players.

The buyer has a reservation price of R for the unique product and he buys it for
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personal satisfaction. His reservation price is an indicator of the buyer’s willingness

to buy. If the buyer cannot obtain the product, he pays a dissatisfaction cost of D.

On the other hand, if he gets the product, he has a positive satisfaction gain of S,

where R ≥ S ≥ D ≥ 0. The seller desires to sell the product and to make a positive

and maximum profit. If the seller cannot sell it, he pays a cost of 0 < C ≤ S + D

of producing the product. The bargaining procedure between the seller and the buyer

is the following. The seller and the buyer bargain sequentially over discrete time and

a potentially infinite horizon. They alternate in making offers of price that the other

party is free either to accept or to reject.

Let P 2t
s denote the offer of the seller made in an even-numbered period 2t, where

t ∈ N, and let P 2t+1
b denote the offer of the buyer made in an odd numbered period

2t + 1. The range of the proposed price is [0, S +D], i.e., neither the seller nor the

buyer can propose a price above the sum of the satisfaction value and the dissatisfaction

cost. In period 0 the seller proposes P 0
s , and if the buyer accepts this price, than the

agreement is reached and the payoffs in period 0 are (P 0
s − C,R− P 0

s + S). If the buyer

rejects it, then the payoffs in period 0 are (−C,R−D), and it is the buyer’s turn to

make a counter-offer P 1
b in period 1. If the seller accepts this offer, then the payoffs in

period 1 are (P 1
b − C,R− P 1

b + S). Otherwise, the payoffs in period 1 are (−C,R−D),

and the seller makes a new offer in the next period. This procedure goes on until an

agreement is reached.

In the price negotiation, preferences of the seller and the buyer are described by

sequences of discount factors varying in time, (δs,t)t∈N and (δb,t)t∈N, respectively, where

δs,t is the discount factor of the seller in period t ∈ N, δs,0 = 1, 0 < δs,t < 1 for t ≥ 1

and δb,t is the discount factor of the buyer in period t ∈ N, δb,0 = 1, 0 < δb,t < 1 for

t ≥ 1.

The result of the price negotiation is either a pair (P, T ), where P ∈ [0, S +D] is

the agreed price of the product and T ∈ N is the number of periods before reaching the

agreement, or a disagreement denoted by (d,∞) and meaning the situation in which

the parties never reach an agreement.

For each t ∈ N, let

δs (t) :=
tY

k=0

δs,k, δb (t) :=
tY

k=0

δb,k, for 0 < t′ ≤ t, δs (t
′, t) =

tY

k=t′

δs,k, δb (t
′, t) =

tY

k=t′

δb,k

The utility of the result (P, T ) for the seller, where S+D ≥ P ≥ 0 and T ∈ N, is equal
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to

Us (P, T ) =
∞X

t=0

δs (t) us (t) (5.1.1)

where us (t) = P −C for each t ≥ T , and if T > 0 then us (t) = −C for each 0 ≤ t < T .

The utility of the result (P, T ) for the buyer is equal to

Ub (P, T ) =
∞X

t=0

δb (t) ub (t) (5.1.2)

where ub (t) = R − P + S for each t ≥ T , and if T > 0 then ub (t) = R − D for each

0 ≤ t < T , where R ≥ S ≥ D ≥ 0 and S +D ≥ P ≥ 0.

The utilities of the disagreement for the seller and the buyer are equal to

Us (d,∞) = −C
∞X

t=0

δs (t) , Ub (d,∞) = (R−D)
∞X

t=0

δb (t)

At the seller’s side, when the agreement (P, T ) is reached, his payoff in every period

t ≥ T will be equal to us (t) = P − C, i.e., to the difference between the price and

the production cost. If P ≥ C, the seller will make a profit from this agreement. On

the other hand, if the agreement is not reached in period T , then the seller’s payoff at

period T will be us (T ) = −C, i.e., the production cost which is equal to the loss of the

seller. We therefore assume that the product can be used only within one period and

must be produced each time when a new period starts.

For the buyer, the agreement (P, T ) gives to the buyer in every period t ≥ T the

payoff equal to ub (t) = R − P + S, i.e., to the difference between his reservation price

for that product and the agreement price, plus the satisfaction value for obtaining the

product. Hence, the buyer’s payoff in the agreement has two components: the surplus

of the buyer which is the amount of money that stays in his pocket and the satisfaction

value that comes from obtaining the product. In case of a disagreement, the payoff level

of the buyer in period T is equal to ub (T ) = R−D, i.e., to the difference between the

reservation price and the cost of the disagreement. This means that the buyer suffers

from not obtaining the product, but he still has some money in his pocket.

Remark 5.1. Note that if R = D = 1 − S and C = 0, then we recover the wage

bargaining with discount rates varying in time, where the union commits to strike

whenever there is a disagreement; see Ozkardas and Rusinowska [2014a].

The utilities for both parties depend on the infinite series, so we need to well define

the sequences of discount rates.
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Remark 5.2. The necessary conditions for the convergence of the infinite series which

define Us (P, T ) and Ub (P, T ) in (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) are

δs(t) →t→+∞ 0 and δb(t) →t→+∞ 0 (5.1.3)

but these are not sufficient conditions. The necessary conditions come immediately

from the necessary condition of the convergence of the infinite series. To see that these

are not sufficient conditions, consider δb,k = k
k+1

for each k ≥ 1, δb,0 = 1. Then

δb(t) =
1

2
·
2

3
· · ·

t

t+ 1
=

1

t+ 1
→t→+∞ 0

If the agreement P is reached immediately, then Ub(P, 0) = (R− P + S)
P

∞

t=0
1

t+1
which

is a divergent series. Similarly, if P is reached in a certain period T > 0, then Ub (P, T ) =PT−1
t=0 δb(t)ut + (R− P + S)

P
∞

t=T
1

t+1
.

If (δs,t)t∈N and (δb,t)t∈N are bounded by a certain number smaller than 1, i.e., if

there exist Φs < 1 and Φb < 1 such that δs,t ≤ Φs and δb,t ≤ Φb for each t ∈ N (5.1.4)

then the series which define Us (P, T ) and Ub (P, T ) in (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) are convergent.

We have for each t ∈ N

0 ≤ δb(t) (R− P + S) ≤ (Φb)
t (R− P + S)

Let the agreement P be reached immediately. Since
P

∞

t=0(Φb)
t is the convergent geo-

metric series, by virtue of the comparison test, Ub(P, 0) is also convergent. The proof is

similar if P is reached in a certain period T > 0 and it is analogous for the seller. The

sufficient conditions given in (5.1.4) are not necessary conditions. To see that, consider

δb,k =
k

k+2
for each k ≥ 1, δb,0 = 1. The sequence does not satisfy the condition (5.1.4).

However, we have

δb(t) =
1

3
·
2

4
· · ·

t

t+ 2
=

2

(t+ 1)(t+ 2)
→t→+∞ 0

If the agreement P is reached immediately, then Ub(P, 0) = (R− P + S)
P

∞

t=1
2

(t+1)(t+2)

which is convergent by virtue of the comparison test: 1
t2
≥ 1

(t+1)(t+2)
and we know thatP

∞

t=1
1
t2

is convergent. The proof is similar if P is reached in a certain period T > 0.

Not only every decreasing sequence (δs,t)t∈N ((δb,t)t∈N, respectively) satisfies (5.1.4)

and gives the convergent series defined in (5.1.1) ((5.1.2), respectively) but also some

increasing sequences do that; see, e.g., δb,k = 1
3
− 1

3k+3
for each k ≥ 1.
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Remark 5.3. We restrict our analysis to the case in which the discount rates satisfy

condition (5.1.4). Hence, in particular, for each t ∈ N,

∞X

k=2t+1

δs(2t+ 1, k) ≤
Φs

1− Φs

,
∞X

k=2t+2

δb(2t+ 2, k) ≤
Φb

1− Φb

(5.1.5)

5.1.3 Subgame perfect equilibrium

First, we find the unique SPE if we restrict our analysis to no-delay strategies indepen-

dent of the former history of the game. The notation is similar to the one introduced

and used in the previous chapters, i.e., for every t ∈ N+

Δs(t) =

P
∞

k=t δs(t, k)

1 +
P

∞

k=t δs(t, k)
, Δb(t) =

P
∞

k=t δb(t, k)

1 +
P

∞

k=t δb(t, k)
(5.1.6)

and consequently, for every t ∈ N+

Δs(t) ≤ Φs and Δb(t) ≤ Φb (5.1.7)

Proposition 5.1. Consider the price bargaining model in which preferences of the seller

and the buyer are described by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N, where δi,0 = 1,

0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = s, b. Consider the following family of strategies (ss, sb):

in each period 2t+ 1 the seller accepts an offer y of the buyer if and only if y ≥ P 2t+1
b ,

and in each period 2t the buyer accepts an offer x of the seller if and only if x ≤ P 2t
s ,

where P 2t
s is an offer of the seller in 2t and P 2t+1

b is an offer of the buyer in 2t+ 1.

Then (ss, sb) is a SPE of this game if and only if the offers satisfy the following infinite

system of equations for each t ∈ N:

R− P 2t
s + S = (R−D) (1−Δb(2t+ 1)) +

�
R− P 2t+1

b + S
�
Δb (2t+ 1) (5.1.8)

P 2t+1
b − C = −C(1−Δs(2t+ 2)) +

�
P 2t+2
s − C

�
Δs (2t+ 2) (5.1.9)

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.1, but for sake of complete-

ness we present it as well.

(⇐) Let (sp, sc) be defined by (5.1.8) and (5.1.9), which can be equivalently written as

�
R− P 2t

s + S
�
+
�
R− P 2t

s + S
� ∞X

k=2t+1

δb(2t+ 1, k) =

(R−D) +
�
R− P 2t+1

b + S
� ∞X

k=2t+1

δb(2t+ 1, k) (5.1.10)
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�
P 2t+1
b − C

�
+
�
P 2t+1
b − C

� ∞X

k=2t+2

δs(2t+ 2, k) = −C +
�
P 2t+2
s − C

� ∞X

k=2t+2

δs(2t+ 2, k)

(5.1.11)

We show that (ss, sb) is a SPE.

Consider an arbitrary subgame starting in period 2t with the seller making an offer.

Under (ss, sb), the seller gets (P 2t
s − C) + (P 2t

s − C)
∞P

k=2t+1

δs (2t+ 1, k) and the buyer

gets (R− P 2t
s + S)+(R− P 2t

s + S)
∞P

k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k). If the seller deviates from ss and

proposes a certain x > P 2t
s , then the seller gets −C +

�
P 2t+1
b − C

� ∞P
k=2t+1

δs (2t+ 1, k).

From (5.1.10), 0 ≤ (D + S − P 2t
s ) =

�
P 2t
s − P 2t+1

b

� ∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k), and hence P 2t
s ≥

P 2t+1
b . The seller is then not better off by this deviation, because we have

(P 2t
s − C) + (P 2t

s − C)
∞P

k=2t+1

δs (2t+ 1, k) ≥ −C +
�
P 2t+1
b − C

� ∞P
k=2t+1

δs (2t+ 1, k).

Suppose that the seller deviates from ss and proposes a certain x < P 2t
s . Then

the seller gets (x− C)+ (x− C)
∞P

k=2t+1

δs (2t+ 1, k), but he is worse off since (x− C)+

(x− C)
∞P

k=2t+1

δs (2t+ 1, k) < (P 2t
s − C) + (P 2t

s − C)
∞P

k=2t+1

δs (2t+ 1, k).

Suppose that the buyer deviates from sb and rejects P 2t
s . Then he gets at most

(R−D)+
�
R− P 2t+1

b + S
� ∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k), which from (5.1.10) is equal to R−P 2t
s +

S + (R− P 2t
s + S)

∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k), so the buyer is not better off by this deviation.

The analysis of an arbitrary subgame starting in 2t + 1 with the buyer making an

offer is analogous to the study of the subgame starting in 2t, except that we use (5.1.11)

instead of (5.1.10).

Consider an arbitrary subgame starting in period 2t with the buyer replying to an

offer x ≤ P 2t
s . Under (ss, sb) he gets (R− x+ S)+(R− x+ S)

∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k). A de-

viation from ss does not change the result for the seller. Suppose that the buyer deviates

from sb and rejects such x. We know that it is optimal for the buyer to propose P 2t+1
b

in 2t + 1, so the buyer gets (R−D) +
�
R− P 2t+1

b + S
� ∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k). By virtue

of (5.1.10), we have (R− x+ S) + (R− x+ S)
∞P

k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k) ≥ (R− P 2t
s + S) +

(R− P 2t
s + S)

∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k) = (R−D) +
�
R− P 2t+1

b + S
� ∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k), and

hence the buyer is not better off by this deviation.
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Consider an arbitrary subgame starting in period 2t with the buyer replying to

an offer x > P 2t
s . Under (ss, sb) the buyer rejects it and proposes P 2t+1

b which is

accepted. The seller gets then −C +
�
P 2t+1
b − C

� ∞P
k=2t+1

δs (2t+ 1, k) and the buyer gets

(R−D) +
�
R− P 2t+1

b + S
� ∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1). If the buyer deviates from sb and accepts

such x, then it gets (R− x+ S) + (R− x+ S)
∞P

k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k). But from (5.1.10)

we have (R− x+ S) + (R− x+ S)
∞P

k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k) < (R− P 2t
s + S)+

+ (R− P 2t
s + S)

∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k) = (R−D)+
�
R− P 2t+1

b + S
� ∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k), so

the buyer is worse off.

The analysis of subgame starting in 2t+1 by the seller replying to an offer y ≥ P 2t+1
b

and to an offer y < P 2t+1
b is analogous to the analysis of the corresponding subgames

starting in period 2t by the buyer replying to x.

(⇒) Let (ss, sb) be a SPE. We will show that it must be defined by (5.1.10) and (5.1.11)

which are equivalent to (5.1.8) and (5.1.9). Consider an arbitrary subgame starting in

period 2t with the seller making an offer. Under (ss, sb) the seller proposes P 2t
s which

is accepted and gives (R− P 2t
s + S) + (R− P 2t

s + S)
∞P

k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k) to the buyer.

By rejecting P 2t
s , the buyer would get (R−D) +

�
R− P 2t+1

b + S
� ∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k).

Since (ss, sb) is a SPE, it must be (R− P 2t
s + S) + (R− P 2t

s + S)
∞P

k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k) ≥

(R−D) +
�
R− P 2t+1

b + S
� ∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k).

Suppose that the following holds: (R− P 2t
s + S) + (R− P 2t

s + S)
∞P

k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k) >

(R−D)+
�
R− P 2t+1

b + S
� ∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k). Then there exists ex > P 2t
s with R−P 2t

s +

S+(R− P 2t
s + S)

∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k) > (R− x̃+ S)+(R− x̃+ S)
∞P

k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k) >

(R−D) +
�
R− P 2t+1

b + S
� ∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k). Since x̃ > P 2t
s , the buyer rejects it and

gets (R−D) +
�
R− P 2t+1

b + S
� ∞P
k=2t+1

δb (2t+ 1, k), but he would be better off if he

accepted this offer. Hence we get a contradiction and prove (5.1.10). Proving (5.1.11)

is analogous by considering an arbitrary subgame starting in period 2t + 1 with the

buyer making an offer.
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Proposition 5.1 presents necessary and sufficient conditions for the profile (ss, sb) to

be a SPE. The first equation means that the buyer is indifferent between accepting the

equilibrium offer of the seller and rejecting that offer. Similarly, the second equation

expresses the indifference of the seller between accepting and rejecting the equilibrium

offer of the buyer. By solving the infinite system (5.1.8) and (5.1.9), we determine the

equilibrium offers proposed under the strategies (ss, sb).

Proposition 5.2. Consider the price bargaining model with preferences of the seller

and the buyer described by the sequences of discount factors (δi,t)t∈N, where δi,0 = 1,

0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1, i = s, b. Then there is the unique SPE of the form (ss, sb) stated

in Proposition 5.1, in which the offers of the parties, for every t ∈ N, are given by

P 2t
s = (S +D)

 
1−Δb(2t+ 1) +

∞X

m=t

(1−Δb(2m+ 3))
mY

j=t

Δs(2j + 2)Δb(2j + 1)

!

(5.1.12)

P 2t+1
b = P 2t+2

s Δs (2t+ 2) (5.1.13)

Proof. By virtue of Proposition 5.1, we need to solve the infinite system of equations

(5.1.8) and (5.1.9), which can be equivalently written for each t ∈ N, as

P 2t
s − P 2t+1

b Δb (2t+ 1) = (S +D)(1−Δb(2t+ 1)) (5.1.14)

and

P 2t+1
b − P 2t+2

s Δs (2t+ 2) = 0 (5.1.15)

From (5.1.15) we get immediately (5.1.13). In order to calculate P 2t
s , we use a similar

matrix method as the one applied in the previous chapters for the union-firm wage

bargaining. The infinite system of (5.1.14) and (5.1.15) is a regular triangular system

AX = Y , where A = [aij]i,j∈N+ , X =
�
(xi)i∈N+

�T
, Y =

�
(yi)i∈N+

�T
, for each t, j ≥ 1

at,t = 1, at,j = 0 for j < t or j > t+ 1 (5.1.16)

for each t ∈ N

a2t+1,2t+2 = −Δb (2t+ 1) , a2t+2,2t+3 = −Δs (2t+ 2) (5.1.17)

x2t+1 = P 2t
s , x2t+2 = P 2t+1

b , y2t+1 = (S +D)(1−Δb(2t+ 1)), y2t+2 = 0 (5.1.18)

Any regular triangular matrix A possesses the (unique) inverse matrix B, which is also

regular triangular. In other words, there exists B = [bij ]i,j∈N+ such that BA = I, where

I is the infinite identity matrix, and

bt,t = 1, bt,j = 0 for each t, j ≥ 1 such that j < t (5.1.19)
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for each t ∈ N

b2t+1,2t+2 = Δb (2t+ 1) , b2t+2,2t+3 = Δs (2t+ 2) (5.1.20)

and for each t,m ∈ N and m > t

b2t+2,2m+2 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δs (2j + 2)Δb (2j + 3) (5.1.21)

b2t+2,2m+3 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δs (2j + 2)Δb (2j + 3)Δs (2m+ 2) (5.1.22)

b2t+1,2m+1 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δs (2j + 2)Δb (2j + 1) (5.1.23)

b2t+1,2m+2 =
m−1Y

j=t

Δs (2j + 2)Δb (2j + 1)Δb (2m+ 1) (5.1.24)

We have then



1 −Δb (1) 0 0 · · ·

0 1 −Δs (2) 0 · · ·

0 0 1 −Δb (3) · · ·

0 0 0 1
. . .

...
...

...
... · · ·







P 0
s

P 1
b

P 2
s

P 3
b

...




=




(S +D)(1−Δb(1))

0

(S +D)(1−Δb(3))

0
...







P 0
s

P 1
b

P 2
s

P 3
b

...




= B




(S +D)(1−Δb(1))

0

(S +D)(1−Δb(3))

0
...




where

B =




1 Δb (1) Δb (1)Δs (2) Δb (1)Δs (2)Δb (3) · · ·

0 1 Δs (2) Δs (2)Δb (3) · · ·

0 0 1 Δb (3) · · ·

0 0 0 1
. . .

...
...

...
... · · ·




and hence we get P 2t
s as given by (5.1.12).
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Note that P 2t
s , P 2t+1

b ∈ [0, S +D] for each t ∈ N. Obviously P 2t
s ≥ 0. Let us consider

the sequence of partial sums for k > t:

Sk = (S +D)

 
1−Δb(2t+ 1) +

k−1X

m=t

(1−Δb(2m+ 3))
mY

j=t

Δs(2j + 2)Δb(2j + 1)

!

The sequence is obviously increasing, and also Sk ≤ S + D for each k > t. Hence,

P 2t
s = limk→+∞ Sk ≤ S +D.

We could expect that in the price negotiation model the agreed prices (P 2t
s ) and�

P 2t+1
b

�
would depend on the reservation price R, the dissatisfaction cost D, the satis-

faction value S, the production cost C and the discount factors (δs,t) and (δb,t), since in

the literature they are usually supposed to be the reference points of the price determi-

nation. However, the results obtained in our model show that there is no dependence

of the agreement price level on some of these determinants. More precisely, the offered

prices at the equilibrium depend only on the sum of the dissatisfaction cost and the

satisfaction value of the buyer, and on the discount rates of both parties. This means

that when proposing a price the seller does care about the (dis)satisfaction values of

the buyer. The higher these values are, the higher the prices offered by the seller and

the buyer are, i.e., if the buyer is highly attached to the product and the seller knows

that, the seller will offer higher prices and the buyer will accept it. Moreover, the more

patient the seller will be in the future, the higher the prices offered by both parties are.

In the market with only one seller and one buyer, both parties do not have any

other alternatives and they want to reach an agreement quickly. If there were other

buyers in the market that desired to buy the product, the monopolistic seller could

make higher profits. On the other hand, if there were many sellers that wanted to sell

their products, the buyer could find lower prices. The market with many sellers and

buyers gives the perfect competition situation. In our model with one seller and one

buyer it seems natural that the price does not depend on the production cost or the

reservation price. However, the reservation price which indicates the buyer’s willingness

to buy and the production cost of the seller will determine the payoffs of the parties in

every period as defined in (5.1.1) and (5.1.2). Indeed, note that in a single period the

sum of the agreement payoffs is equal to (R + S − C) and the sum of the disagreement

payoffs is equal to (R−D − C).
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5.1.4 The equilibrium payoffs

Next we determine the highest SPE payoff of the seller and the lowest SPE payoff of

the buyer for the general case when making an unacceptable offer is allowed.

Houba and Wen [2008] apply the method of Shaked and Sutton [1984] to the wage

bargaining model of Fernandez and Glazer [1991] to derive the supremum of the union’s

SPE payoffs and the infimum of the firm’s SPE payoffs. We generalize this method to

the price negotiation model with sequences of discount rates varying in time.

Let M 2t
s denote the supremum of the seller’s SPE payoff in any even period 2t, where

the seller makes an offer. Let m2t+1
b denote the infimum of the buyer’s SPE payoff in

any odd period (2t+ 1), where the buyer makes an offer.

First we will derive necessary conditions for M 2t
s and m2t+1

b . We can notice that for

every t ∈ N

−C ≤ M2t
s ≤ S +D − C, R−D ≤ m2t+1

b ≤ R + S

We have the following necessary conditions.

Proposition 5.3. For all (δs,t)t∈N, (δb,t)t∈N, R ≥ S ≥ D ≥ 0, 0 < C ≤ S + D, and

t ∈ N,

M2t
s ≤ S +D − C +

�
R−D −m2t+1

b

�
Δb(2t+ 1) (5.1.25)

and

m2t+1
b ≥ R + S −

�
C +M2t+2

s

�
Δs(2t+ 2) (5.1.26)

Proof. Consider an arbitrary even period 2t. The seller makes either an unacceptable

offer or an irresistible offer. If the buyer rejects the seller’s offer, then he will get at

least (R−D)(1−Δb(2t+1))+m2t+1
b Δb(2t+1). Hence, the seller gets at most R+S−

C − (R−D)(1−Δb(2t+1))−m2t+1
b Δb(2t+1) from making the least acceptable offer.

Alternatively, the seller gets at most −C(1−Δs(2t+1))+(R+S−C−m2t+1
b )Δs(2t+1)

from making an unacceptable offer. Hence, we get

M2t
s ≤ max




R + S − C − (R−D)(1−Δb(2t+ 1)−m2t+1

b Δb(2t+ 1)

−C(1−Δs(2t+ 1)) + (R + S − C −m2t+1
b )Δs(2t+ 1)

(5.1.27)

which can be equivalently written as

M2t
s ≤ max




S +D − C +

�
R−D −m2t+1

b

�
Δb(2t+ 1)

−C +
�
R + S −m2t+1

b

�
Δs(2t+ 1)

(5.1.28)
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which leads to

M2t
s ≤




S +D − C +

�
R−D −m2t+1

b

�
Δb(2t+ 1) if (5.1.30)

−C +
�
R + S −m2t+1

b

�
Δs(2t+ 1) otherwise

(5.1.29)

where

S(1−Δs(2t+1))+D(1−Δb(2t+1)) ≥
�
R−m2t+1

b

�
(Δs(2t+ 1)−Δb(2t+ 1)) (5.1.30)

However, we can show that (5.1.30) always holds.

Let Δs(2t+1) ≤ Δb(2t+1). We know that −S ≤ R−m2t+1
b ≤ D. If 0 ≤ R−m2t+1

b ≤

D, then the right hand side of (5.1.30) is not positive. Hence, since the left hand side

of (5.1.30) is not negative, (5.1.30) holds. If −S ≤ R−m2t+1
b < 0, then we have

0 ≤
�
R−m2t+1

b

�
(Δs(2t+ 1)−Δb(2t+ 1)) ≤ −S(Δs(2t+1)−Δb(2t+1)) = S(Δb(2t+

1) − Δs(2t + 1)) ≤ S(1 − Δs(2t + 1)) ≤ S(1 − Δs(2t + 1)) + D(1 − Δb(2t + 1)), and

therefore (5.1.30) also holds.

Let Δs(2t + 1) > Δb(2t + 1). If −S ≤ R −m2t+1
b < 0, then the right hand side of

(5.1.30) is negative, and therefore (5.1.30) holds, since the left hand side of (5.1.30) is

not negative. If 0 ≤ R−m2t+1
b ≤ D, then we have

0 ≤
�
R−m2t+1

b

�
(Δs(2t+ 1)−Δb(2t+ 1)) ≤ D(Δs(2t + 1) − Δb(2t + 1)) ≤ D(1 −

Δb(2t+ 1)) ≤ S(1−Δs(2t+ 1)) +D(1−Δb(2t+ 1)), and therefore (5.1.30) also holds.

Consider an arbitrary odd period 2t + 1. The buyer makes either an unacceptable

offer or an irresistible offer. If the seller rejects the buyer’s offer, then he will get at most

−C(1−Δs(2t+2))+M2t+2
s Δs(2t+2). Hence, the buyer gets at least R+S−C+C(1−

Δs(2t + 2)) − M2t+2
s Δs(2t + 2) from making the least irresistible offer. Alternatively,

the buyer gets at least (R−D)(1−Δb(2t+ 2)) + (R+ S −C −M2t+2
s )Δb(2t+ 2) from

making an unacceptable offer. Hence, we get

m2t+1
b ≥ max




R + S − (C +M2t+2

s )Δs(2t+ 2)

R−D + (S +D − C −M2t+2
s )Δb(2t+ 2)

(5.1.31)

which leads to

m2t+1
b ≥




R + S − (C +M2t+2

s )Δs(2t+ 2) if (5.1.33)

R−D + (S +D − C −M2t+2
s )Δb(2t+ 2) otherwise

(5.1.32)

where

(S +D) (1−Δb(2t+ 2)) ≥
�
C +M2t+2

s

�
(Δs(2t+ 2)−Δb(2t+ 2)) (5.1.33)
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However, note that (5.1.33) is always satisfied, since S+D ≥ C+M 2t+2
s and 1−Δb(2t+

2) ≥ Δs(2t+ 2)−Δb(2t+ 2). This completes the proof.

It appears that under SPE neither the seller nor the buyer makes an unacceptable

offer, as making the least irresistible offer gives always a higher payoff than proposing

an unacceptable offer.

Next, from Proposition 5.3 we will calculate M 2t
s and m2t+1

b for t ∈ N.

Proposition 5.4. For all (δs,t)t∈N, (δb,t)t∈N, R ≥ S ≥ D ≥ 0, 0 < C ≤ S + D, and

t ∈ N,

M2t
s = (S+D)

 
1−Δb(2t+ 1) +

∞X

m=t

(1−Δb(2m+ 3))
mY

j=t

Δs(2j + 2)Δb(2j + 1)

!
−C

(5.1.34)

m2t+1
b = R + S − (C +M2t+2

s )Δs (2t+ 2) (5.1.35)

Proof. When looking for the upper bound of M 2t
s and the lower bound of m2t+1

b , we

need to solve the following infinite system: for each t ∈ N

M2t
s = S +D − C +

�
R−D −m2t+1

b

�
Δb(2t+ 1)

and

m2t+1
b = R + S −

�
C +M2t+2

s

�
Δs(2t+ 2)

Hence, we get immediately (5.1.35), and if −C ≤ M 2t
s ≤ S + D − C, then R − D ≤

m2t+1
b ≤ R + S. Furthermore, we have




1 Δb (1) 0 0 · · ·

0 1 Δs (2) 0 · · ·

0 0 1 Δb (3) · · ·

0 0 0 1
. . .

...
...

...
... · · ·







M0
s

m1
b

M2
s

m3
b

...




=




S +D − C + (R−D)Δb(1)

R + S − CΔs(2)

S +D − C + (R−D)Δb(3)

R + S − CΔs(4)
...







M0
s

m1
b

M2
s

m3
b

...




= B




S +D − C + (R−D)Δb(1)

R + S − CΔs(2)

S +D − C + (R−D)Δb(3)

R + S − CΔs(4)
...
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where

B =




1 −Δb (1) Δb (1)Δs (2) −Δb (1)Δs (2)Δb (3) · · ·

0 1 −Δs (2) Δs (2)Δb (3) · · ·

0 0 1 −Δb (3) · · ·

0 0 0 1
. . .

...
...

...
... · · ·




which gives us (5.1.34). Obviously, M 2t
s ≥ −C, and similarly to the proof of Proposition

5.2, one can show that M 2t
s ≤ S +D − C.

Remark 5.4. Note that M 2t
s and m2t+1

b calculated in Proposition 5.4 coincide with the

results presented in Proposition 5.2 on the prices offered under the SPE with no-delay.

Indeed, by combining Propositions 5.2 and 5.4 we get for each t ∈ N,

M2t
s = P 2t

s − C and m2t+1
b = R + S − P 2t+1

b

Consequently, the no-delay equilibrium strategies (ss, sb) presented in Proposition 5.2

support the extreme payoffs M 2t
s and m2t+1

b .

5.2 Pharmaceutical product price negotiation with

discount factors varying in time

5.2.1 Introduction

Competition between the firms in the pharmaceutical industry yields many important

economic issues to discuss. Protecting the high-cost Research and Development activi-

ties by a patent seems reasonable for firms to make higher profits with the determination

of high prices, generic substitutes also threaten branded pharmaceutical firms in the

market. Previous studies concern the determinants of pharmaceutical product prices,

but they do not make a generalization of the characteristics of drug prices.

Bhattacharya and Vogt [2003] create a simple model of pharmaceutical price dy-

namics by analyzing the drug’s life cycle. They find out that, in fact of generic entry,

prices of pharmaceutical products rise. They also underline the effects of patent pro-

tections on prescription drugs and conclude that prices of branded products continue

to rise although their patents expire. This effect is based on the product differentiation

in the market place.
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A comparison of different regulations on pharmaceutical product prices of various

countries is analyzed by Danzon and Towse [2003]. They test the correlation between

price competition and regulations of manufacturer prices and retail pharmacy margins.

They find out that the price competition between generic competitors is significant

in unregulated or less regulated markets such as the United States, United Kingdom,

Canada and Germany, but strict regulation systems, such as France, Italy and Japan,

reduce generic competitions. These results also verify the findings of Giaccotto et al.

[2005].

More specifically, Reekie and Allen [1985] analyze the UK pharmaceutical industry

for comparing generic and brand products. They argue that generic substitution of less

regulated pharmaceutical industries could increase competitive pressure.

Difficulties on Research and Development in pharmaceutical industry is analyzed

by Giaccotto et al. [2005]. They analyze theoretically and empirically the existence of

a positive and direct relation between R&D spending and real drug prices. According

to their model and simulations, drug price control regime restricts the new drugs and

reduce R&D spending on pharmaceutical industry.

Virts and Weston [1980] works on the returns to R&D in the US pharmaceutical

industry. In their study, they focus on two main issues that affect the rate of return: pos-

sible resource mis-allocation and the drug innovation environment. They give evidence

of a decrease in expected return with strict regulations on pharmaceutical industry.

Danzon and Towse [2003] review the economic effects of patents and differential pric-

ing for pharmaceuticals. Ellison et al. [1997] analyze more specifically the characteristics

of demand side of pharmaceutical products by examining four special cephalosporins.

They create a model for demand as a multistage budgeting problem and find out that

there exist high elasticities between generic substitutes and significant elasticities be-

tween some therapeutic substitutes.

Morton [1999] studies the entry decisions in generic pharmaceutical industry and

uses drug entries in the period 1984-1994 to estimate the potential entrants. She argues

that the market with more hospital sales, larger revenue markets and generics for chronic

conditions attract more firms to enter the generic pharmaceutical industry.

Pavcnik [2002] analyzes the potential patient out-of-pocket expenses. For under-

standing the impact of patient reimbursement on price determination, the author uses

a unique policy experiment from Germany. She gives some evidences of significant de-

creases on the pharmaceutical product prices, mostly for brand-name products, after

the change in potential out-of-pocket expenses.
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Patient’s co-payment for buying pharmaceuticals and the price of a patented drug is

analyzed by Jelovac [2010]. In her paper, Nash bargaining model is used to explain the

determination of pharmaceutical product between a health authority and a monopoly

producer. Also, an optimal co-payment degree is determined in this study.

External referencing for the price determination of pharmaceuticals is another im-

portant point for health economics. Garcia Mariñoso et al. [2011] create a pricing mech-

anism with adoption of external referencing. Kanavos and Costa-Font [2005] study the

effects of pharmaceutical parallel trade in European Union. Expectations in parallel

trade is based on the reduction of prices paid by health insurance and consumers. But

the evidences obtained from the study of Kanavos and Costa-Font [2005] show that the

gain from parallel trade helps mostly the distributors rather than the consumers. Also

they prove that there is no competition impact of parallel trade on prices.

In this section, we present a research proposal on a non-cooperative price bargaining

model for pharmaceutical products between a health authority and a monopoly pro-

ducer. We are going to investigate the model in details in our future research. The

parties bargain according to the Rubinstein’s sequential bargaining model. While Ru-

binstein [1982] assumes stationary preferences, they seem to be rather rare in real life

situations (e.g., Cramton and Tracy [1994b]) and the necessity of using non-stationary

preferences has been stressed in several works (see, e.g., Binmore [1987a], Coles and

Muthoo [2003]).

Following the model by Jelovac [2010], we consider a monopolistic firm that produces

a patented pharmaceutical product and a health authority, i.e., government. They

negotiate the price of the the brand-name prescription drug. There is an existing price

that has come up for renegotiation which specifies the price per unity of the drug. Two

parties bargain over a discrete time and a potentially infinite horizon. They alternate

in making offers of price for the prescription drug that the other party is free to accept

or reject. An initial offer is made by the health authority. If the firm rejects the offer,

then it is its turn to make a new offer. Upon either party’s rejection of a proposed

price, the health authority must decide whether to ban the drug from selling it in the

domestic market, not to ban but also not to put it on the reimbursement list or to hold

out and to put it on the list.

We use therefore Rubinstein’s bargaining procedure (Rubinstein [1982]), but we gen-

eralize the model by using discount factors varying in time. The utility of each bargainer

is given by the discounted sums of the payoffs from period 0 to infinity. More precisely,
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the utility of the health authority and of the firm is given by the discounted difference

of consumer surplus and public expenses, and the discounted profit, respectively. We

assume that the sequence of discount rates of a party can be arbitrary, with the only

restriction that the infinite series that determines the utility for the given party must

be convergent. Similarly to the wage bargaining analyzed in Ozkardas and Rusinowska

[2014a], where the union can go on strike if an offer is rejected, in the pharmaceutical

product model the health authority can make the banning decision. In order to ana-

lyze the price negotiation between a health authority and a monopolistic producer, we

propose to apply our bargaining procedure to the model of Jelovac [2010].

Section 5.2.2 describes the pharmaceutical product price bargaining model with

discount rates varying in time. Section 5.2.3 concerns the exogenous ban and reim-

bursement decisions of the health authority.

5.2.2 The model

We consider a price bargaining model of a pharmaceutical product between a health

authority and a monopoly producer. The model is based on Jelovac [2010]. We assume

that there is an existing price which has come up for renegotiation. Price of the drug is

paid by the consumers and the health authority according to the degree of co-payment

rate α ∈ [0, 1] where α is the proportion of the price paid by the consumer.

The demand function of the pharmaceutical product of the consumer is linear and

it is equal to

q = a− αp

where q is the demand of the consumers for the drug and p is the given price of this

drug.

The objective of the health authority is to maximize the difference between the

consumers surplus and public expenses. The public expenses of the health authority

for the given drug is

PE (p) = (1− α) pq = (1− α) p (a− αp)

and the consumers surplus is

CS (p) = I +
1

2
(a− αp)2

Hence, the objective function of the health authority is

OF (p) =

�
2α− α2

2

�
p2 − ap+

a2

2
+ I
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and it has its minimum value at p = a
α(2−α)

.

On the other hand, the monopoly producer of the pharmaceutical product maximizes

its profit, where the profit function is equal to

Π (p) = pq − F = ap− αp2 − F

F denotes the fix cost of the firm (R&D, advertising expenses, etc.) and we assume

that there is no marginal cost of production. The monopolistic price of the drug is

pM = a
2α

.

Although p = a
α(2−α)

> pM = a
2α

, we can assume that the monopolistic producer will

not accept any price bigger than pM . Hence, we can restrict our analysis to p ∈
�
0, pM

�
,

where the objective function of the health authority is a decreasing function with the

price of the pharmaceutical product. We have OF (0) = I + a2

2
and Π (0) = −F which

gives us the maximum value for the health authority and the minimum value for the

firm. On the other hand, OF
�
pM

�
= I + a2(3α−2)

8α
and Π

�
pM

�
= a2

4α
− F . We have

therefore:

for p ∈
�
0, pM

�
, OF (p) ∈

�
I +

a2 (3α− 2)

8α
, I +

a2

2

�
and Π (p) ∈

�
−F,

a2

4α
− F

�

If the pharmaceutical product price is determined without any negotiation, then

the firm sets the monopolistic price pM to have the maximum profit. Without loss of

generality, we can assume that the patients’ surplus is greater or equal to the public

expenses, and therefore for every p ∈
�
0, pM

�
, I ≥ a2(2−3α)

8α
.

If the health authority uses different possible policies against the firm, then in par-

ticular it can ban the drug from the market or exclude it from the list of reimbursement.

In case of the ban decision, the firm cannot sell its product on the market. Hence the

profit and the public expenses will be −F and I+ a2

2
, respectively. On the other hand, if

the health authority neither bans the drug nor puts it to the list of reimbursement, then

the health authority will pay nothing for the drug which means that the co-payment

rate will be α = 1. In this case, the demand function of the consumers for this drug

will be q = a − p, the objective function will be equal to OF (p) = I + 1
2
(a− p)2 and

the profit function will be Π (p) = p (a− p). We get then pN = a
2
, OF

�
pN

�
= I + a2

8

and Π
�
pN

�
= a2

4
− F .

The bargaining procedure between the health authority and the firm is the following.

There is an existing price of the drug, here it is assumed pM , and the parties negotiate

for determining a price less then the monopolistic price. Both parties have complete
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information and they bargain sequentially over discrete time and a potentially infinite

horizon. They make offers alternately and the other party is free to accept or to reject

the offer. In case of a rejection, the health authority decides to make a sanction or not.

It has two different sanctions: to ban the drug from the market by not allowing the

firm to sell it, or to exclude the drug from the reimbursement list but to allow the firm

to sell it in the market.

In the beginning of the bargaining, the health authority proposes ph,0 to the firm.

If the firm accepts the new price, then the agreement is reached and the payoffs for

the health authority and the firm will be OF (ph,0) and Π (ph,0), respectively. If the

firm rejects the offer, the health authority can either ban the prescription drug from

the market and then the parties have payoffs (I, 0), or the health authority reimburses

the drug with the existing price and the payoffs will be
�
OF

�
pM

�
,Π

�
pM

��
, or the

health authority neither bans nor reimburses the prescription drug for this period and

the payoffs will be
�
OF

�
pN

�
,Π

�
pN

��
. If there is no agreement in this period, then

it is the firm’s turn to make a new offer pf,1 to the health authority in period 1. This

procedure goes on until an agreement is reached, where ph,2t denotes the offer of the

health authority made in an even-numbered period 2t, and pf,2t+1 denotes the offer of

the firm made in an odd-numbered period 2t+ 1.

We consider a bargaining in which preferences of the health authority and the firm

are described by the sequence of discount factors varying in time, where (δh,t) and

(δf,t) are the discount factors of the health authority and the firm in period t ∈ N,

respectively, and δi,0 = 1, 0 < δi,t < 1 for t ≥ 1 and i = h, f .

The result of the bargaining is either a pair (p, T ), where p is the price agreed upon

and T ∈ N is the number of proposals rejected during the bargaining, or a disagreement

that gives the situation in which the parties never reach an agreement.

The utility of the result (p, T ) for the health authority is equal to

U (p, T ) =
∞X

t=0

δh (t) ut

where for each t ∈ N

δh (t) :=
tY

k=0

δh,k and δf (t) :=
tY

k=0

δf,k

and we have

ut = OF (p) = p2
�

2α−α2

2

�
− ap + a2

2
+ I for each t ≥ T , and if T > 0 then for each
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0 ≤ t < T

ut = I + a2

2
if the health authority bans the prescription drug in period t ∈ N,

ut = OF
�
pN

�
= I + a2

8
if the health authority neither bans nor lists the prescription

drug for reimbursement in period t ∈ N,

ut = OF
�
pM

�
= I + a2(3α−2)

8α
if the health authority holds out in period t ∈ N.

The utility of the result (P, T ) for the firm is equal to

V (p, T ) =
∞X

t=0

δf (t) vt − F

where we have

vt = Π (p) = −αp2 + ap for each t ≥ T , and if T > 0 then for each 0 ≤ t < T

vt = 0 if the health authority bans the prescription drug in period t ∈ N,

vt = Π
�
pN

�
= a2

4
if the health authority neither bans not lists the prescription drug for

reimbursement in period t ∈ N,

vt = Π
�
pM

�
= a2

4α
if the health authority accepts to reimburse the prescription drug

with the existing price in period t ∈ N.

For simplicity we assume that the firm pays the cost F only once, in period 0. The

disagreement is assumed to be the worst result both for the health authority and the

firm.

We consider the family of strategies (sh, sf ) where: in each period 2t the health

authority proposes ph,2t, in each period 2t + 1 it accepts an offer y of the firm if and

only if y ≥ pf,2t+1; and in each period 2t + 1 the firm proposes pf,2t+1, in each period

2t it accepts an offer x of the health authority if and only if x ≤ ph,2t+1. A strategy of

the health authority specifies additionally the ban and reimbursement decision.

Furthermore, for every t ∈ N+

Δh (t) :=

∞P
k=t

δh (t, k)

1 +
∞P
k=t

δh (t, k)
and Δf (t) :=

∞P
k=t

δf (t, k)

1 +
∞P
k=t

δf (t, k)
.

5.2.3 Exogenous ban and reimbursement decisions

Suppose that the health authority makes one of the three alternative decisions. Firstly,

the health authority bans the prescription drug from the market in every disagreement

period, i.e., it does not allow the firm to sell the drug. Secondly, the health authority

does not ban it from the market but refuses to reimburse the drug by excluding it
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from the reimbursement list. In such a situation, patients need to pay the whole price

(α = 1) and this affects the demand function of the prescription drug. Lastly, the

health authority is supposed to accept the monopoly price and reimbursement during

the disagreement periods. For each of these three cases, we describe the infinite system

of equations on the profits of the firm and the objective functions of the health authority.

We leave the analysis of the systems and the more detailed study of the model for further

research.

If we assume that the ban decision of the health authority is exogenously given and

the health authority is supposed to ban the prescription drug in every period in which

there is a disagreement, then for the analysis of the SPE of the form (sh, sf ), we get

the following infinite system of equations, for each t ∈ N:

Π (pf,2t+1) = Π (ph,2t+2)Δf (2t+ 2)

and

OF (ph,2t) =

�
I +

a2

2

�
(1−Δh (2t+ 1)) +OF (pf,2t+1)Δh (2t+ 1)

After replacing the profit function of the firm and the objective function of the health

authority by the corresponding formulas, we get the following infinite system of equa-

tions, for each t ∈ N:

apf,2t+1 − αp2f,2t+1 =
�
aph,2t+2 − αp2h,2t+2

�
Δf (2t+ 2)

and
�
2α− α2

�
p2h,2t − 2aph,2t =

�
2α− α2

�
Δh(2t+ 1)p2f,2t+1 − 2aΔh(2t+ 1)pf,2t+1

Next, assume that the ban decision of the health authority is exogenously given

but the health authority is supposed neither to ban the prescription drug nor to list it

for reimbursement in every period in which there is a disagreement. Then we get the

following infinite system of equations, for each t ∈ N:

Π (pf,2t+1) = Π
�
pN

�
(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) + Π (ph,2t+2)Δf (2t+ 2)

and

OF (ph,2t) = OF
�
pN

�
(1−Δh (2t+ 1)) +OF (pf,2t+1)Δh (2t+ 1)

which after replacing the profit function and the objective function by the corresponding

formulas leads to the following infinite system of equations, for each t ∈ N:

apf,2t+1 − αp2f,2t+1 =
a2

4
(I −Δf (2t+ 2)) +

�
aph,2t+2 − αp2h,2t+2

�
Δf (2t+ 2)
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and �
2α− α2

�
p2h,2t − 2aph,2ta

2

�
1−

5

4
Δh(2t+ 1)

�
=

�
2α− α2

�
Δh(2t+ 1)p2f,2t+1 − 2aΔh(2t+ 1)pf,2t+1

In the third case, it is assumed that the ban decision of the health authority is

exogenously given and the health authority is supposed to accept the monopolistic

price and to make reimbursement in every period in which there is a disagreement. We

have then, for each t ∈ N

Π (pf,2t+1) = Π
�
pM

�
(1−Δf (2t+ 2)) + Π (ph,2t+2)Δf (2t+ 2)

and

OF (ph,2t) = OF
�
pM

�
(1−Δh (2t+ 1)) +OF (pf,2t+1)Δh (2t+ 1)

and hence, for each t ∈ N

apf,2t+1 − αp2f,2t+1 =
a2

4α
(I −Δf (2t+ 2)) +

�
aph,2t+2 − αp2h,2t+2

�
Δf (2t+ 2)

and �
2α− α2

�
p2h,2t − 2aph,2t +

a2(α + 2)

4α
(1−Δh(2t+ 1)) =

�
2α− α2

�
Δh(2t+ 1)p2f,2t+1 − 2aΔh(2t+ 1)pf,2t+1.

5.3 Concluding remarks

We applied the generalized wage bargaining model with varying discount rates to the

important economic issues – price negotiation and pharmaceutical product price deter-

mination. Many of the previous studies in the literature on price negotiations focus on

determining the reference points and did not reveal the optimal price between sellers

and buyers. Although we made some restrictions in our model, we determined both the

price level and the reference points that have impact on the price negotiation. We used

complete information and sequential bargaining procedure where the preferences of the

seller and the buyer vary in time. Using varying discount factors gives more possibili-

ties for the characteristics of the parties and makes the model more realistic. Although

preferences of the individuals may be constant while buying many consumption goods,

for rare and/or privileged goods the parties’ patience levels and preferences may vary

during negotiations. Also some economic and social changes caused, for instance, by
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climate changes, epidemic increase, varying fashion requirements, make the preferences

vary in time. Our generalized framework is therefore more suitable to model real-life

situations.

Our results concern determining the unique SPE for no-delay strategies independent

of the former history of the game and determining the equilibrium extreme payoffs

of the seller and the buyer for the general case, i.e., without the restriction to no-

delay strategies. It appears that the no-delay equilibrium strategy profiles support

these extreme payoffs. Under equilibrium, neither the seller nor the buyer makes an

unacceptable offers.

Furthermore, we presented our future research project in which we are going to

investigate the sequential bargaining procedure in the model of Jelovac [2010]. Al-

though the drug market is quite complex, applying our model to pharmaceutical price

negotiations can help to get a deeper insight into such negotiations. In the pharma-

ceutical product market, there are two main parties that negotiate for the price: state

or an agency that represents the state and a firm that produces the drug. Although

the marginal cost of drug production is very low, R&D expenses are relatively high in

comparison with the other markets. Most of the patented drugs are produced only by

one firm that creates a monopole in the market. Considering discount rates varying in

time is particularly important in the drug market, where the consumers’ patience levels

vary according to the urgency of their illnesses and the producers’ patience levels vary

according to the risk of losing the market despite the high R&D expenses.

Since the health authority has different types of sanctions to the firm for reducing

the price, depending on the discount rates of the parties and the patients’ co-payment

rates, one can investigate the best strategy for the health authority to reduce the public

expenses and to increase the patients’ consumer surplus. On the other hand, the firm

maximizes its profit according to the health authority’s sanction decisions.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

The thesis provides the original contributions to the literature on wage bargaining by

introducing discount factors varying in time to the union-firm wage bargaining models

with different strike decisions of the union and with the lockout decision of the firm.

The generalized framework models real life situations in a more accurate way and the

results of the model give more insight into the collective wage negotiations.

First, in Chapter 2, we delivered an overview of different approaches to bargaining

(the axiomatic approach initiated by Nash [1950] and the dynamic approach by Ru-

binstein [1982]) and the wage bargaining models investigated, e.g., in Fernandez and

Glazer [1991], Haller and Holden [1990], Holden [1994], Houba and Wen [2008].

Secondly, in Chapter 3, we showed the importance of the generalized wage bargain-

ing to model real life situations and investigated the wage bargaining with preferences

varying in time. We analyzed the SPE in the union-firm wage bargaining and deter-

mined the SPE payoffs of the parties. First, we considered three games in this gen-

eralized setup, where the union strike decision is taken as exogenous: the case where

the union is committed to strike in each period in which there is a disagreement, the

case where the union is committed to strike only when its own offer is rejected, and the

case where the union never strikes. We determined SPE for these games and compared

the results among the three cases of the exogenous strike decisions. Afterwards, we

investigated the general model with no assumption on the commitment to strike. We

found SPE in which the strategies supporting the equilibria in the exogenous cases are

combined with the minimum-wage strategies, provided that the union is sufficiently pa-

tient. We showed that if the firm is more patient than the union, then the firm is better

off by playing the no-concession strategy, under which it rejects all offers and always
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makes an unacceptable offer. After determining the SPE of the general wage bargaining

model, we generalized the method used in Houba and Wen [2008] and applied it to our

model in order to find the supremum of the SPE payoffs of the union and the infimum

of the SPE payoffs of the firm in the wage bargaining with discount rates varying in

time. At the end of Chapter 3, we showed that there exist inefficient SPE in the model

where the union strikes for uninterrupted T periods prior to reaching a final agreement.

In Chapter 4 we analyzed the extensions. First, we examined the union’s hold out

threats on wage determination, such as go-slow, with the parties’ preferences varying in

time. Then we considered a model in which the firm is allowed to engage in lockouts. In

order to apply the go-slow strategies, we considered two different attitudes of the union,

either hostile or altruistic, and we determined the SPE of wage bargaining depending

on these attitudes. Next, we generalized the method used in Houba and Wen [2008]

to the case when the strikes are not allowed and the union can threaten the firm with

being on go-slow. We examined the game in which the firm can lock out the union.

We determined the SPE payoff with an immediate agreement which yields the union a

wage contract smaller than the existing wage contract. Under this equilibrium the firm

always locks out the union after its own offer is rejected and holds out after rejecting

the union’s offer.

In Chapter 5, we applied the generalized wage bargaining model to real life prob-

lems such as price bargaining and presented our project on pharmaceutical product

price negotiations. Firstly, we considered the price bargaining model in which there

exists a monopolistic seller that sells a unique and indivisible good in a market with

only one buyer. We determined the unique SPE of the model, when we restrict the

analysis to history independent strategies with no delay. Then we relaxed the no-delay

assumption and determined the highest equilibrium payoff of the seller and the low-

est equilibrium payoff of the buyer for the general case. We showed that the no-delay

equilibrium strategy profiles support these extreme payoffs. Finally, we propose to ap-

ply our generalized wage bargaining model with discount rates varying in time to the

pharmaceutical product price negotiation. In this application, we consider the model in

which the monopolistic drug producer and the heath authority bargain over the price

of a patented drug. Differently from other studies, we again introduce discount factors

varying in time to model the price determination. Health authority has an objective to

increase the patients’ surplus and to reduce public expenses, and in order to achieve its

objective it uses several threats against the firm such as banning the drug or listing it

out from the reimbursement.
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Apart from the pharmaceutical product price negotiations, our future research

agenda contains several more projects on wage bargaining. For further investigations

of the bargaining model with varying discount rates, it could be of interest and impor-

tance to consider some other extensions and applications of this framework. While we

considered a model with lockouts but with no strikes, we intend to examine a game

in which both strikes of the union and the lockouts of the firm are allowed. Our con-

jecture is that it is possible to generate SPE in this game in which strikes alternate

with lockouts before a final agreement. Furthermore, we could extend our model with

go-slow option in which strikes are not allowed to the model in which the union can use

both the go-slow and strikes threats. Also combining the lockouts, strikes and holdouts

options in one model could lead to an interesting generalization of the models analyzed

in this thesis.

Fernandez and Glazer [1991] mention multiple contract renegotiations as a possi-

ble extension of their model with constant discount rates. It would be interesting to

investigate a similar extension of the model with discount rates varying in time and

to allow for contracts that are repeatedly (potentially infinitely) renegotiated. For in-

stance, one could suppose that contracts are periodically renegotiated every T periods

after a contract has been established.

Several works concern the issues of bargaining power, both in the standard bargain-

ing models and in the wage bargaining with constant discount rates. Since discount

rates are usually crucial in determining bargaining power of parties, it would be impor-

tant to study these issues in our framework with discount rates varying in time.

While we applied the generalized model to the price bargaining with one seller and

one buyer, one could try to investigate a similar model with discount rates varying in

time but with more than two parties.

One could also apply the model to political negotiations between governments or to

negotiations on common usage of public goods. Also empirical studies could give better

understanding of the wage determination in collective wage bargaining. Although the

determination of varying discount rates in real life situations could be complicated, with

a proper data set it might be possible to calculate exact bounds of wage levels.
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